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This thesis focuses on the synthesis and characterisation of titanium dioxide (TiO2) thin films for 
photocatalytic applications and use in semi-transparent dye-sensitised solar cells for energy 
efficient glazing. Several synthetic methods for the production of TiO2 thin films are explored 
including sol-gel, aerosol-assisted chemical vapour deposition (CVD) and hybrid combinatorial 
CVD. For sol-gel processing two different precursors were studied; titanium tetra-isopropoxide 
(TTIP) and titanium bis-ammonium lactato dihydroxide (TiBALD). Non-ionic surfactants 
(Tween 20, 40, 60 and Brij 58 and 98) were successfully incorporated into all three methods for 
the production of TiO2 thin films modified morphology, microstructure and enhanced functional 
properties in some cases. All films are fully characterised using scanning electron microscopy, 
X-ray diffraction, atomic force microscopy, Raman spectroscopy, UV-Vis spectroscopy, contact 
angle analysis, as well as assessment for photocatalytic performance with resazurin ‘intelligent’ 
ink. Photocatalytic performance has been used as an indicator for performance in dye-sensitised 
solar cells (DSSCs). The best photocatalytic performances with half-lives of up to 2 minutes 
were obtained for thin films produced with the addition of Brij surfactants.  
A selection of thin films were tested in semi-transparent DSSC devices with up to 70% 
transparency, to determine their overall potential for use as energy-efficient glazing. Three DSSC 
device configurations were tested, whereby the optimum configuration used N3 “black” dye with 
a dye loading time of 42 hours in combination with a high performance iodine electrolyte and a 
platinum counter electrode. The highest power conversion efficiencies (PCE) obtained were 
within the region of 0.1 – 0.3 %, with the highest PCE of 0.3814 % obtained with a 3-layer TTIP 
sol-gel derived Brij 58 thin film (0.0006 mol dm
3
)  which exhibited an short-circuit current of 
0.857 mA/cm
2
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precursor in toluene solvent, without surfactant (TTIP Tol) and with the 
addition of Brij surfactants in several concentrations; Brij 58 0.5 M (A 
B58 0.5 t), 1 M (A B58 1 t), 2 M (A B58 2 t) and Brij 98; 0.5 M (A B98 
0.5 t), 1M (A B98 1 t), 2 M (A B98 2 t). Peaks identified as anatase are 
marked in red and rutile marked in black. Peaks denoted with asterisks (*) 
are assigned to the F:SnO2coating of the glass substrate. 
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Figure  4.5. (a) Unit cell structure of anatase titanium dioxide, with the lattice planes 
directed in the (004) plane (b) and (101) plane (c).  
148 
Figure 4.6. (a) The truncated tetragonal bipyramid crystal form of anatase TiO2, 
showing the (101), (001) and (011) facets as modified from Diebold et 
al19 (b) Crystal representation of TiO2 anatase phase without the 004 
plane and with the (004) plane (c), modified as seen in Ali et al, whom 
reserve all rights
.
 Blue circles represent titanium atoms, and red represent 
oxygen. 
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Figure 4.7.  (a) Schematic to show potential charges on anatase crystal surfaces as a 
result of increased oxygen concentration in some planes. (b) Schematic of 
potential binding of polar surfactant molecules to specific surfaces of 
anatase crystal.  
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Figure 4.8.  Normalised absorption curve used to determine photocatalytic half-life in 
minutes for samples prepared by AACVD reaction of TTIP in toluene 
with addition of Brij surfactants. TTIP Tol sample represents the sample 
prepared without surfactant addition and is used for comparison.  
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Figure 4.9. Bar chart representing the rate of calculated photoactivity for resazurin 
dye molecules degraded per second per cm
2
 for each AACVD sample 
type prepared with toluene as solvent. TTIP tol represents the control 
sample prepared without any surfactant addition. Surfactant types are 
represented as T20 and T40 for Tween 20 and Tween 40, and B58 and 
B98 for Brij 58 and Brij 98. Surfactant concentrations are represented by 
0.5 (0.5 M), 1 (1 M) and 2 (2 M). Errors are shown as experimental 




to show differences between the slower rate samples.  
Figure 4.10. Normalised absorption curve used to determine photocatalytic half-life in 
minutes for samples prepared by AACVD reaction of TTIP in toluene 
with addition of Tween surfactants. “TTIP Tol” sample represents the 
sample prepared without surfactant addition and is used for comparison. 
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Figure 4.11. Bar chart comparison of the average film thickness. Films were prepared 
by AACVD with TTIP precursor and DCM, with increasing 
concentrations (0.5M to 1M) of Brij and Tween surfactants, different 
types indicated by different colours. Error bars show standard deviation. 
TTIP DCM column in black represents the control sample prepared 
without surfactant addition. 
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Figure 4.12. SEM images of TiO2 thin films produced via AACVD with TTIP as 
precursor, dichloromethane (DCM) as solvent, with Tween 20 and Tween 
40 in concentrations 0.5 M to 2 M. Films were deposited at 400 °C.  
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Figure 4.13. SEM images of TiO2 thin films produced via AACVD with TTIP as 
precursor, dichloromethane (DCM) as solvent, with Brij 58 and Brij 98 
surfactant addition in concentrations 0.5 M to 2 M. Films were deposited 
at 400 °C.  
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Figure 4.13a. Chemical structure of Brij 58 and Brij 98 surfactants, where n = 20.  
 
Figure 4.14. Critical packing parameter of an non-ionic surfactant where V0 is the 
volume of the hydrophobic tail group, ae is the equilibrium area of the 
hydrophilic head group  and Ic is the chain/tail length.  
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Figure 4.15. Comparison bar chart of average surface roughness of thin films obtained 
when using a different solvent (Toluene or Dichloromethane) for 
AACVD with TTIP precursor and surfactant addition, deposited at 400 
°C. Surfactants used were Brij 58, Brij 98, Tween 20 and Tween 40 in 0.5 
M and 1 M concentrations. ‘TTIP’ is the control sample prepared without 




Figure 4.16. XRD of TiO2 films produced by AACVD using TTIP precursor in DCM 
solvent, without surfactant (TTIP DCM) and with Brij surfactants in 0.5 
M, 1M and 2M;  Brij 58 (A B58 0.5 d, A B58 1 d, A B58 2 d) and Brij 
98 (A B98 0.5 d, A B98 1 d, A B98 2 d). Peaks identified as anatase are 
marked in red and rutile in black. Peaks denoted with asterisks (*) are 
assigned to the F:SnO2 coating of the glass substrate. XRD normalised for 
intensity.   
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Figure 4.17. XRD of TiO2 films produced by AACVD using TTIP precursor in DCM 
solvent, without surfactant (TTIP DCM) and with Tween surfactants in 
0.5M, 1M and 2M; Tween 20 (A T20 0.5 d, AT20 1 d, A T20 2 d) and 
Tween 40 (A T40 0.5 d, A T40 1 d, A T40 2 d). Peaks identified as 
anatase are marked in red and rutile in black. Peaks denoted with asterisks 
(*) are assigned to the F:SnO2 coating of the glass substrate. XRD 
normalised for intensity.   
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Figure 4.18. Bar chart comparing the texture coefficients of different samples 
prepared with toluene/DCM solvent, with and without the addition of 
surfactant. Samples were prepared as stated in Fig 4.23. Surfactants 
used; Brij 58, Brij 98, Tween 2, Tween 40 in 0.5 M and 1 M 
concentrations. ‘TTIP’ is the control sample prepared without 
surfactant addition. 
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figure 4.19. Normalised absorption curve used to determine photocatalytic half-life in 
minutes for samples prepared by AACVD reaction of TTIP in DCM with 
addition of Brij surfactants in different concentrations from 0.5 M to 1M. 
TTIP DCM sample represents the sample prepared without surfactant 
addition.  
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Figure 4.20. Bar chart representing the rate of calculated photoactivity for resazurin 
dye molecules degraded per second per cm
2
 for each AACVD sample 
prepared with DCM as solvent. TTIP DCM represents the control sample 
prepared without surfactant addition. Inset picture shows magnified 
version of bar chart to show differences between the slower rate samples.  
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Figure 4.21.  Normalised absorption curve used to determine photocatalytic half-life in 
minutes for samples prepared by AACVD reaction of TTIP in DCM with 
addition of Tween surfactants. TTIP DCM sample represents the sample 




Bar chart comparison representing the rate of calculated photoactivity for 
resazurin dye molecules degraded per second per cm2 for each AACVD 
sample type prepared with toluene (blue) and DCM (red) as solvent. TTIP 
represents the control sample prepared without any surfactant addition. 
Surfactant types are represented as T20 and T40 for Tween 20 and Tween 
40. Surfactant concentrations are represented by 0.5 (0.5 M) and 1 (1 M). 





Figure 5.0.  
 
SEM images of TiO2 thin films produced via HCVD with the surfactant 
mixture added via aerosol in two forms; Brij surfactant in 1M 
concentration in a solution of methanol (HB98 1-m) and Brij surfactant 
1M concentration in toluene (HB98 1-t). Films were deposited at 550 °C.  
175 
Figure 5.1.  SEM images of TiO2 thin films produced via HCVD with Brij surfactants 
added via a methanol solution. Surfactants were added in concentrations 
of 0.5 M – 2 M as indicated by numbers. Films were deposited at 550 °C.  
177 
Figure 5.2.  SEM images of TiO2 thin films produced via HCVD with Tween 
surfactants added via a methanol solution. Surfactants were added in 
concentrations of 0.5 M – 1 M as indicated by numbers. Films were 
deposited at 550 °C.  
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Figure 5.3.  Bar chart comparison of the average thin film thickness of thin films 
prepared by HCVD with TTIP precursor and ethanol as solvent, with 
increasing concentrations of different surfactant mixtures in methanol 
added via AACVD, indicated by colours. Error bars show the standard 
deviation. Numbers represent the molar concentration from 0.5 M – 2 M.  
180 
   Figure 5.4.(a) Schematic representation of surfactant size relative to one another with 
exaggerated representations of head and tail size.  
181 
Figure 5.4b Schematic of potential micelle formation with non-ionic surfactants and 
the nucleation/growth of film surrounding them.  
183 
Figure 5.5.  Bar chart to show average surface roughness (nm, root mean square) for 
TiO2 thin film samples prepared by hybrid CVD (red) , AACVD with 
toluene as solvent (light blue) and AACVD with DCM as solvent (dark 
blue). Error bars show 5% percentage error.  
184 
Figure 5.6.  Bar chart comparison between average particle size (nm) shown with 
10% measurement error, and the average RMS surface roughness (nm) 
shown with standard deviation error.    
185 
Figure 5.7.  Schematic to show the two possible wetting regimes of a droplet on a 
surface; Cassie-Baxter and Wenzel, with corresponding equations for 
measuring the contact angle on a rough surface (θr) when the contact 
angle on a smooth surface is known, where D = pillar diameter, P is pillar 
pitch, H is pillar height and r is droplet radius.  
186 
Figure 5.8.1. Cropped SEM images with corresponding contact angles (before° à after 
°) to the bottom left of each image and surface RMS roughness (nm) to 




Figure 5.8.2. Worked example for the estimation of wetting regime for HCVD samples. 
Pillar pitch was estimated at half the pillar (particle) diameter. The height 
was estimate as an average of RMS surface values, as given in table 5.1. 
When the left side of the equation is equal to or greater than the height, 
the sample will follow the Wenzel rather than the Cassie-Baxter regime.  
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Figure 5.11. XRD of TiO2 films produced by HCVD without surfactant (HCVD) and 
with Brij surfactants in methanol via aerosol in several concentrations 
where numbers represent concentration (M); Brij 58 (H B58 0.5, H B58 
1, H B58 2) and Brij 98 (H B98 0.5, H B98 1, H B98 2). Peaks identified 
as anatase are marked in red, brookite in blue and rutile in black. Peaks 
denoted with asterisks (*) are assigned to the F:SnO2 coating of the glass 
substrate. XRD normalised for intensity.   
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Figure 5.11. XRD of TiO2 produced by HCVD without surfactant (APCVD) and with 
Tween surfactants in methanol via aerosol in several concentrations 
where numbers represent concentration (M); Tween 20 (H T20 0.5,H T20 
1) and Tween 40 (H T40 0.5, H T40 1). Peaks identified as anatase are 
marked in red, brookite in blue and rutile in black. Peaks denoted with 
asterisks (*) are assigned to the F:SnO2 coating of the glass substrate. 
XRD normalised for intensity.   
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Figure 5.12. Comparison of average crystallite size (nm) for thin films prepared by 
hybrid CVD (red), AACVD with toluene (light blue) and AACVD with 
DCM (black).  
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Figure 5.13. Comparison of texture coefficient in the (004) plane of anatase phase thin 
films produced by hybrid CVD (red), AACVD with toluene (light blue) 
and AACVD with DCM (black).  
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Figure 5.14. Normalised absorption curves for determination of photocatalytic half-life 
(minutes) for samples prepared by hybrid CVD reactions with and 
without the addition of Brij surfactants. HCVD represents the films 
prepared without surfactant and is used for comparison. 0.5, 1 and 2 
represent the concentration (M) of surfactant that was used to make the 
films. 
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Figure 5.15. Normalised absorption curves for determination of photocatalytic half-life 
(minutes) for samples prepared by hybrid CVD reactions with and 
without the addition of Tween surfactants. HCVD represents the films 
prepared without surfactant and is used for comparison. 0.5 and 1 
represent the concentrations (M) of surfactant. 
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Figure 5.16. Bar chart representing the calculated rate of photoactivity for the 




 for each sample prepared by hybrid 
CVD with and without surfactant addition. APCVD represents the sample 





Figure 5.17.a. Bar chart to compare the photoactivity rates of thin films prepared by 
hybrid CVD (red), AACVD (blue) and sol-gel (black). Rates are shown as 




. APCVD, AA tol, AA 
DCM and TTIP and TiBALD represent the samples prepared by each 
method without surfactant addition.  
202 
Figure 5.17. b. Enlarged version of fig 5.18(a) for better comparison between sample 
sets.  Bar chart here is as above, comparing the photoactivity rates of thin 
films prepared by hybrid CVD (red), AACVD (blue) and sol-gel (grey). 
Errors shown are 5% experimental error.   
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Chapter 6.    
Figure 6.1. Product details of the DSSC technology produced by Glass 2 Energy Ltd 
for building integrated photovoltaic (BIPV) window facades. Glass 2 
Energy reserve all rights to this information and pictures which have been 




Figure 6.2.  Schematic of the semi-transparent dye sensitised solar cell configuration, 
where the counter electrode is either indium doped tin oxide (ITO) glass 
or fluorine doped tin oxide (FTO) glass with a layer of finely dispersed 
platinum is deposited, the electrolyte is a ionic redox electrolyte, the 
monoadsorbed dye is that which is adsorbed onto the TiO2 thin film 




6.3.(a) Schematic of the dye solar cell active area in red, and the 
dimensions of the TiO2 anode. The blue box represents the area of the 
anode which is left uncovered by the sealing gasket in order to make an 
electrical contact for connecting the device together and making 
performance. 6.3 (b) Schematic of dye sensitised solar cell configuration, 
and photo of a typical DSSC under illumination. 
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Figure 6.4.  Current-Voltage (IV) curve for the DSSC device a1 showing 0.0131 % 
PCE efficiency, highlighted in blue in table 6.2. This was prepared in 
configuration 1 as detailed above, with a 2 layer control TiO2 thin film 
produced by sol-gel with TTIP precursor and no surfactant addition. 
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Figure 6.5.  Current-Voltage (IV) curve for the DSSC device A11 showing 0.0073 % 
PCE efficiency, highlighted in blue in table 6.3. This was prepared in 
configuration 1 as detailed above, with a 3 layer TiO2 thin film produced 





Figure 6.5a Representative transmission (%) spectra for DSSC devices prepared in 




Figure 6.6. Current-Voltage (IV) curves for the DSSC devices prepared in 
configuration 1.5, with a platinum counter electrode showing enhanced 
performance compared to the ITO electrode as in figures 6.4 and 6.5. IV 
curves here are for (a) A14, DSSC with 0.1429 % PCE efficiency, 
prepared with a sol-gel film made with TTIP precursor and Brij 58 
surfactant in a concentration of 0.0006 mol dm
3
, and (b) A16, DSSC with 
0.2257 % PCE efficiency, prepared with a sol-gel film made from TTIP 
precursor and Brij 98 surfactant in ca concentration of 0.0004 mol dm
3
, as 
highlighted in blue in table 6.4. 
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Figure 6.7.  Current-Voltage (IV) curves for the DSSC devices prepared in 
configuration 2, with 42 hours dye soaking time, HI-30 Iodolyte (high 
performance electrolyte) and a platinum counter electrode. IV curves here 
are for (a) DSSC with 0.1792 % PCE efficiency (b) DSSC with 0.1134 % 
PCE efficiency and (c) DSSC with 0.1193 % PCE efficiency, as shown in 
table 6.5. 
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Figure 6.7a Representative transmission (%) spectra for DSSC devices prepared in 
configuration 2. Devices shown here are A17 and A19, control thin film 
devices as described in figure 6.7 above. 
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Figure 6.8.  Current-Voltage (IV) curves for the DSSC devices prepared in 
configuration 2, with 42 hours dye soaking time, HI-30 Iodolyte (high 
performance electrolyte) and a platinum counter electrode. IV curves here 
are for (a) A26- DSSC with 0.3814 % PCE efficiency (b) A28- DSSC 
with 0.3721 % PCE efficiency (c) A30-DSSC with 0.3303 % PCE 
efficiency and (d) A23- DSSC with 0.2484 % efficiency as shown in table 
6.6. 
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Figure 6.8a Representative transmission (%) spectra for DSSC devices prepared in 
configuration 2. Devices shown here are A26, A22, A29 and A24, Brij 
58/Brij 98 thin film devices as described in figure 6.8 and table 6.6. 
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Figure 6.9.  Current-Voltage (IV) curves for the DSSC devices prepared in 
configuration 2, with 42 hours dye soaking time, HI-30 Iodolyte (high 
performance electrolyte) and a platinum counter electrode. IV curves here 
are for (a) DSSC with 0.1689 % PCE efficiency (b) DSSC with 0.3749 % 
PCE efficiency (c) DSSC with 0.2396 % PCE efficiency and (d) DSSC 
with 0.3392 % efficiency as shown in table 6.7. 
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Figure 6.10 Representative transmission (%) spectra for DSSC devices prepared in 
configuration 2. Devices shown here are A50, A47, A54 and A52, Brij 
58/Brij 98 thin film devices as described in figure 6.8 and table 6.9. 
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Figure 6.11 Current-Voltage (IV) curves for the DSSC devices prepared from 
AACVD films in configuration 1, with corresponding optical % 
transmission plots. Configuration 1= 24 hours dye soaking time, triiodide 
electrolyte and an ITO counter electrode. IV curves here are for (a) DSSC 




DSSC with 0.011 % PCE efficiency as shown in tables 6.10-6.12. 
Figure 6.12 Representative transmission (%) spectra for DSSC devices prepared in 
configuration 1.5, with 24 hours dye soaking time, triiodide electrolyte 
and platinum counter electrode. Devices shown here are A73, A75, A77 
and A78, Tween 20/ Tween 40 thin film devices as described in figure 
6.13 and table 6.14. 
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Figure 6.13 (ab). Current-Voltage (IV) curves for the optimum DSSC devices 
prepared with AACVD thin films, in configuration 2, with 42 hours dye 
soaking time, HI-30 Iodolyte (high performance electrolyte) and a 
platinum counter electrode. IV curves here are for (a) DSSC with 0.0337 
% PCE efficiency (b) DSSC with 0.0295 % PCE efficiency as shown in 
table 6.15. (c) % transmission plot for sample A79 (d) % transmission 
plot for sample A83. 
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Figure 6.14 As seen and modified from the review by Calogero et al,
3
 of whom 
reserve all rights. Chart to show progression of DSSC performance using 
different vegetable based natural dyes. Data on the right shows state-of-
the-art vegetable dye-based DSSC efficiency (2015), all data references 




Figure 6.15  Photographs of washed purple potatoes (a), sliced for freeze drying (b), 
and undergoing filtering after hydrolysis steps to produce purple dye. 
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Figure 6.16 Current-Voltage (IV) curves for TiO2 thin film devices prepared with 3 
layer “control” thin films (prepared without surfactant) and ruthenium dye 
sensitiser (A1, A4, A5 and A6) compared to that prepared with 
anthocyanin dye derived from purple potatoes (A85). DSSC devices were 
prepared in configuration 1, with 24 hours dye soaking time, triiodide 
electrolyte and an indium-doped tin oxide counter electrode. %PCE 
efficiency are given in each IV curve for comparison.  
238 
Figure 6.17 Photographs of DSSC devices prepared with ionic liquids; (a) shows a 
non-sealed DSSC prepared with CB-1a ionic liquid showing a light green 
colour, (b) shows a sealed DSSC prepared with CB-8 with a dark blue 





Selection of representative Tauc Plots (used to determine band gap of 
TiO2 thin films) 
 
277-279 
A2 Typical photographic example of wetting behaviour of TiO2 thin films 
before and after UV  irradiation. Film sample shown here was prepared 








Appendix B SEM images for sol-gel samples prepared with TTIP and TiBALD  
B1 SEM images of samples prepared by sol-gel with TTIP as precursor, with 
no surfactant addition. Numbers represent the number of layers. Samples 
were annealed at 500°C for 15 minutes.  
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B2 SEM Images of samples prepared by sol-gel with TTIP as precursor and 













. Numbers represent 
the number of layers. Samples were annealed at 500°C for 15 minutes.  
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B3 SEM Images of samples prepared by sol-gel with TTIP as precursor and 









Numbers represent the number of layers. 
Samples were annealed at 500 °C for 15 minutes.  
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B4 SEM Images of samples prepared by sol-gel with TTIP as precursor and 









Numbers represent the number of layers. 
Samples were annealed at 500 °C for 15 minutes.  
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B5 SEM Images of samples prepared by sol-gel with TTIP as precursor and 









Numbers represent the number of layers. Samples 
were annealed at 500 °C for 15 minutes.  
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B6 SEM Images of samples prepared by sol-gel with TTIP as precursor and 









Numbers represent the number of layers. Samples 
were annealed at 600 °C for 1 hour. 
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B7 SEM Images of samples prepared by sol-gel with TiBALD as precursor 















represent the number of layers. Samples were annealed at 600 °C for 1 
hour. 
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B8 SEM Images of samples prepared by sol-gel with TiBALD as precursor 










Numbers represent the number of 
layers. Samples were annealed at 600 °C for 1 hour.  
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B9 SEM Images of samples prepared by sol-gel with TiBALD as precursor 










Numbers represent the number of 
layers. Samples were annealed at 600 °C for 1 hour. 
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B10 SEM Images of samples prepared by sol-gel with TiBALD as precursor 











Numbers represent the number of 





Appendix C Current (I) –voltage (V) curves showing performance of DSSC 
devices produced in chapter 6.   288 
A 
 
A1- TTIP Control 2 (2)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ ITO CE 
A2- TTIP Control 4 (2)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ ITO CE 
A3- TTIP Control 7 (2)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ ITO CE 
A4- TTIP Control 1 (3)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ ITO CE 
A5- TTIP Control 2 (3)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ ITO CE 
A6- TTIP Control 3 (3)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ ITO CE 
A7- TTIP B98 B-4 (2)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ ITO CE 
A8- TTIP B98 B-8 (2)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ ITO CE 
A9- TTIP B98 B-8 (3)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ ITO CE 
A10- TTIP B98 B-0 (3)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ ITO CE 
A11- TTIP B98 B-1 (3)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ ITO CE 
292 
B A12- TTIP B58 A-2 (2)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A13- TTIP B58 A-7 (2)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A14- TTIP B58 A-5 (3)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A15 - TTIP B58 A-7 (3)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A16- TTIP B98 B-3 (3)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A17- TTIP Control 4 (2)/ Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A18- TTIP Control 7 (2)/ Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A19- TTIP Control 9 (3)/ Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
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C A23- TTIP B98 B-1 (2)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A24- TTIP B98 B-4 (2)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A25- TTIP B98 B-3 (2)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A26 - TTIP B58 A-8 (3)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A27- TTIP B58 A-2 (3)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A28- TTIP B58 A-4 (3)/ Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A29- TTIP B98 B-3 (3)/ Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A30- TTIP B98 B-8 (3)/ Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A31- TTIP B98 B-5 (3)/ Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A32- TTIP T20 B-1 (2)/ Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 




D A34- TTIP T20 B-0 (2)/ Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A35- TTIP T40 B-4 (2)/ Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A36- TTIP T40 B-7 (2)/ Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A37 - TTIP T40 B-3 (2)/ Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A38- TTIP T40 B-6 (2)/ Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A39- TTIP T40 B-5 (2)/ Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A40- TTIP T20 B-6 (3)/ Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A41- TTIP T20 B-7 (3)/ Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A42- TTIP T40 B-5 (3)/ Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A43- TTIP T40 B-7 (3)/ Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A44- TTIP T40 B-3 (3)/ Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
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E A45- TTIP T40 B-9 (3)/ Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A46- TTIP T40 B-8 (3)/ Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A47- TiBALD B58 AT-8 (2)/ Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A48 - TiBALD B58 AT-6 (2)/ Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A49- TiBALD B58 AT-5 (3)/ Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A50- TiBALD B58 BT-1 (3)/ Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A51- TiBALD B58 BT-7 (3) / Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A52- TiBALD B98 BT-7 (2)/ Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A53- TiBALD B58 BT-5 (2)/ Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A54- TiBALD B58 AT-7 (3)/ Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A55- TiBALD B58 AT-1 (3)/ Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
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F A56- TiBALD B98 BT-1 (1)/ Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A57- TiBALD B98 BT-2 (3)/ Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A58- AACVD Tol (1)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ ITO CE 
A59 - AACVD Tol (2)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ ITO CE 
A60- AACVD B98 0.5 t (1)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ ITO CE 
A61- AACVD B98 0.5 t (2)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ ITO CE 
A62- AACVD B98 0.5 t (3)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ ITO CE 
A63- AACVD B98 1 t (1)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ ITO CE 




A65- AACVD B98 1 t (3)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ ITO CE 
A66- AACVD B58 0.5 t (1) Triiodide/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ ITO CE 
G A67- AACVD B58 0.5 t (2) Triiodide/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ ITO CE 
A68- AACVD B58 0.5 t (3) Triiodide/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ ITO CE 
A69- AACVD B58 1 t (1) Triiodide/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ ITO CE 
A70 - AACVD B58 1 t (2) Triiodide/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ ITO CE 
A71- AACVD B58 1 t (3) Triiodide/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ ITO CE 
A72- AACVD T20 0.5 t (1)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ Pt CE 
A73- AACVD T20 0.5 t (2)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ Pt CE 
A74- AACVD T20 1 t (1)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ Pt CE 
A75- AACVD T20 1 t (1)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ Pt CE 
A76- AACVD T40 0.5 t (1)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ Pt CE 
A77- AACVD T40 0.5 t (2)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ Pt CE 
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H A78- AACVD T40 0.5 t (3)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ Pt CE 
A79- AACVD B98 0.5 t (1)/ Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
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Introduction: Tailoring titanium dioxide thin films for 
photocatalysis and energy efficient glazing via dye-sensitised solar 
cells 
The energy efficiency, sustainability and environmental impact of buildings are a growing 
concern for the modern world. There is increasing acceptance of the environmental and health 
concerns related to the use of fossil fuels for energy production and their subsequent role in 
climate change, which is placing greater demands on policy makers and industry to shift to a 
zero-carbon energy supply. These issues coupled with the escalating cost and demand for energy 
in buildings is putting pressure on building legislators to increase the energy efficiency and 
sustainability of new buildings whilst reducing the impact on the environment. As a result, more 
pressure is being placed on manufacturers to design buildings which are not only energy 
efficient, but also incorporate their own renewable energy supply. 
 In contemporary buildings windows play an important aesthetic as well as functional 
role, where the trend for high-rise, glazed office buildings is evident around the world regardless 
of climate. Taller buildings offer the benefits of higher density over a smaller ground space, 
which in densely populated cities offers a distinct advantage. Windows in such buildings come 
with several advantages; a much desired (and needed) view of the outside world, added passive 
solar heat gain which can be beneficial in colder climates and reduction in electric lighting 
required due to natural light access. However, disadvantages such as heat loss, thermal and visual 
discomfort due to glare, and increased need for air-conditioning in warmer climates due to solar 
heat gain often outweigh these benefits, especially when energy efficiency is concerned.
4
 
Windows typically account for about 30-50% of transmission losses within a building envelope, 
and as a result the extensive use of windows can dramatically increase the subsequent energy 
demands of a building. 
5
 Increased heating or cooling is often then required to maintain a 
comfortable internal environment for occupants. It is for this reason that many advanced window 
systems now utilise so called ‘energy efficient’ glazing in the form of low emissivity (low E) 
coatings, spectrally selective thin films (heat mirrors) or absorbing glass.
6
 However increasing 
research interest is focusing on moderating window glazing so that it offers not only energy 
efficiency, but also energy generation, as the demand for energy independent buildings increases.  
 One of the most attractive options to incorporate renewable energy into buildings is 
through the use of building-integrated photovoltaics (BIPVs). Solar energy is often considered 
36 
 
the cleanest and most abundant renewable energy option,
7
 and with the sun’s irradiation to earth 
producing around 10,000 times more energy than that required for daily use by mankind, it is 
considered by many to be the most viable option to meet demand.
8
 It seems both a natural and 
logical step that research into BIPVs should aim to combine with energy efficient glazing, to 
develop energy efficient solar glazing which can both conserve and generate energy for use 
within the building.  
Current Approaches to Solar Glazing 
The incorporation of solar glazing into high-rise office buildings is a particularly attractive 
opportunity for architects and building manufacturers, potentially satisfying both the aesthetic 
desires of the former with the energy requirements of the latter, whereby entire façades of 
buildings could be used for solar power generation. However, to function as a normal window, 
solar glazing needs to retain some element of transparency, and as a result the system must 
sacrifice its ability to utilise light from the visible part of the solar spectrum.
9
 Therefore it is 
understandable that solar glazing will inherently have a low efficiency compared to traditional 
BIPV materials, however, solar glazing offers the advantage of being suitable for coverage over a 
much larger area on a building, in a much more aesthetically pleasing way.  
 For solar glazing to become a truly practical and realistic alternative, power conversion 
efficiency of the system must be optimised, in addition, it should be low cost, semi-transparent 
and easy to manufacture.
10
 Ideally solar glazing should be manufactured in-line utilising existing 
technologies, such as chemical vapour deposition (CVD) or sputtering, which are already in use 
within the glazing industry. Importantly, there is a significant balance to be found whereby 
transparency of the solar glazing is optimised without compromising power conversion 
efficiency. Another important consideration is the life-span of the technology, whereby organic 
photovoltaics are unsuitable for applications in buildings due to their short life-time.
11
 
Currently there is a vast array of research into developing next generation materials for 
BIPVs that do not rely on the conventional single p-n junction, that are called ‘third-generation’ 
photovoltaics. For solar glazing however, the challenge of producing a photovoltaic that can act 
as a window as well as a solar harvesting device is still on-going. The most successful 
approaches have utilised dye-sensitised solar cells (DSSCs)
12,13
 and organic photovoltaics 
(OPVs).
14–16
 These approaches are particularly suitable as they meet all criteria whereby they use 
relatively low cost materials and their manufacture can be easily scaled up to an industrial level. 
37 
 
More recently, microstructured perovskite solar cells have experience a huge surge in research 
interest, and specifically for their potential to be integrated into windows.
10,17
 However, as with 
DSSCs and OPVs, perovskite solar cells have been subject to intense scrutiny in terms of their 
potential stability under ‘real-life’ conditions for outdoor applications in windows.
18
  
Scope of this thesis 
This thesis aims to explore the use of titanium dioxide (TiO2) thin films in semi-transparent dye-
sensitised solar cells (DSSCs) for application in energy efficient glazing in windows. The 
methods used to produce TiO2 thin films will be applicable to scale-up within industry, whereby 
the use of surfactants will be explored for modifying and optimising thin films for both self-













Fundamentals: 1: Titanium Dioxide-structure, properties and 
applications  
1.1. Titanium Dioxide 
The discovery of photocatalytic water splitting under ultraviolet (UV) light using titanium 
dioxide (TiO2) as an electrode in 1972 by Fujishima and Honda sparked a worldwide surge in 
research into use of TiO2 as a photocatalyst. 
19,20
  Not only did this discovery push the use of 
TiO2 beyond the scope of its main commercial application as a pigment in paints, toothpastes and 
sunscreens, but it spawned a broad range of subsequent applications ranging from self-cleaning, 
antimicrobial thin-film coatings to environmental photocatalysts, gas sensors and, as for the 
subject of this thesis, as electrodes in dye-sensitised solar cells (DSSCs).
21–24
  
Focus on enhancing the performance of TiO2 materials for these applications has driven research 
at the nanoscale, whereby the control of composition, size and shape of TiO2 nanoparticles has 
enabled the resulting morphology and composition of the material to be specifically tailored to 
suit its application. As a result, production of TiO2 in the form of nanorods, nanowires and 
nanocrystalline thin films has been achieved using various controlled deposition methods 
including  sol-gel
25
  and hydrothermal routes,
26
   as well as vapour deposition methods such as 
chemical vapour deposition (CVD),
27
 physical vapour deposition
28
 and more recently, aerosol-
assisted CVD
29
 and electric field assisted CVD.
30
 
1.1.2 Functional Application: TiO2 as a photocatalyst 
Photocatalysts such as TiO2 are commonly used for environmental remediation applications, 
such as in the degradation of organic pollutants,
31
 treatment of contaminated waste water,
32
 and 
also for the production of clean hydrogen fuel via water splitting. 
33
 A photocatalyst can be 
defined as a material which absorbs light to accelerate a chemical reaction, whereby the 
photocatalyst is subsequently regenerated. A semiconductor photocatalyst such as TiO2 absorbs 
light with photon energies greater than or equal to its band gap energy (hν ≥ Eg,) to excite an 
electron from the valence band (vb) into the conduction band (cb), leaving behind a hole (h
+
). 
This can be represented by equation (1.1) and is also shown schematically in figure 1.2.  Each 
polymorph of TiO2 has a different band gap energy, thereby requiring different wavelengths of 
light for excitation of an electron whereby anatase (Eg = 3.20 eV) has a larger band gap than 
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rutile (Eg = 3.02 eV), which absorb 380 and 410 nm of light respectively.
34
 Consequently, only 
ultraviolet light (about 5% of incident solar irradiation) is active for the photoexcitation process 
in pure TiO2. 
35
 This has encouraged a wide variety of research into the doping of TiO2 











Figure 1.1: Schematic representing the photoexcitation of an electron to generate an electron-
hole pair, where vb – valence band, cb – conduction band, Eg –bandgap energy). 
Following initial charge separation, the photogenerated electron (e
-
) and hole (h
+
) can succumb 
to a variety of different fates. Recombination, as in Equation 1.2, (Fig. 1.2, (e)) may reduce the 
overall rate of photocatalysis. Alternatively, the electron and hole (charge carriers) may migrate 
via diffusion (Fig. 1.1.2 (b, c, d)) to then undergo reactions near or on the catalyst surface.  
However, recombination can take place within the bulk and also at the surface of semiconducting 
materials such as TiO2 due to the presence of photoinduced intrinsic or extrinsic trapping sites. 
41,42
 As a result, charge carriers that migrate to the surface can be trapped by intrinsic subsurface 
































                                                                    Equation 1.3     
 Ti 
IV
 +  e
-
cb                  →     Ti
III
                                                                              Equation 1.4 
h
+
vb    +  D       →      D
+




cb       +   A          →       A
-




Despite these competing reactions, if the electrons and holes that drift to the surface do not 
recombine (Fig 1.1.2. d), interfacial electron transfer can occur with the adsorbed acceptors (A) 
and donor molecules (D) on the surface via oxidation or reduction (Equations 1.5 and 1.6, Fig 
1.1.2. b, c).
43
The reaction of these photogenerated electrons and holes in titanium dioxide with 
adsorbed species on the surface can result in the formation of reactive species such as superoxide 
ions (O2
•-




 The presence of absorbed oxygen, water and hydroxide 
have found to be an advantage to the photocatalysis process, whereby absorbed oxygen acts as an 
electron trap, thereby producing oxygen radicals which can prevent recombination of charge 
carriers (Equation 1.7).
42
 Absorbed water or hydroxides however, can act as hole traps resulting 
in the formation of hydroxyl radicals which can then participate in photocatalytic reactions on the 







A summary of the processes in photocatalysis are shown below in Figure 1.1.2.  
 
 
Figure 1.1.2. Schematic of photogenerated electron and hole pathways over a semiconductor 






cb  + O2 (abs)  →  O2
-
           Equation 1.7 
h
+




(ads)     Equation 1.8 
h
+
vb    + OH
-
(ads)   ↔  OH
•
(ads)     Equation 1.9 
 
(a) Generation of an electron, , 
and hole , , from light 
(b) Oxidation of the adsorbed 
donor species (D) 
(c) Reduction of adsorbed 
acceptor species (A) 
(d) Recombination at the catalyst 
surface 
(e) Recombination in the bulk 
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1.1.3. Structure and properties: Tailoring TiO2 for photocatalytic and DSSC 
applications  
TiO2 exists naturally in three semiconducting polymorphs; anatase, rutile and brookite, whereby 
rutile is the most thermodynamically stable phase at all temperatures and pressures up to 60 
kbar.
46
 Each structural polymorph is built upon the connection of TiO6 octehedra, as shown in 
figure 1.1.3. The anatase phase only consists of edge-sharing octahedra, whereas rutile and 












Despite all polymorphs of TiO2 being non-toxic, chemically inert and durable to extended use as 
photocatalyst, anatase is often the phase of choice for photocatalytic applications whereby it 
offers the greatest efficiency.
48
 The basic physical properties of the three phases of TiO2 are 
shown in table 1, with information adapted from references. 
43,49
 









Anatase Tetragonal 2.56 3.2 Phase change to Rutile 
typically at 500 – 800 °C. 
Rutile Tetragonal 2.95 3.02 Most stable 
Brookite Orthorhombic 2.81 3.14 Metastable  
42 
 
As the photocatalytic activity of TiO2 is directly related to its crystal properties; such as size and 
surface area of particles, presence of defects as well as phase and composition of the material, it 
is understandable that a significant amount of research has focused on preferentially obtaining 
anatase in TiO2 syntheses.
50–54
 It has been found that the difference in Gibbs free energy between 
the three polymorphs of TiO2 is relatively small (between 4-20 kJ/mole) which suggests that the 
anatase and brookite phases are almost as stable as rutile at normal temperatures and pressures.
46
  
There have been a wide variety of studies focused on the use ofTiO2 as a photocatalyst, including 
how to modify its structure and properties to enable increased photocatalytic performance. TiO2 
has a photonic efficiency of less than 10% for most degradation processes, and current research 
has focused on improving the efficiency of TiO2 through several methods. It is now possible to 
tailor TiO2 photocatalysts for specific applications through optimisation of the material synthesis 
to obtain specific structural and chemical properties (1), narrowing of TiO2’s wide indirect 
bandgap to harness a larger portion of light from the solar spectrum (2) and surface sensitisation 
of TiO2 via chemisorbed/physisorbed dyes/metal complexes (3).  
(1) Optimising the synthesis of TiO2  
The TiO2 synthesis can be tailored to produce a specific combination of characteristics in the 
resulting material, through altering the method used, such as sol-gel, hydrothermal, powder 
based, or thin film and also through treatments applied, such as different calcination 
temperatures, additives etc. The efficiency of the resultant photocatalyst is determined by the 
crystalline structure (anatase), particle size, pore size, density of OH groups, surface acidity, 
number and nature of trap sites (lattice and surface ) within the material.
46
 Generally the 
performance of all catalyst materials benefit from a high surface area which enables a greater 
concentration of active sites per square metre, leading to a higher overall reactivity. Thus, the 
smaller the particle size, the larger the surface area, and the higher the expected activity. 
55
 
Investigations into the effect of TiO2 particle size on phase stability and transformations within 
the material have confirmed that the relative stability of each phase can be dependent on the 
particle size itself, whereby anatase is most thermodynamically favourable at particles sizes less 
than 11 nm, brookite is most stable between 11 and 35 nm and rutile is most stable at sizes 
greater than 35 nm. 
56
 The optimal particle size for photocatalytic TiO2 has been referenced as 
between 10-15nm,
57
 and this is due to the ability of the smaller anatase particles to accelerate the 
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diffusion of electrons and holes to the surface (as the distance is smaller) and to thereby inhibit 
electron-hole recombination through charge carrier trapping.
58
 In addition, with a smaller particle 
size the overall surface area to volume ratio of the material is increased, thereby creating a larger 
surface area for the reactants to be in contact with TiO2 and for the photocatalytic reaction to 
occur.  
The type of synthetic method used and the presence of dopants can also encourage phase 
transformations within TiO2. In particular, the presence of lattice and surface defects can 
encourage the anatase to rutile phase conversion, whereby an increase in surface defects 
enhances the transformation to rutile because these defects act as nucleation sites to form larger 
particles. As a result, in photocatalytic applications, defects can act as trapping sites for electrons 
and holes leading to recombination, therefore reducing the photocatalytic activity if there is no 




(2) Narrowing TiO2 bandgap to harness a larger portion of light from the solar spectrum 
As the wide indirect bandgap of TiO2 (3.2 eV) is only activated by radiation with wavelengths 
below 385 nm (accounting for only 5% of the solar spectrum) another tactic used to increase 
TiO2 photocatalytic performance is to narrow the bandgap various metal dopants. Extrinsic 
doping with metals (such as Fe, Cu and V) and non-metals (such as N, S and C) has been studied 
in an effort to harness energy from the visible portion of the solar spectrum.
60
 
(3) Surface sensitisation using dyes/metal complexes 
Dye sensitisers or metal complexes can be chemisorbed or physisorbed on the surface of TiO2 to 
enable increased efficiency of the excitation processes in the material. The use of a sensitiser 
expands the used wavelength range through excitation of the sensitiser followed by an electron 
transfer between the excited dye and the semiconductor conduction band. Depending on the 
redox environment, the dye is then able to donate or receive an electron, improving electron-hold 




State-of-the-art photocatalytic performance for TiO2 thin films is typically benchmarked against 
Pilkington NSG Activ
TM
, which is the world’s first commercially available self-cleaning glass.  
Activ
TM
 is produced by an atmospheric pressure chemical vapour deposition (APCVD) technique 
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which is controlled to produce a 15 nm thick layer of TiO2 on the surface of float glass,
61
 and it 







for the degradation of resazurin ‘intelligent’ ink.
60
 Part of the difficulty in 
evaluating the photocatalytic performance of TiO2 lies in the fact that within academic literature 
there are a wide variety of methods used to assess photocatalysis depending on the type of TiO2 
to be tested, whereby there are a very limited number of methods suitable for assessing thin 
films. Those methods suitable for thin film analysis include primarily stearic acid,
62,63
 alongside 
more recent photocatalyst indicator inks in the form of redox dyes methylene blue (MB), 




For DSSC applications, similar properties as those required for photocatalytic applications are 
desired, such as small particle size, large surface area and reduced defects as described above. 
Therefore it can be suggested that photocatalytic performance can be used as an indication as to 
whether a thin film will perform well within a DSSC device, as the mechanisms of electron 
transfer through the film are similar; recombination needs to be kept to a minimum and increased 
surface area enables better absorption of light to kick-start the reaction. For DSSCs, anatase TiO2 
is once again favoured as the semiconducting material owing to its wide band gap energy of 3.2 
eV (vs 3.02 eV for rutile). The major breakthrough for DSSCs came in 1991 when a mesoporous 
electrode with a high internal surface area was used.
64
 This enabled an increased adsorption of 
dye sensitiser, meaning greater adsorption of light and increased electron injection into the TiO2 
thin film. Anatase TiO2 has a greater photoactive potential than other phases such as rutile and 
brookite, meaning that it absorbs light only below 388 nm within the correct wavelengths for 
excitation, and so it is invisible to most of the solar spectrum, thus reducing the recombination 
rate of photo injected electrons as in the DSSC. 
65–67
 The optimum TiO2 thin film for DSSCs is 
typically regarded as a porous thin film electrode, with a thickness of between 10-20µm, and 
particle sizes around 20 nm.
68
  
Therefore, for the use of TiO2 as an effective photocatalyst or as a semiconductor in DSSCs, 
there are a wide variety of characteristics that need to be considered and controlled, in addition to 
the overall structural properties of the TiO2 catalyst. The surface area, porosity, pore size and 
distribution are of great importance for DSSC application, whereby the sensitisation of the thin 
film enables greater dye adsorption and thus greater light absorption and electron injection into 
the TiO2 conduction band. 
69
 These characteristics are also very important for photocatalytic 
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applications, whereby the increased surface area due to small particle size and increased porosity 
means a larger surface area for the photocatalytic reaction to take place.  
There has been extensive research focused on sol-gel methods for the preparation of TiO2 
photocatalysts and for DSSC applications, 
65,69–85
 as they offer a simple and efficient route to 
transparent nanostructured TiO2  thin films whereby carefully controlling the hydrolysis of the 
titania precursor and the subsequent reaction conditions allows for the control of particle 
morphology, crystallite size, film thickness and the transformation between anatase and rutile 
phases.
58,86–89
 As a result, this thesis will look at sol-gel processing in chapter 1 as a starting point 



















Fundamentals 1.2: Sol-Gel Technology for thin films 
The sol-gel process is a wet chemical technique that enables substrates to be coated with thin 
films of unique compositions and properties which cannot often be obtained through other 
processing methods. Sol-gel coating systems have been extensively studied since the 1950’s, 
with significant emphasis on the preparation of single oxide optical coatings such as TiO2 and 
SiO2. Bulk sol-gel processes utilising the alkoxide route were first introduced in 1971 by 
Dislich,
90
 and since then research in this area has flourished as materials produced via this 
technique typically exhibit excellent homogeneity and high purity, whereby unique structures can 
be produced at low reaction temperatures, making this process useful for a wide range of 
applications.
77
 Indeed, the sol-gel process allows for the microstructure of the deposited film to 
be directly controlled, an advantage which is often not possible with standard vapour-phase 
methods.
80
 The main aspects of sol-gel chemistry and the application of sol-gel derived materials 
are described in detail in a number of reviews and books.
91–95
 An overview of the use of sol-gel 


















The fundamental process of sol-gel involves the formation of a colloidal solution with 1-100nm 
sized particles, called a ‘sol’, which is subsequently formed into an integrated network or ‘gel’. 
Thin films can be produced at this stage by spin-coating or dip-coating, followed by subsequent 
conversion to dense ceramic thin films with further drying and heat treatment.
97
 Otherwise, 
complete polymerisation of the sol occurs when the solvent is lost through evaporation and the 
liquid sol becomes a solid gel. A schematic of the sol-gel process and the various products that 
can be produced via sol-gel technology is shown in Figure 1.2.1.  
1.2.1. Principles of Sol-Gel Dip Coating 
The dip coating method is one of the most popular wet-chemical techniques for producing metal 
oxide thin films. Unlike the similar method of spin coating, it does not require any specialised 
apparatus. A substrate is dipped into a sol-gel solution containing the chemical precursor and 
then gently withdrawn at a controlled rate. The thickness of the resulting thin film is a result of 
the balancing of forces at the stagnation point on the liquid surface. A faster withdrawal rate pulls 
more fluid up onto the substrate surface before it has time to flow back into the solution, thus 
creates thicker films. The thickness is also affected by fluid viscosity, density and surface 
tension.  
Dip coating allows a thin film to be coated on both sides of the substrate, which is advantageous 
as it reinforces the effect of the coating and also reduces the number of coatings required. It is 
most often used for producing oxide thin film coatings over large areas such as on bulk glass.
98
 
Other substrates can be used as long as they withstand the required curing temperature of around 
500°C. Thin films of up to 1µm can be deposited with a single coating, and several additional 
layers can be subsequently added. As sol-gel derived precipitates are typically amorphous in 
nature, they require further heat treatment to induce crystallisation. This heat treatment usually 
involves the calcination process, which frequently gives rise to particle agglomeration, grain 
growth and induced phase transformations.
77
 Alternatively, hydrothermal treatments can be used 




Figure 1.2.2. Schematic of Sol-Gel dip coating process. 
1.2.2. The Metal Alkoxide Method 
The most commonly used sol-gel synthesis for the production of TiO2 thin films is the metal 
alkoxide method. The reaction mechanism for this process is shown in three stages below, 
whereby the metal alkoxide precursor (M= e.g. Si, Ti, Zr, Al etc., R = alkyl ligands) is rapidly 
hydrolysed to the corresponding hydroxide or oxide (equation 2.0) with a hydroxlyated species, 
represented here as water. This species is then polycondensed (equation 2.1-2.3) to form a new 
phase (M-O-M) in the form of a metal oxide sol gel: 
M(OR)n + nH2O → M(OH)n + nROH                      (hydrolysis)         Equation 2.0  
M(OH)n + M(OR)n  → M-O-M + nROH           (alcohol condensation)        Equation 2.1 
M(OH)n + M(OH)n  → M-O-M + H2O              (water condensation)        Equation 2.2 
During hydrolysis the alkoxy groups (OR) are replaced by hydroxo ligands (OH) or oxo ligands 
(O). The by-products in (2.0) and (2.1) are aliphatic alcohols which are removed by 
volatilization. These reactions can be summarised with an associative SN2 mechanism as shown 




Figure 1.2.3. Metal alkoxide SN2 hydrolysis mechanism where X = H and R = alkyl group. 
The relative rates of the first two steps in this mechanism strongly affect the resulting structure 
and properties of the metal oxides produced. In addition, other factors which can influence the 
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products include; the reactivity of the metal alkoxide used, the pH and temperature of the 
reaction medium, the water to alkoxide molar ratio, the nature of the solvent and the addition of 
any additives.
77,92
 As a result, metal alkoxides are often tailored to allow for a specific rate of 
hydrolysis to be achieved. 
100
 
The kinetics of this metal alkoxide hydrolysis step has been shown to be very fast for most metal 
cations, whereby the electronegative alkoxide groups makes the metal centre highly prone to 
nucleophilic attack by water. Therefore, the more electrophilic metal centre as well as the larger 
and thus the more stereolabile coordination sphere results in a higher hydrolytic susceptibility. 
This difference can be explained using the partial charge model, whereby an alkoxide with the 
formula M(OR)z undergoes hydrolysis if: 
(1) The metal M is an electrophile (δ(M) > 0) (see table 1.2 for exemplar partial charges 
δ(M) of metals)   
(2) The oxygen is a nucleophile (δ(O) < 0) 
(3) The leaving group (usually an alcohol or water molecule) can attain a positive partial 
charge thus enabling it to leave the intermediate structure.  








When the steric bulk of the metal alkoxide is increased, as in titanium alkoxide precursors, e.g. 




Bu, monomeric species are reported.
101
 Such metal alkoxides are 
advantageous for this process because they are volatile and therefore can be readily purified by 
distillation, producing very pure oxide products. However, owing to the high coordination 
number of the central metal atom, which is higher than its corresponding valency, coordination 
expansion occurs within the compound. As a result, metal alkoxides can be regarded as Lewis 
acids, whereby titanium alkoxides (Ti(OR)4) react vigorously with water to produce ill-defined 
titanium-oxo/hydroxo precipitates. This means that chemical additives are often utilised to slow 
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down the hydrolysis reaction and enable more control over the resulting products. Additives such 
as acetylacetone, a stabilising agent, and acetic acid are frequently used to obtain transparent 
titania based sols, without the ill-defined precipitates previously mentioned.  
1.2.3. Preparation of the TiO2 sol-gel; traditional vs. novel precursors and 
other modifications 
As discussed, the typical route to a TiO2 sol-gel involves the hydrolysis of a titanium alkoxide 
precursor, utilising water to form a Ti-OH species and the corresponding alcohol. Titanium 
alkoxide precursors are often used, such as titanium isopropoxide (Ti(OCH(CH3)2)4, (TTIP). 
However, due to the high reactivity of the Ti-OH species, hydrolysis often occurs quickly and 
exothermically without control, leading to undesirable consequences such as the precipitation of 
particles with uncontrolled shape and size. As a result it is necessary to find ways to slow down 
this process with greater control. There are several strategies that have been used to slow down 
this hydrolysis step, including changing the nature of the organic group, e.g. alkoxides with 
primary organic groups such as n-butoxides are less sensitive to hydrolysis than secondary ones 
such as isopropoxides. Another strategy is to increase the coordination number of the metal, 
thereby hindering its attack from water and the subsequent formation of the metal hydroxyl (M-
OH) bond. In addition, it is possible to decrease the functionality of the precursor via partial 
substitution of the OR ligands with anionic ligands, such as carboxylates or β-diketonates, 
whereby the subsequent bonds that are formed are less susceptible to hydrolysis.  
Alternatively, where precursors such as TTIP are used, non-aqueous sol-gel methods have been 
developed using acetic acid to modify the molecular structure of the titania precursor in the 
presence of an alcoholic solvent.
69,70,102
 This non-aqueous route encourages the initial 
replacement of the titania alkoxy groups with acetate groups to form an alcohol. The alcohol then 
undergoes esterification with acetic acid to release water as a by-product. The water released 
through esterification or through the direct condensation of the acetate-bonded titanium initiates 
a slower hydrolysis reaction with much more control. In addition to this, it has been found that 
the addition of acetylacetone (acac) as a chelating agent can decrease the reactivity and further 
stabilise the sol for a longer period of time before precipitation occurs.
71
 Another recent strategy 
utilises a novel titanium dioxide sol-gel precursor, called Titanium(IV) bis(ammonium lactato) 
dihydroxide (TiBALD), which has been investigated by Pelentridou et al,
103
 with the advantage 
that TiBALD is stable at ambient temperatures in neutral solutions meaning that it can be 
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condensed in a controlled manner, thus it is an ideal precursor for the preparation of 
nanocrystalline titanium dioxide thin films.  
In addition, an increasingly popular strategy to control the growth of metal oxide particles in the 
metal-alkoxide sol-gel method is through the addition of surfactants and polymer templates to the 
precursor sol-gel solution,
58,74,83,104,105
 or through utilisation of the reverse micelle process.
106
 
Templating allows for the fine structure of a material to be controlled whereby a sacrificial 
template such as an organic membrane, like cellulose, acts as a support around which the final 
material can be built before it is removed. This technique is typically used for the preparation of 
materials that require a specific outer and predetermined inner structure.
105
 The most common 
method to prepare highly porous materials with a specific pore structure and size is to use 
surfactants and block copolymers which act as pore directing agents within the sol-gel.  
1.2.4. Surfactants 
Surfactants are organic compounds which are amphiphilic, meaning that they contain both a 
hydrophilic and hydrophobic component, often referred to as the “polar head” and “non-polar 
tail”. When a surfactant is dissolved within a solvent, the presence of the hydrophobic group 
distorts the solvent structure, increasing the free energy of the system. As a result, the surfactant 
spontaneously orients itself in such a way that the contact between the solvent and the 
hydrophobic group is minimised, thereby decreasing the free energy of the system.
107
 For this 
reason, the surfactant is often regarded as a “spacer” within the sol-gel solution. Another method 
to minimise the contact between the solvent and the hydrophobic group is for aggregation of the 
surfactant molecules into structures such as spheres, cylinders or sheets, whereby the 
hydrophobic group faces the interior of the aggregate structure, and the hydrophilic groups face 
the exterior, in contact with the solvent. These structures are called micelles, and they alter the 
properties of the solution phase of the material. 
There are several classifications of surfactants that can be used in materials processing including 
anionic, cationic, zwitterionic and non-ionic surfactants. The use of surfactants in sol-gel 
processing is a commonplace strategy for the direct control of particle size and shape during the 
growth phase for the enhancement of resulting properties.
73,83
 Due to their amphiphilic nature, 
surfactants act as pore-directing agents that can enable the production of highly porous materials 
with specific pore size and structure. For sol-gel processes, ionic surfactants have been 
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investigated and shown to have limited potential for the preparation of porous TiO2 thin films 
because they bind electrostatically to the product, whereby they cannot be easily removed 
through extraction or heat treatment methods post production.
69
 As a result, this has led to 











Figure 1.2.4(a) Structural representation of a surfactant molecule. (b) Micelle structures formed 
by surfactant molecules. Adapted from reference.
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1.2.5. Non-Ionic Surfactants 
Non-ionic chain surfactants have been used widely for sol-gel processing owing to their distinct 
advantages over other types of surfactant molecules. As suggested by the name, in non-ionic 
surfactants, the surface-active part of the molecule bears no apparent ionic charge, and in 
addition, there is also no added sulphur or nitrogen groups present that may interfere with 
resulting particle formation in thin film synthesis. The most common type of non-ionic 




Figure 1.2.5. Structure of a typical non-ionic surfactant; polyethylene ethoxylate.  
For the production of TiO2 thin films, a wide variety of non-ionic surfactants have been used in 











variations such as X-100, 
103,111
 and Tween surfactants.
69,112
 Two families 
of non-ionic surfactants will be investigated in this thesis; Brij and Tween, owing to their 
infrequent yet promising uses in sol-gel literature.
69,70
 
Brij surfactants are di-block copolymers that have been shown to enable control of pore size and 





has been used as an efficient structuring agent to prepare 2D-hexagonal TiO2 mesoporous thin 




35 has been 





98 has been used in combination with cetyl trimethyl ammonium bromide (CTAB) 






   
Tween surfactants are polysorbate derivatives often used as detergents or emulsifiers for a variety 
of domestic as well as pharmaceutical applications owing to their non-toxicity and stability. The 
use of Tween surfactants in sol-gel processing however has enabled a variety of improvements 





 and improved photocatalytic activity.
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Chapter 3 will discuss the addition of two Brij surfactants with polyether chains of different 
lengths; 58 and 98; and three Tween surfactants of different polysorbate lengths; 20, 40 and 60 in 
different concentrations in sol-gel processing for the production of TiO2 thin films. The 










Fundamentals 1.3: Chemical Vapour Deposition  
There are a variety of methods used to deposit thin films onto a substrate, including physical 
vapour deposition techniques such as molecular beam epitaxy and sputtering. For glazing 
applications, chemical vapour deposition (CVD) is by far the most favourable method, allowing 
for the production of high quality, uniform films with little or no contamination. The CVD 
process involves chemical reactions between gaseous precursors; that occur either on or near a 
heated substrate, whereby the substrate can be metal, glass or silica wafer. The result is a solid 
film deposit on the substrate surface, and because this deposition occurs at the atomic level, 
materials with high purity can be produced, enabling control over the resulting properties of the 
film at the nanoscale. As a result, CVD can be used to produce single or multi-layer films, as 
well as composite materials and complex nanostructures for use in an array of applications, such 
as in the electronics industry for semiconductor devices and also in the glazing industry for 
windows. The unique advantages of CVD are that it can be used to produce multiple thin films, 
coat large surface areas, and that it is a non-line-of-sight technique, meaning that CVD deposits 
films with a high level of conformity on topographically complex surfaces that are generally not 
possible with techniques such as sputtering or PVD.  
The use of CVD for the deposition of large-scale coatings on glass for window applications 
extends back to the 1960s where an important development in the history of CVD occurred 
through the introduction of ‘on-line’ CVD architectural coatings by Pilkington (now NSG 
Group). Such coatings are deposited on a very large scale in a continuous process, by 
atmospheric pressure CVD (detailed in section 1.3.7), directly onto the float glass as it is passing 
through the production line. By application of this coating directly to the glass while it is already 
on the manufacturing line, production costs are massively reduced, enabling economies of scale 
and production that are not possible with other ‘off-line’ techniques such as sputtering.
118
 As a 
result of these developments, a whole range of glazing technologies are now possible through the 
on-line CVD process, including low thermal emissivity coatings (fluorine doped tin oxide glass 
(F:SnO2)) to prevent heat loss through windows, as well as self-cleaning coatings (TiO2) to 
remove dirt from the window surface.  
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1.3.1. Principles of CVD 
Chemical vapour deposition combines many scientific and engineering processes, including 
thermodynamics, plasma physics, kinetics, fluid dynamics, and chemistry, of which some basic 
principles will be outlined here, but are discussed in greater detail in references. 
118,119
 CVD thin 
films are formed as a result of chemical reactions between precursors that occur homogeneously 
within the gas phase and/or heterogeneously on the substrate surface. This process is initiated 
most commonly by thermal activation, whereby heating the precursors and/or the substrate to 
high temperatures (>400°C) enables the necessary reactions to occur. The basic factors that 
control CVD are the thermodynamics and kinetics of the precursor chemistry, the processing 
parameters (reactor temperature, pressure and chemical precursor activity), the dynamics of heat 










The process of CVD involves a series of gas-phase and surface reactions that are summarised in 
figure 1.3.1 and in the following key steps:  
1. Active gaseous precursors are generated from solid or liquid precursors.  
2. Gaseous precursor species are transported to the reaction chamber by a carrier gas, 
typically N2.  
3. Gas phase reactions occur between the precursor species to form reactive intermediate 
species that can then undergo two fates depending on the temperature:  
(a) Heterogeneous reaction: At temperatures below the decomposition temperature of the 
reaction intermediates, the intermediate species undergo diffusion or convection across 
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the boundary layer. The boundary layer (BL) is a thin layer close to the substrate surface 
as shown in figure 1.3.1. These intermediates subsequently undergo steps 4-7. 
(b) Homogeneous reaction: At temperatures higher than the decomposition temperature of 
the reaction intermediates, homogeneous gas phase reactions can occur as the 
intermediates undergo subsequent decomposition and/or chemical reactions forming 
powders and volatile by-products. Any powder that forms is collected on the substrate 
surface where it may act as a crystallisation centre. The by-products are carried away 
from the deposition chamber by the carrier gas stream. The film deposited in this way 
often exhibits poor adhesion to the substrate.  
4. Adsorption of the gaseous reaction species onto the heated substrate initiates a 
heterogeneous reaction to occur at the gas-solid interface (i.e. on the heated substrate 
surface), forming a deposited material and by-products.    
5. The deposited material can diffuse along the surface of the substrate until it reaches a 
crystallisation growth site, where nucleation and growth of the film can occur.  
6. Gaseous by-products are removed from the boundary layer by either diffusion or 
convection.  
7. Any unreacted gaseous precursor species and by-products are carried away from the 
deposition chamber by the carrier gas stream. 
Often CVD processes are specifically tailored to follow just one of the two reaction pathways 
(homogeneous or heterogeneous) depending on the desired film, whereby a combination of both 
homogenous and heterogeneous reaction typically results in porous coatings.
120
 However, as 
CVD is not a ‘macro-scale’ process, it is difficult to measure, monitor and control the deposition 
process directly to obtain a specific outcome. This is because the individual molecules reacting 
within a CVD system cannot be individually measured, monitored or controlled, as several 
reactions occur simultaneously without direct control. As a result, the uniformity, quality and 
repeatability for a given thin film process is determined through previous experience with that 
particular system, whereby the control strategies for CVD are developed through extensive 
experimentation, modelling and material analyses.
118
 
1.3.2. Thermodynamics, kinetics and mass transport 
CVD is a complex chemical system where reactions tend to be non-equilibrium and the process 
is determined by reaction kinetics and mass transport phenomena. The process of CVD is 
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initially governed by thermodynamics, which is the driving force of the reaction that determines 
whether the reaction is going to proceed, followed by the kinetics, which determines the rate of 
the reaction. In typical thermal CVD, where the process operates at elevated temperatures, it is 
this increased temperature that acts as the driving force of the reaction, whereby the Gibbs free 
energy of the reaction (ΔGr) will be negative. The increased temperature encourages heat transfer 
between chemical reactants in the gas phase and also on the substrate surface, which then react to 
form a solid deposit (thin film) which is more thermodynamically stable than the precursor, and 
to any gaseous by-products. Therefore, film growth can be initially classified as limited by the 
substrate temperature, temperature and pressure within the reactor as well as the composition 
chemistry of reactants in the gas-phase.  
 
However, at low substrate temperatures the rate of film growth is limited by the kinetics, which 
refers to the chemical reactions occurring between precursors in the gas-phase, on the substrate 
surface or those undergoing chemisorption or desorption. This is often called kinetic growth or 
surface reaction rate limited control, whereby the rate of thin film deposition increases 
exponentially with substrate temperature. The rate of deposition typically follows Arrhenius law 
as shown in equation 3.0:  
 
Deposition Rate = A exp (-EA / RT)        Equation 3.0 
 
Where A is a constant, EA is the apparent activation energy, R is the gas constant and T is the 
deposition temperature.  
At higher substrate temperatures, typically above 1350 °C, the kinetic processes occurring 
become so rapid that the deposition becomes limited by the diffusion of the active gaseous 
species through a boundary layer to the deposition surface, thus the speed at which the precursor 
reagents are delivered to the reactor and to the substrate surface. This means that the growth rate 
becomes almost independent of the temperature, and the film growth becomes mass transport or 
diffusion limited.  
The mass transport phenomena within a CVD system can include (i) fluid (or flow) dynamics, 
e.g. the fluid flow, mass transfer and heat transfer of the precursor into the reactor, and (ii) mass 
transport of precursors near to the substrate surface and diffusion through the boundary layer. 
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Considerations of the fluid dynamics and mass transport within a CVD system can be used to 
understand how the control parameters such as reactor temperature, pressure, gas flow rate, 
density of gas supplied can affect the overall performance of the system, in particular the 
uniformity of the film coating produced.  
CVD systems typically follow one of two types of fluid dynamics; molecular or continuum. In 
the molecular flow regime, the mean free path (l) of a gas molecule is relatively large (> 5 cm). 
The mean free path length (l) is the average distance travelled by a gas molecule before collision 
with another molecule occurs. This molecular flow regime is generally found in low pressure 
chemical vapour deposition (LPCVD) systems. In contrast, continuum flow regimes are more 
typically observed in atmospheric pressure chemical vapour deposition (APCVD) systems where 
the mean free path of a gas molecule is short as several gas phase collisions readily occur. In 
such continuum flow regimes, the system can be modelled as a fluid. Thus basic fluid mechanics 
concepts can be used to describe the fluid dynamic in the system and the mass transfer occurring 
in the gas phase. The fluid flow in a CVD process is characterised by several dimensionless 
parameters including the Reynolds number (Re) and the Knudsen number (kn) as shown in 
equations 3.1 and 3.2: 
 
 Re =                  Equation 3.1  
The Reynolds number (Re) relates the mass density (p) and flow density (u) to the viscosity (μ) 
and defines the limit between the laminar (Re <100) and turbulent (Re >2100) flow regimes. 
Most CVD reactors operate with laminar flow, due to the typically low precursor flow rate used. 
120
 The Knudsen number defines the limits between laminar, intermediate and molecular flow, 
and is the ratio between the mean free path (λ) and reactor dimensions (d) perpendicular to the 
direction of flow, as shown in equation 3.2: 
 
kn =                 Equation 3.2 
When kn > 1 in a reactor, gas molecules are just as likely to strike the reactor surface as another 
gas molecule, and the system is functioning under the molecular flow regime. This flow is a 
result of the random orientation of molecules, and typically occurs in low pressure systems where 
there is a pressure gradient. If kn < 1 in a reactor, then the gas molecules are convected through 
the system by other molecules in the carrier gas flow, and the system is said to be functioning 
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under the continuum flow regime. This flow type is a result of the precursor molecules diffusing 
from the bulk gas flow to the substrate surface due to a concentration gradient, and is typically 
observed in high pressure systems.   
1.3.3. Structure and Morphology of CVD thin films  
The properties of a thin film produced by CVD are directly related to the nature of its structure, 
which can be controlled by the deposition conditions such as substrate temperature, reactor 
pressure and gas phase composition of precursors. Thin films produced by CVD tend to fall 
within one of three main categories; amorphous, epitaxial or polycrystalline, as represented 
schematically and explained categorically in figure 1.3.2. This thin film morphology is 
determined by the surface diffusion and nucleation reactions that occur during deposition, and 
thus can be easily influenced by typical CVD process parameters such as substrate temperature, 








Figure 1.3.2. Schematic of three main types of thin film produced by the CVD process. Lines 
represent orientation of the crystal lattice.   
In addition, the growth mechanism of a thin film can vary widely depending on the process 
parameters used. There are many different types of growth mechanism for thin films prepared by 
CVD, of which the three main types include layer-by-layer growth (Volmer-Webber), island 
growth (Van Der Meerwe) and mixed growth, a combination of both layer-by-layer and island 
growth (Stranski-Kastanov). The growth mechanism is determined by the strength of bonding 
between the substrate and film, or between the film and film. For example, if the bonding 
between the film and substrate is stronger than the film-film bonds that form then layer-by-layer 
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growth is favoured. If the bonds within the film (film-film bonds) are stronger, then island 




Figure 1.3.3. Three main mechanisms of thin film growth that occur within CVD.   
The structure of a CVD film can be classified further into three major types depending on grain 
growth, as shown schematically in figure 1.3.4. (adapted from reference
119
). In zone A, the film 
structure consists of columnar grains with domed tops, whereas in zone B the structure is also 
columnar but the top edges of the columns are randomly faceted and angular. Zone C consists of 
fine accost grains, which are equiaxed, meaning that the crystal grains have approximately the 












Typically, this microstructure depends on the material type being deposited, whereby metallic 
thin films, such as TiO2, tend to form more crystalline deposits, typically of the columnar type 
structure as in zones A and B. As expected the crystal size and structural growth of grains 
depends on the deposition conditions, especially temperature.  
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1.3.4. CVD precursors for TiO2 thin films 
There are several types of precursors used for CVD including metals, metal hydrides, halides, 
halohydrides and metal organic compounds. Generally metalorganic precursors are preferred as 
they enable lower reaction and deposition temperatures to be used and are less toxic and 
pyrophoric than halides and hydrides.
120
 The ideality of a precursor for a given CVD process is 
governed by the following basic characteristics as originally summarised by Pierson:
119
  
- Stability at room temperature 
- Volatility; should be sufficiently volatile at low temperatures to prevent condensation of 
the precursor in gas lines on the way to the reactor chamber 
- Ability to undergo clean reactions near or on the substrate surface, with little or no side 
reactions  
- Purity  
There are two main types of precursors used in CVD, classified as either single source or dual 
source. As the name implies, single source precursors contain all the required elements to form 
the desired product within one individual precursor material, enabling direct stoichiometric 
control. Dual source precursors contain more than one individual precursor, whereby the 
combination of precursors occurs either as a gas phase or surface reaction. For the preparation of 
titanium dioxide thin films, both single source and dual source precursors have been studied, 
with some common examples shown in table 1.3. 
Table 1.3. Examples of single and dual source precursors used for the CVD of titanium dioxide 
thin films.  
Single Source Precursor Dual Source Precursor 
Ti(OiPr2)4 (TTIP) TiCl4 + H2O 
Ti(OEt)4 Ti(OiPr2)4 + EtOH 
 
It is generally accepted that the presence of the readymade fragment of the material to be 
deposited, such as the O-Ti-O linkage, in the source molecule accelerates the kinetics of thin film 
growth, and thus a single source precursor such as TTIP would enable this.   
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1.3.5. Variations of CVD 
The process of CVD has evolved to encompass a wide range of variations to the original 
technique. Some commonly used variations of CVD include metal-organic CVD (MOCVD), low 
pressure CVD (LPCVD), atmospheric pressure CVD (APCVD), plasma enhanced CVD 
(PECVD), liquid injection CVD and aerosol assisted CVD (AACVD).  
For the production of TiO2 thin films, CVD processes with TTIP are traditionally favoured, 
whereby photocatalytically active thin films have been produced in addition to TiO2 films for gas 
sensing applications. 
22,29,30,63
 The AACVD and APCVD methods are often the most popular, 
offering relatively facile setup and other advantages described in the upcoming sections.  
1.3.6. Aerosol-Assisted Chemical Vapour Deposition (AACVD) 
AACVD is a variant of the CVD process based on the use of an aerosol precursor, and has been 
concisely reviewed by Hou and Choy in 2006,
121
 and more recently by Marchand et al in 2013.
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The main distinction between AACVD and conventional CVD is the method by which the 
precursor is delivered to the substrate. In conventional CVD delivery, the precursor is generally 
evaporated from a bubbler or entrained in a gas stream. However, in aerosol assisted CVD, a 
precursor is dissolved in a solvent to form a solution from which a ‘mist’ is then generated, 
typically using a piezoelectric humidifying device. This atomises the chemical precursor into 
finely divided sub-micrometre liquid droplets (an aerosol), which can then be transported to the 
reaction chamber by a flow of carrier gas. In the reaction chamber, the solvent evaporates as the 
aerosol reaches the substrate surface, due to the increased temperature, thereby leaving the 
precursor to either adsorb directly onto the substrate surface, or decompose in the gas phase to 
form intermediates that are then adsorbed onto the substrate surface. Further decomposition and 
heterogeneous reactions leads to the deposition of a thin film. A schematic demonstrating the 














Figure 1.3.5. Schematic showing the various routes that AACVD reactions can undergo to form 
a thin film. Adapted from reference.
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There are several advantages of AACVD over traditional routes, including low cost owing to the 
simplicity of the apparatus used, whereby a vacuum system or specialised CVD chamber is not 
required, as the reaction can occur at atmospheric pressure in an open environment. This 
potential cost reduction is an important consideration when designing CVD systems for the 
industrial scale production of thin films coatings, and is particularly beneficial for coating float 
glass for window glazing. In addition, the delivery of the CVD precursor by an aerosol enables a 
high mass transport rate compared to conventional low pressure CVD methods, leading to a 
higher rate of film deposition.
121
 Furthermore, as AACVD commonly uses single source 
precursors that are dissolved in a solvent, volatility of the precursor is not an issue as with 
conventional vapour deposition methods, and it is also much easier to control the proportions of 
precursor in the solution rather than in the gas phase, thus there is greater stoichiometric control 
over the resulting products. The deposition of films by AACVD can also occur rapidly at 






 However, AACVD does have some disadvantages for the production of thin films including 
poor adhesion to the substrate surface, defects such as pin holes which occur due to gas phase 
reactions and the deposition of large particles. As a result, AACVD can often lead to the 
production of powdery films. Furthermore, AACVD is often considered as having poor 
repeatability, owing to the nature of gas flow during the process, which is turbulent and thus the 
flow is not identical in each repeated deposition. Also, the use of organic solvents can often lead 
to increased carbon content in the thin film, due to the decomposition of the solvent and 
subsequent incorporation during deposition.  
1.3.7. Atmospheric Pressure Chemical Vapour Deposition (APCVD) 
Atmospheric pressure CVD (APCVD) is one of the most widely used variants of CVD as it can 
run using a single precursor, or multiple precursor sources. This opens up a breadth of 
opportunities for producing doped materials or composites. As mentioned, APCVD is already 
used in the glazing industry for the deposition of films onto float glass for windows. APCVD is 
generally performed at atmospheric pressure, however the name can refer to any CVD process 
that operates between atmospheric pressure and 10
-3
 atmospheres. This means that complicated 
vacuum or plasma equipment is not required, and thus APCVD is a cheaper alternative to other 
methods such as LPCVD and PECVD.  
The main disadvantage of APCVD is that it relies on heat to transform the precursor into the gas 
phase so that it can travel to the reaction chamber. As a result, this limits the choice of precursors 
that can be used in APCVD in comparison with more accessible techniques such as AACVD.  
Titanium dioxide thin films have been deposited using APCVD in numerous studies, including 
with TiCl4 and ethyl acetate to produce films for photocatalytic water oxidation applications,
124
 
TiCl4 and ethyl acetate with carbon disulphide for sulfur-doped TiO2 antimicrobial films,
125
 and 
further in studies where TTIP precursor has been compared with TiCl4, with the conclusions that 
TTIP was found to produce anatase rather than rutile films.
126
  
1.3.8. Hybrid Chemical Vapour Deposition (HCVD) 
Hybrid chemical vapour deposition (HCVD) is a relatively new technique, first reported by 
Binions et al in 2008,
127
 which shows great potential for producing thin films that exhibit similar 
characteristics to those produced by APCVD, such as good adhesion, mechanical robustness, 
uniformity and coverage, but with the versatility afforded by AACVD. The HCVD method 
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involves combining the aerosol-assisted and atmospheric pressure CVD systems by directing an 
aerosol gas flow into the reaction chamber at the same time as the atmospheric pressure reaction 
gas flow. This enables the mixing of two different precursor streams within the reaction chamber, 
thus enabling the incorporation of materials or additives that would not normally be introduced 
together, such as preformed nanoparticles and non-volatile chemicals. Experimental details and 
an illustration of HCVD is given in chapter 2.2.4. 
    
HCVD has been successfully used for the gold-doping of vanadium dioxide thin films through 
the reaction of vanadyl acetylacetonate with auric acid in methanol, 
127
 whereby gold-doped 
vanadium dioxide thin films are an attractive material for optical switching. This method has also 
been used to produce nanocomposite thin films through the incorporation of preformed metal 
oxide nanoparticles such as titanium dioxide and cerium oxide into a vanadium dioxide matrix.
128
 
The resulting thin films produced showed potential application in energy saving coatings and 
self-cleaning coatings when applied to glass. In principle, any combination of matrix material 
and nanoparticles/additives could be used in HCVD to produce a variety of multifunctional thin 

















Fundamentals 1.4: Dye-sensitised solar cells  
The dye-sensitised solar cell (DSSC) has been a continually attractive method for converting 
solar energy to electricity ever since the seminal paper published by Gratzel and O’Regan in 
1991.
64
  The DSSC is regarded as a ‘third generation’ photovoltaic, following first generation 
solar cells based on silicon wafers and second generation thin-film technologies such as 
amorphous silicon, copper indium gallium selenide (CIGS), cadmium telluride (CdTe) and 
polycrystalline silicon solar cells.
129
 Despite being the most commercially available and widely 
used solar cells, both first and second generation PV technologies have their disadvantages, 




Third generation solar cells such as DSSCs are still widely regarded as in the research phase and 
have had limited commercial application. However, DSSCs offer a technically and economically 
credible alternative to the solar technologies mentioned, especially for architectural applications. 
The DSSC is a promising route to low cost energy production owing to its inexpensive and 
abundant starting materials, simple fabrication, easy scale-up ability, architectural/environmental 
compatibility and good performance under any atmospheric condition and low light irradiance.
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Unlike competing solar technologies, DSSCs can also offer semi-transparency and multi-colour 
options, a factor which is widely underrated, especially for the field of building-integrated 
photovoltaics (BIPVs).  
A DSSC is a thin-layer solar cell formed as a sandwich arrangement between two transparent 
conducting oxides (TCO) electrodes, often fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO, F:SnO2) glass, where 
one electrode- the working electrode- is coated with a dye-sensitised thin film of TiO2. (Figure 
1.4.1). The operation of the DSSC differs from conventional p-n junction solar cells as the 
optical absorption and charge-generating functions are separated into two dissimilar constituents; 
the photosensitive dye and the n-type nanocrystalline TiO2 respectively. In a conventional solar 
cell, it is the semiconductor that performs both of these functions. In a DSSC, the photovoltaic 
effect is produced at the interface between a redox electrolyte and the dye-sensitised TiO2 film 
when a platinum counter electrode is added to complete the electrochemical cell.
132
 For semi-
transparent DSSCs it is more common for a counter electrode of glass with an FTO or ITO 
(Indium-doped tin oxide layer) to be used, with a very thin layer of platinum added on the 
counter electrode as a catalyst, especially if the cell is to offer transparency.  
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TiO2 is a wide band gap semiconductor, meaning that it has a band gap larger than 2 eV 
(typically 3.2 eV for anatase TiO2) and so can operate at higher temperatures and voltages 
compared to conventional silicon. However, on its own TiO2 cannot absorb visible light, and so 
in the DSSC it is the photosensitisers (e.g. organic dyes) that are adsorbed onto the TiO2 surface 
that act as visible light absorbers. This results in the excitement of electrons that are then injected 
into the conduction band of the TiO2 semiconductor electrode.
133,134
 The TiO2 (anatase) 
nanocrystalline thin film electrode forms the core of the system, where it is then placed in contact 





 have also been investigated but TiO2 is still commonly favoured, as it is the most-well 
known material for DSSCs and is non-toxic, inexpensive, and easily obtainable. Films are 
typically made to approximately 10µm thickness, with nanoparticles of 10-30nm in diameter and 
a general film porosity of 50-60%.
137
 The thin film is deposited onto a transparent conducting 
oxide (TCO) on a glass or plastic substrate.  
 
Figure 1.4.1. Schematic of a dye-sensitised solar cell (DSSC). 
The sensitisation of wide band gap oxide semiconductor materials with dyes that can absorb 
visible light has been extensively studied since the late nineteenth century where they were of 
interest in the development of photography.
134
 However, early studies of DSSCs produced low 
light-harvesting efficiencies (LHE) resulting in low photon-to-current conversion efficiencies. 
This was because the devices used smooth semiconductor surfaces such as single crystal and 
polycrystalline materials for the photoelectrodes. Smooth surfaces have a lower surface area, 
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resulting in less dye adsorption onto the surface. Attempts to increase the LHE by adding 
multilayers of dyes were generally unsuccessful. In addition, the first organic dyes used were 
typically unstable with a narrow absorption range for visible light, which also contributed to poor 
solar cell performance. In order to improve the LHE and overall performance of these devices, 
research was focused on developing photoelectrodes with larger surface areas, by increasing the 
roughness factor (rf) of the surface, and additionally by synthesising dyes with wider absorption 
ranges.  
The standard DSSC (Figure 1.4.1) now consists of a working electrode made from a 
nanocrystalline mesoporous layer of TiO2 coated onto a TCO substrate, typically fluorine-doped 
tin oxide (F:SnO2) glass. The most commonly used photosensitiser is a trimeric ruthenium 
complex, which results in the DSSC having a bright red-pink hue. A variety of different colours 
ranging from blue, red and green can also be obtained by changing the type of dye used, where 
organic
138
 and inorganic dyes have been used successfully.
139,140
 The counter electrode usually 
consists of finely divided platinum deposited on a TCO, with the space between the two 
electrodes then filled with an organic electrolyte containing a redox mediator, typically a 
triiodide complex in a low viscosity organic solvent, e.g. acetonitrile. 
141
  
It was the seminal paper published in Nature by Grätzel and O’Regan in 1991 that reported the 
above described DSSC design. This new design resulted in a dramatic increase in device 
efficiency due to the mesoporous TiO2 structure, whereby the high internal surface area enabled 
more dye to be absorbed onto the surface, and therefore more light harvested and injected into 
the TiO2 for charge transport. 
133
 Efficiencies of 7-8%
142
 were reported for this new design, 
which was a great improvement on previous attempts which demonstrated conversion yields well 
below 1%.
143,144
 It was also found that through the use of the trimeric ruthenium complex as a 





 This was shortly followed by the use of the N3 dye on nanocrystalline TiO2 
electrodes which gave even better efficiency around 10% in 1993.
147
 These efficient ruthenium 
complex photosensitisers are capable of absorbing in the wide visible and near-IR regions of 














Figure 1.4.2. Chemical structures of Ru-complex dyes used in DSSCs that give cell efficiencies 
of over 10%. As seen in references.
134,140
  
Since then, the efficiency of the DSSC has been improved incrementally through various 










best solar conversion efficiencies obtained for the DSSC are in the range of 11-12%; 11.9% for 
those DSSCs commercially manufactured by Sharp
155
 and a maximum of 12.3% for those 
produced at lab scale.
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1.4.1 Operating mechanism of the DSSC 
Exposure of the dye-sensitised solar-cell assembly to visible light leads to a sequence of 
reactions that are numbered in figure 1.4.1 and shown in more detail in figure 1.4.3. Light 
absorption occurs at the anode (the working electrode), whereby the dye sensitiser molecules, S, 
absorb light to form an electronically excited state, S
* 
as in reaction 1: 
(1)   S + hv  S*     Photoexcitation           Eqn 4.1 
(2)   S*  S + hʋ’      Emission    Eqn 4.2 
(3)   S*   S+ + e- cb     Electron Injection    Eqn 4.3 
After photoexcitation, the dye molecule in the excited state decays back down to the ground state 
(emission, (2)) or undergoes oxidative quenching, injecting electrons into the conduction band of 
TiO2 (electron injection, (3)).  
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Following injection into the conduction band, the electrons travel through the mesoporous 
network of TiO2 particles until they reach the back-collector electrode of the TCO where they 
then pass through the external circuit to the counter electrode. Almost simultaneously the 
oxidised dye becomes rapidly reduced to its ground state by the redox electrolyte donor 
(typically iodide) as in step (4).  
 
       (4)    2S+ + 3I-  2S + I3
-     
Regeneration of dye     Eqn 4.4 
If there is no redox electrolyte to intercept the dye and rapidly reduce it from an oxidised state 
(S
+
) to ground state, recombination with electrons in the titania layer can occur, (5) resulting in 
no measurable photocurrent observed from the cell.  
 
        (5)    S+ + e- (TiO2)  S    Recombination             Eqn 4.5 
 
 
Figure 1.4.3. Diagram of the energy levels within a DSSC and the basic electron transfer 
processes as represented in equations 1-7. The redox potential values shown are based on a 










If recombination does not occur, the electrons travelling around through the external circuit reach 
the counter electrode where they then reduce the oxidised electrolyte (Iodide, I
-
 (6)). This 
regeneration of the sensitiser by iodide intercepts the recapture of a conduction band electron by 
the oxidised dye. The I3
-
 ions formed through the oxidation of I
-
 ions diffuse a short distance 
(<50 µm) through the electrolyte to the cathode, which is coated with a thin layer of platinum 







(6)     I-3 + 2e
-
  3I
-    
Regeneration of electrolyte      Eqn 4.6 
 
The entire sequence of electron transfer reactions can therefore be described as cyclic owing to 




3). As a consequence, the overall effect when the 
dye solar cell is illuminated with sunlight, is that excitation of the dye prompts this series of 
chain reactions to occur, where electrons are driven through the external circuit to produce a 
photocurrent which thereby corresponds to direct conversion of sunlight to electricity, without 
any permanent chemical transformation.   
1.4.2. Key efficiency parameters of the DSSC 
 
The characterisation of DSSC performance depends on a number of experimentally determined 
parameters, such as the photocurrent and photopotentials measured in darkness and under 
illumination. The overall solar energy-to-electric power conversion efficiency (η/ PCE) for a 
DSSC is given in equation 4.7, with the following measurements; Jsc- short-circuit current 
density under irradiation, Voc-  open-circuit photovoltage, FF- fill factor of the cell, and Pin- the 
incident light intensity.  
η  = ( (Jsc Voc FF)  
 Pin                                     Equation 4.7  
The fill factor is defined by the ratio of the maximum power (Pmax) of the solar cell per unit area 
divided by the Voc and Jsc (Equation 4.1) and can take values 0<1. 
FF= Pmax/(Jsc Voc)                Equation 4.8 
The Voc value is determined by the energy gap between the Fermi level of the TiO2 electrode, 












are estimated to be -0.5 and 0.4V respectively, versus the normal hydrogen electrode (NHE).
137
 




 redox mediator, the maximum Voc 
obtainable is expected to be approximately 0.9V. State of the art optimised DSSCs currently 
exhibit Voc values ranging from 0.75 to 0.85 V.
134
 
Another fundamental measurement for DSSC evaluation is the incident photon to current 
conversion efficiency (IPCE). The IPCE value is the photocurrent density generated in the 
external circuit under monochromatic illumination (single wavelength source of light) of the 
DSSC, divided by the photon flux landing on the cell.
137
 The IPCE can be calculated as a 
function of wavelength from the following equation (4.2) where e is the elementary charge:  
IPCE =   Jsc (λ)      =           1240      ( Jsc(λ) [A cm
-2
]                           Equation 4.9  
      eΦ (λ)                         λ [nm] Pin (λ) [W cm
-2
]  
The short-circuit current density under irradiation (Jsc) is determined by the product of light-
harvesting efficiency (LHE), charge injection efficiency (ϕinj), and charge collection efficiency of 
the injected electrons at the back contact (ηc). The LHE is given by equation 4.3, where T is 
transmittance and A is absorbance. 
LHE = 1 – T = 1 – 10
-A                 
Equation 5.0 
The LHE is determined by the absorption coefficient of the dye-sensitised electrode, which 
depends on the concentration of adsorbed dye, the extinction coefficient of the sensitiser and the 
TiO2 electrode thickness. This is governed by the Beer-Lambert Law, which is described as the 
linear relationship between absorbance and the concentration of an absorbing species, as shown 
in equation 4.4. 
   A = ɛ b c              Equation 5.1 
Where A is the measured absorbance, ɛ is the wavelength-dependent molar absorptivity 




, b is the path length and c is the analyte concentration.    
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1.4.3 Materials development for semi-transparent DSSCs 
Dye-sensitised solar cells have many components that require individual optimisation and there 
is a broad range of very thorough reviews on DSSC technology to which the reader is referred for 
detailed information on the development of each DSSC component,
131,157,158
 including reviews 
focused on dye development using porphyrin sensitisers,
159





 in addition to current life cycle assessments of DSSC modules now at the 
scale up stage.
162
 With such a breadth of research and technological development available it is 
beyond the scope of this thesis to review all recent literature on DSSC technology here. As such, 
a review of important developments along with those that can be specifically applicable to the 
preparation of semi-transparent dye-sensitised solar cells will be described here.   
A semi-transparent DSSC similar to that described in figure 1.4.1 has been used for a prototype 
solar glazing panel with a quoted 60% transparency, analysed as a nine-unit solar cell ‘electric’ 
window by Park et al, producing an open circuit voltage (Voc) of 5.7 V for the panel, and Voc of 
0.64 V for a single solar cell. This measurement is not far from the optimum range for open 




1.4.3.1 TCO Electrode  
The substrate for the TiO2 photoelectrode is typically glass coated with a transparent conducting 
oxide (TCO). A TCO with low sheet resistance and high transparency enables high solar cell 
performance. Low sheet resistance enables voltage losses within the electrode to be minimised, 
whereby the high transparency enables the amount of light passing through to the active 
sensitised TiO2 layer to be maximised. The most commonly used TCO materials are Fluorine-
doped tin oxide (FTO) and Indium-doped tin oxide (ITO), owing to their low resistance at 
ambient temperatures. Typically for the counter electrode, platinum is finely divided as a film to 
coat the TCO counter electrode, in order to provide a catalyst for electrolyte regeneration.   
1.4.3.2 Dyes 
The dye component of the DSSC has been optimised over the years through the variation of the 
metal centre, ligands and other substituent groups within the transition-metal complexes. As a 


























have been implemented within DSSC devices.  As well as 
transition-metal complexes, a variety of different organic molecules have been investigated, 
including indoline, coumarin and hemicyanine, as well as other conjugated donor-acceptor 
organic dyes and porphyrin and phthalocyanine dyes.
140
      
As a fundamental element in the DSSC, the photosensitising dyes used within these devices need 
to conform to a number of essential design requirements for the cell to function effectively. The 
dye must be able to bind strongly to the semiconductor surface by means of an anchoring group, 
whereby carboxylic or phosphonic acid groups are typically used. For efficient electron transfer 
to occur between the excited dye and the conduction band (CB) of the semiconductor, the excited 
state level of the photosensitiser should be higher in energy than the conduction band edge of the 
n-type semiconductor (for n-type DSSCs).  
However for p-type DSSCs, the HOMO level of the photosensitiser needs to have a more 
positive potential than the valence band (VB) level of the p-type semiconductor. In addition, the 
oxidised state level of the photosensitiser needs to be more positive than the redox potential of 
the electrolyte to allow dye regeneration to occur, as shown by the redox potential values in 
figure 1.4.3. The dye must be able to absorb light with absorption bands in the visible or near-IR 
region, preferably covering a broad range of wavelengths. The molecular structure of the dye 
should be optimised to avoid unfavourable dye aggregation on the semiconductor surface. Co-
adsorbers that prevent aggregation can also be added. These dye aggregates (H- and J- 
aggregates) can also be controlled in order to improve the performance compared with a 
monomer dye layer, as described in the following reference.
174
 Furthermore, electron transfer 
from the dye to the semiconductor must be rapid in comparison with decay to the ground state of 
the dye. The photosensitiser should also have photostability as well as electrochemical and 
thermal stability. Through acknowledgement of these characteristics, many different types of 







 and metal-free organic dyes.
132,178
 
1.4.3.3 Electrolyte/ Redox mediator 
There are several types of electrolytes which can be used within the DSSC, including traditional 
liquid redox electrolytes, gel and polymer electrolytes
161
 and ionic liquid electrolytes.
179
 In 
addition to these, there are several additives which can be introduced to modify and enhance the 
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performance of the electrolyte, as well as alternative redox couples that have been investigated. 
Both solid organic and inorganic hole conductors have also been used. The most common 




ion mixture which allows the transfer of 
electrons between the sensitisers and the counter electrode. Usually iodide mixtures of LiI, NaI, 
KI, tetralkylammonium iodide (R4NI), and imidazolium-derivative iodides are used, with varying 
concentrations of 0.1-0.5 M and 0.05-0.1 M I2 dissolved in non-protonic organic solvents.
134
 
Nitrile solvents such as acetonitrile etc. are often used as the organic solvent in the DSSC owing 
to their low viscosity, which is an important characteristic as this affects the ionic conductivity in 
the electrolyte, and corresponding DSSC performance.
180
 Solvents with a low viscosity allow for 
a high ionic conductivity; however they tend to have high vapour pressure resulting in difficulties 
sealing them for long term use.  
Despite considerable research interest, the need for an electrolyte has long been the main 
limitation for the DSSC, where concerns over the DSSCs long term chemical stability has 
resulted in limited practical development within industry. This is due to the organic dye and 
redox electrolyte combination that often limit the DSSC stability under real-life conditions.
181
 
For use in solar glazing, these issues with stability must be addressed to enable commercial 
viability. In particular, the liquid electrolyte which usually consists of an iodide/tri-iodide redox 
couple poses the problem of solvent leakage, low durability and corrosion within the DSSC.
179
  
In attempt to combat these problems, many research groups have focused on substituting the 
liquid electrolyte for other materials, with the main alternatives being either solid or quasi-solid 
(QS) inorganic or organic hole-transporting materials, such as gel electrolytes prepared by ionic 
liquids or by the solidification of liquids,
161
 and polymer electrolytes.
182
  
It is this research interest in alternative electrolytes for DSSCs that has spawned a large area of 
research centred around solid-state dye sensitised solar cells (ssDSSC). The solid hole 
transporting materials used in ssDSSCs typically exhibit small molecular size (~2nm), high 
solubility and an amorphous structure that enables good impregnation of the photoanode 
mesopores.
183,184






, with efficiencies of 6.08% and 6.1% respectively. 
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For a more detailed description and analysis of the ssDSSC and other variants of DSSC 
technology the reader is referred to the recent reviews by Upadhyaya et al
158





1.4.3.4 Nanostructured Metal Oxide electrode (anode) 
The major breakthrough in the development of DSSCs in 1991
142
 was the use of a mesoporous 
TiO2 electrode with a high internal surface area, to support the monolayer of  sensitiser.
137
 The 
mesoporous electrode increased the surface area of the TiO2, whereby a surface with a high 
roughness factor (rf) adsorbs more dye. As a result, the porous electrodes developed by Graetzel 
et al, prepared from TiO2 nanoparticles (~10-30 nm), enabled an actual surface area of >1000 
cm
2
, i.e. a 1 cm
2
 TiO2 film (10 µm thickness).
134
 The increased surface area enables more 
sensitising dye to be adsorbed so that electrons can be injected into the TiO2 film, towards the 
TCO back collecting electrode and thus around the external circuit. The absorption coefficient of 
the sensitiser determines the ideal surface area and thickness of the electrode; however the 
optimal thickness is also limited by the electron diffusion length. Typically, a porous electrode 
with an optimal thickness of 10-20µm, consisting of around 20 nm sized TiO2 particles is the 
optimum configuration for sufficient adsorption of the most commonly used dyes.  
TiO2 is still the material of choice as it offers the highest efficiencies, but many other oxide 
systems have been studied, such as ZnO, SnO2 and Nb2O5. The reader is referred to the references 
for recent reviews on the development of DSSC nanostructured metal oxide electrodes.
65,188–190
 
Over the past decade there has been extensive investigation into optimisation of the 
nanostructured electrode morphology, resulting in a wide range of nanostructures being studied, 
ranging from random nanoparticle assemblies to organized nanotube arrays and single-crystalline 
nanorods. The use of nanorods and nanotubes was specifically investigated for improved, more 
directional charge transport and an improved pore filling of the hole conductor materials used in 
the solid-state DSSC. A short overview on the development of the nanostructured TiO2 electrode 
and preparation techniques will be discussed here.  
1.4.3.5 TiO2 electrode preparation 
As described in section 1.1, TiO2 is a stable, nontoxic oxide with a high refractive index (n = 2.4-
2.5) which has a widespread use as a pigment in paints, toothpastes, sunscreens and self-cleaning 
materials. Anatase is the favoured phase for use in DSSCs as it has a larger band gap than other 
phases of TiO2 (3.2 eV vs. 3.0 eV for rutile) and a higher conduction band edge energy (Ecb), 
thereby leading to a higher Fermi level and Voc in DSSCs for the same conduction band electron 
concentration.
137
 In addition, through a comparative study of rutile and anatase DSSCs, Park et 
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al. found similar Voc values were obtained, however a higher conduction band edge, Ecb was 
found in the anatase DSSC (0.1-0.2 eV) where the observed photocurrent was lower for rutile by 
approximately 30%.
191
 This reduced photocurrent was attributed to the larger particle sizes 
present within the rutile electrode, whereby it was estimated that the resulting surface area of the 
rutile film was at least 25% lower than that of the anatase film. The authors suggested that the 
difference in the Jsc values between the rutile and anatase prepared DSSCs was thereby due to 
their lower internal surface area, which resulted in less dye sensitiser adsorption on the film 
surface.  There has been significant development in the range of methods used for the synthesis 
of new anatase nanostructures for DSSCs, including nanoparticles, nanorods, nanotubes, 
nanosheets and mesoporous materials such as aerogels and photonic materials. Such methods 
include sol-gel, hydrothermal, solvothermal, chemical vapour deposition, physical vapour 
deposition and electrodeposition.           
The most common method for preparing TiO2 nanoparticles for use in DSSCs is the sol-gel 
process, through the hydrolysis of Ti(IV) alkoxides such as titanium isopropoxide (TTIP) and 
titanium butoxide (TBT) as described in section 1.2. The hydrolysis and condensation kinetics of 
the reaction are carefully controlled in order to obtain monodispersed TiO2 particles of the 
desired size (10-30 nm). These nanoparticles are typically formulated into a paste with polymer 
additives and deposited onto the TCO substrate using doctor blading or screen printing 
techniques.
137
 The resultant film is then sintered in air at 450-550°C to remove organic 
components and to generate an electrical connection between the nanoparticles. The thickness of 
the film can be controlled during the screen-printing process by modifying the screen mesh size 
and repeating the process (multiple printing) to obtain a thicker film. In addition to film 
thickness, film porosity also needs to be controlled, with a porosity of 50-60% desirable. This 
enables redox ions in the electrolyte to penetrate the film, interact with the adsorbed dye and 
diffuse back to the electrode effectively. Porosity of the film is controlled during the sintering 
process by the addition of a polymer such as polyethylene glycol (PEG) and ethyl cellulose (EC) 
into the TiO2 colloidal solution.
75
 High porosity leads to less interconnection between the 
particles and a decrease in charge collection efficiency.
192
 Such thin films produced by doctor 
blading or screen printing are typically opaque, and thus ideal for maximum absorbance of light, 
however unsuitable if a semi-transparent DSSC is desired. Methods for producing semi-
transparent TiO2 thin films avoid the formation of a paste by using sol-gel dip coating or CVD 
methods as described in chapters 1.2 and 1.3 respectively.  
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1.4.4 Potential for DSSC building integrated photovoltaics 
In comparison with other building integrated photovoltaic (BIPV) products that have reached the 
commercialisation stage, solar glazing materials can be considered as still in their infancy. A 
state-of-the-art review by Jelle et al
8
 on BIPV products includes several appendices on current 
BIPV modules available on the market, including those for solar glazing applications to which 
the reader is referred. 
As one of the main criteria of solar glazing (in addition to good transparency) is to enable a 
sufficient energy offset for the entire building, studies have shown that buildings which 
incorporate solar glazing technology can exhibit overall electricity consumption reductions of up 
to 55% compared to standard single glazed windows.
193–195
 Solar glazing BIPVs not only enable 
sustainable generation of electricity, they also offer a reduction in solar heat gain, and therefore 
less air-conditioning requirements within a building.
195
To become widely used as BIPVs, solar 
glazing must generate low cost electricity, of which the DSSC is ideally positioned, due to the 
relatively inexpensive materials used for its manufacture (glass, titania film, dye, electrolyte). 
The DSSC offers several potential benefits for window glazing in addition to its low cost and 
inexpensive materials; the DSSC has the ability to perform well under any atmospheric condition 
and under low irradiance, meaning that the DSSC is an ideal candidate for solar glazing in high-
rise office buildings and glass facades in cities where light is often low due to crowding. 
Preparation of the TiO2 thin film by sol-gel or chemical vapour deposition methods further 
lowers the cost of the DSSC as a potential BIPV, whereby typical silicon BIPVs require very 
expensive vacuum equipment for their manufacture. The semi-transparent DSSC also offers 
multi-colour options, which along with stable performance at high temperatures under non-
standard solar incidence angles/irradiation, make it a potentially high-value addition to new 
builds in the future.  
A clear demonstration of these assumptions has recently emerged from the ColorSol consortium 
in Germany, where solar PV glass based on DSSC technology have been manufactured/installed 
and its performance subsequently compared to traditional amorphous silicon solar cells. The 
results showed that the cost of electricity generated by the DSSC is lower than the silicon 
analogue (4 €/Wp vs 6 €/Wp), whereby the elegance of the coloured glass façade is easily 












Figure 1.4.4. The DSSC-based PV facade of the Capricorn Haus in Germany, as seen in Pagliaro 
et al,
65




Despite the potential of the DSSC, to date there is very limited availability to buy such cheaper 
BIPV modules based on thin film or PV technologies such as DSSC, organic photovoltaics or 
perovskite solar cells commercially. This is because despite their promising efficiencies and good 
visible transparency, these technologies are still too juvenile to demonstrate their stability over a 
longer time period under real-life conditions. Aside from the fine balance of enhancing 
transparency without diminishing power conversion, enhancing stability is the main issue to be 
addressed to enable the development of a solar glazing product based on these technologies that 
is suitable for market. Future research into the technologies mentioned should aim to target this 
issue of stability, as well as to increase understanding and development of the materials used 
within these devices.  
In spite of the challenges facing solar glazing research, increasing commercial interest into 
emerging semi-transparent photovoltaics is continually driving the sector forward. Building 
manufacturers and architects are beginning to use transparent BIPV modules such as that shown 
in figure 1.4.4, with pleasing aesthetic results, whereby the demand and desirability for solar 
glazing is growing. If the issues regarding stability can be properly addressed, then it seems 




Chapter 2: Experimental and Analytical Details 
2.1. Sol-gel 
A modified, non-aqueous metal alkoxide sol-gel method was used to produce TiO2 thin films 
from two different precursors; titanium isopropoxide (TTIP) shown in figure 2a, which is a 
traditional precursor used frequently for the production of titanium dioxide thin films, and the 
more novel precursor, titanium bis-ammonium lactate dihydroxide (TiBALD) shown in figure 2b  
which has been used sparingly in literature for the production of titania sol-gels. 
103
 The effect of 
surfactant addition and concentration using five different types of non-ionic surfactants (Brij 58, 
Brij 98, Tween 20, Tween 40, Tween 60) was explored and the results discussed in chapter 3. 
The Tween® and Brij® surfactants are composed of  poly(oxyethylene) ether neutral, polar 
heads and hydrophobic tails that are oxyethylene polymers.
197
 Chemical details of the surfactants 





Figure 2. Chemical structure of (a) titanium tetra-isopropoxide, TTIP, and (b) titanium bis-
ammonium lactate dihydroxide, TiBALD.   
2.1.1. Traditional TiO2 sol synthesis: Titanium (IV) tetraisopropoxide (TTIP) as precursor 
All chemicals were purchased from Sigma Aldrich and used without further purification.  
A variety of surfactant types and concentrations were explored, as listed in table 2.2, to 
determine which modifications enabled the production of thin films with the desired properties. 
There concentrations were chosen as a previous study by Choi et al,
69
 had used similar 
concentrations which led to improved photocatalytic properties of the subsequent materials, and 
so these concentrations were scaled down for use in this investigation.  The optimum surfactant 
type and concentrations were then used to produce extra samples for DSSC testing. In the initial 
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TTIP study, a selection of samples were further heat treated by annealing in air  for an extra hour 
at 600 °C to determine if this improved crystallinity of the thin film samples.  
To prepare the TiO2 sol, the surfactant was dissolved in isopropanol (69 ml, 99.7%) with 
vigorous stirring until a homogeneous suspension was obtained. Acetylacetone (0.61 ml, 99%) 
was then added dropwise to this solution with continuous stirring. Acetylacetone acts as a 
stabilising agent to help control the speed of the hydrolysis and subsequent condensation 
reactions. Titanium (IV) tetraisopropoxide (TTIP, 6 ml, 99.999% trace metals basis) was then 
added dropwise to this solution containing the surfactant, with continuous stirring. The resulting 
transparent pale yellow solution was left to stir for 30 min, after which acetic acid was added 
(6.86 ml, 99.7%) dropwise and the solution was stirred for a further 30 min. The sol was then 
ready to use immediately for dip coating of the substrates to prepare thin films. The molar ratio 
of surfactant/TTIP/Acetylacetone/Isopropanol/Acetic Acid was R: 0.2: 0.06: 9: 0.04, where the 
surfactant concentration R was varied from 0–0.0008 mol dm
3
 (Table 2.1). This range was 
chosen in order to investigate the mimumum amount of surfactant that could be added to sol-gel 
in order to produce an enhanced performance, this was scaled down from previous work by 
Stathatos et al reported in literature.
69
  Sols were typically transparent, homogeneous and stable, 
varying in colour from yellow to orange. 
Table 2.1. Sol-gel details: surfactant name, corresponding sol name/ precursor used with relevant 
concentration of surfactants added (mol/ dm
3











Table 2.2. Details of the non-ionic surfactants investigated with common name in coloured rows, 
followed by chemical name/synonyms, approximate molecular weights and the chemical formula 
with structure.  
Brij 58 
Polyethylene glycol hexadecyl 
ether: 














Brij 98  (Brij O20) 
Polyethylene glycol family:  




































2.1.2 Novel TiO2 sol synthesis: Titanium  (IV) bis (ammonium lactate) dihydroxide 
(TiBALD) as precursor  
The same surfactant types and concentrations were used as with the TTIP precursor, with sol 
names as shown in table 2.1. The increase in post-synthesis annealing time and temperature to 
600°C for 1 hour was found to beneficial in improving crystallinity of samples and was thus used 
for all TiBALD samples prepared. The TiBALD sol-gel was prepared by dissolving the relevant 
surfactant type and concentration in ethanol (50ml) with vigorous stirring until a homogeneous 
suspension was obtained, after which acetylacetone (4ml) was added dropwise. Titanium(IV) 
bis(ammonium lactato) dihydroxide (TiBALD, 4.14 ml) was then added dropwise to the solution 
with continuous stirring. A minimum quantity of nitric acid (conc, 0.4-2ml) was added dropwise 
to the solution until the solution turned from cloudy to clear yellow, after which the sol was 
immediately ready for dip coating with substrates. The molar ratio of 
surfactant/TALH/Acetylacetone/Ethanol was R: 0.2: 0.06: 9, whereby the surfactant 
concentration R was varied from 0- 0.0008 mol dm
3
. The resulting sol-gel solutions were 
typically transparent, homogeneous and stable, varying in colour from yellow to orange.  
2.1.3. Dip-coating and annealing   
The TiO2 thin films were prepared using homemade dip-coating apparatus whereby glass 
substrates (F-SnO2 coated, 1.5 cm/2 cm x 6 cm , Pilkington-NSG) were dipped into the sol and 
removed at a controlled speed of 2.8 cm min
-1
. For each sol, samples were produced with 1-3 
layers by repeating the number of consecutive dips into the sol. After each layer was added, the 
substrates were left in a fume hood for 30 minutes to allow for full evaporation of the solvent. 
After completion of dip-coating, substrates were left overnight under a fume hood to evaporate 
any remaining solvent, and then annealed using a Carbolite Type 301 programmable furnace. 





). To explore the effects of annealing time and temperature on the resulting 
crystallinity and properties of thin films produced, a selection of additional TTIP derived samples 
with Brij surfactant were produced and annealed at 600 °C for 1 hour. Samples produced from 







2.2. Chemical Vapour Deposition Techniques 
2.2.1. Aerosol-assisted chemical vapour deposition (AACVD) 
The apparatus and procedure described here was used for the production of all films described in 
chapter 4. Nitrogen (99.99 %) was obtained by BOC and used as supplied as carrier gas for all 
experiments. Thin films were deposited onto fluorine-doped tin oxide glass substrates (4.5 cm x 
15 cm x 0.3 cm, FTO, Tec 15® Pilkington-NSG) using the CVD apparatus shown in figure 2.1. 
The substrate was placed inside the cold-wall reaction chamber on top of a graphite block 
containing a Whatman heating cartridge, controlled by a Pt-Rh thermocouple. The graphite block 
was preheated to 400 °C and the substrate left at this temperature for at least 10 minutes prior to 
each reaction to ensure a stable deposition temperature. Before each reaction substrates were 
cleaned in deionised water in an ultrasonic bath for 5 minutes, followed by washing with acetone 
and ethanol.  
 
Figure. 2.1. Schematic diagram of AACVD apparatus.  
2.2.2. AACVD: Experimental details  
For the precursor solution, either toluene or dichloromethane (10 ml) were used as a solvent, and 
the effects of surfactant addition in the concentrations shown in table 4 were studied. When a 
surfactant was used, it was added to the solvent in concentrations of 0.5 M, 1 M and 2 M 
equivalent to titanium tetraisopropoxide (TTIP) precursor, and left to stir for at least ten minutes 
before the addition of the TTIP (0.5 ml) precursor. These concentrations were chosen to explore 
the effects of surfactant addition on the AACVD process, and were chosen as as relevant 
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equivalents to follow on from those concentrations used in the sol-gel experiments described 
above in chapter 2.1.2. The sample names and the relevant concentrations used are shown in 
table 2.3. The resulting solution was left to stir for at least 10 minutes before addition to the 
bubbler. When the substrate had reached the desired temperature of 400 °C, the precursor 
solution was decanted into the bubbler under constant N2 gas flow. As shown in figure 2.1, the 
bubbler was held about 1- 2cm over the piezoelectric humidifying device in a beaker of deionised 
water for generation of the aerosol precursor mist. The carrier gas of nitrogen then transports the 
precursor mist directly into the reaction chamber through inlet 1. Depositions were repeated at 
least four times in order to confirm reproducibility of the system and to produce enough samples 
for use in DSSCs. 
 
Table 2.3. AACVD details: surfactant name, corresponding sample name and solvent used with 
concentration of surfactant added (mol/ dm
3




2.2.3. Hybrid (Aerosol Assisted/Atmospheric Pressure) Chemical Vapour Deposition 
(HCVD)  
The apparatus and procedure described here was used for the production of all films described in 
chapter 5. Hybrid CVD uses a combination of atmospheric pressure CVD (APCVD) and 
AACVD as described above. For hybrid CVD as described in this thesis, both inlet 1 and 2 of the 
brass baffle block are used, as shown in figure 2.2. Inlet 1 is connected to the APCVD rig, 
whereby addition of the titania precursor and ethanol solvent occurs through heated gas lines by 
flow of nitrogen. Inlet 2 is then used to incorporate other additives, or dopants into the system by 
means of an aerosol mist as described above in 2.2.2.  
2.2.4. HCVD Experimental Details  
All gas handling lines, regulators and flow valves in the APCVD apparatus were made of 
stainless steel with ¼” internal diameter, except for the mixing chamber inlet and the exhaust line 
from the apparatus that measured ½” in diameter. The nitrogen gas was preheated by passing 
along the lengths of the gas lines before reaching the bubblers and the mixing chamber. The 
temperature of the gas lines was maintained at a constant temperature of 150 °C using Eurotherm 
heat controllers and monitored by Pt-Rh thermocouples. The gas flow was monitored using flow 
meters at a constant flow of 1 L/min
-1 
for all gas lines. The precursors of TTIP and ethanol were 
stored in separate steel bubblers and heated to appropriate temperatures (150 °C for TTIP, 65 °C 
for ethanol). The bubblers were heated using a heating jacket and preheated for at least ten 
minutes prior to the beginning of the reaction. These temperatures were used based on the boiling 
point of the precursor, whereby the value chosen is about 20 °C less than boiling point. The 
graphite block was heated to 550 °C for all coatings produced. When the lines, bubblers and 
graphite block had reached the desired temperature, the system was left for a further ten minutes 
for temperature regulation. Then the entry valves from lines 1 and 2 into the bubblers were 
opened, enabling nitrogen gas to pass through the bubbler resulting in the vaporised precursors to 
become entrenched in the gas flow. The exit valves from the bubblers were opened quickly in 
order to enable this gas flow to exit and be transported to the mixing chamber, and then through 
inlet 1 to the reaction chamber. (Figure 2.2). Failure to open these valves quickly could result in 
pressure building up in the system, and so these steps were conducted quickly for safety in each 
reaction. As with AACVD, the exhaust gases from the reactor were vented directly into the 
extraction system of a fume hood. 
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For the addition of surfactants or dopants, an initial solution of surfactant/dopant in methanol 
(10ml) was prepared and left to stir for ten minutes. Inlet 2 was used to transport this mixture into 
the reaction chamber as required. As soon as the vaporised precursors from the bubblers were 
allowed to flow into the mixture chamber and thus into the reactor, the piezoelectric device was 
switched on immediately to enable the generation of a surfactant mist which is carried through to 
the reactor with constant nitrogen gas flow at 1 L/min
-1
. Each reaction was then allowed to run as 
a whole for one minute, after which all bubbler valves were closed; beginning with the exit 
valves, and then the entry valves, and then the piezoelectric device was switched off to prevent 
any further addition of surfactant/dopant. Plain line flow of nitrogen was left on while the heating 














Figure 2.2. Schematic of hybrid chemical vapour deposition apparatus; a combination between 
atmospheric pressure CVD and AACVD.  
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2.3. Characterisation and functional property testing  
After cooling, all thin films samples were wrapped in tin foil and stored at room temperature. 
Glass substrate sizes used are shown in figure 2.3. Areas denoted in red, labelled (a) were 
typically reserved for photocatalytic testing and for use in dye-sensitised solar cell devices, 
however each sample area was not tested more than twice for once, and repeat samples for 
DSSCs were used, i.e. a sample used for photocatalytic testing was not then used for DSSC 
testing. Areas denoted in orange and labelled (b) were used for all other analysis. For analysis by 
SEM, AFM and XRD, each sample was cut into small squares (approx. 1 cm x 1 cm or 2 cm x 2 
cm respectively). For analysis by Raman spectroscopy, UV/Vis spectroscopy and contact angle 











Figure 2.3. Schematic of glass substrate sizes used and areas used for materials characterisation 
analysis and functional property testing.  
2.3.1 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 
SEM was used to investigate thin film microstructure, surface morphology, and thin film 
thickness. SEM images were produced using an FEI Inspect F Scanning Electron Microscope at a 
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working distance of 10-12 mm, with an accelerating voltage of 10 eV. The degrees of 
magnification used ranged between x 10,000 and x 40,000. Thin film thickness was measured 
using sample cross sections, whereby the average was obtained using measurements from two 
cross sections from each sample type. ImageJ 1.48
198
 software was used to determine the average 
particle size from SEM images.  
2.3.12 X-Ray Diffraction (XRD)  
X-ray diffraction was conducted with gratitude by Dr. Rory Wilson (QMUL), and was used to 
determine the crystalline phases of the TiO2 thin films. XRD was performed using a Panalytical 
X’Pert Pro diffractometer in a glancing angle (α = 3°) mode using a CuKα X-ray source (Kα1 = 
0.1540598 nm; Kα2 = 0.15444260 nm.) The diffraction patterns were collected over 10°–70° 
with a step size of 0.03° and a step time of 1.7 s·point
−1
.  
2.3.13 Raman Spectroscopy  
Raman was used for further determination of crystalline phases and impurities. A Renishaw 
InViva™ Raman microscope equipped with a 1800 line·mm
−1
 grating and a LaserPhysics 
argon–ion laser (514.5 nm) was used. The Raman system was calibrated using silicon at the 
start of each set of experiments.  
2.3.14. Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)  
Surface roughness and associated analysis of the films was completed using Atomic Force 
Microscopy NT-MDT NTEGRA in semi-contact mode imaging performed under ambient 
conditions in air using silicon tips (Acta-20-Appnano ACT tapping mode with aluminium reflex 
coating, Nanoscience instruments) with a resonant frequency of 300 KHz and a spring constant 
of 40 N.m
-1
. A scan resolution of 255 lines per sample with an area size of 10 x 10 µm was used. 
Images were processed and analysed using the offline software Nova 1.0.26.1443 from which 
root mean square roughness (RMS) values were determined. RMS values are quoted as an 




2.3.15. Ultra-Violet/ Visible Spectroscopy 
Transmission and absorption measurements were carried out to determine the optical properties 
of the thin films. Spectra were recorded between 300 and 2500 nm using a Perkin Elmer Lambda 
950 UV/Vis Spectrometer. The direct and indirect band gap of each sample was then determined 
using transmission data and the Tauc method.
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2.3.2. Determination of functional properties  
2.3.21 Contact Angle Measurements 
Contact angle measurements were used to determine the hydrophilicity of thin film surfaces, by 
measuring the contact angle of deionised water before and after 30 minutes of UV irradiation 
with a 254 nm UV lamp (2 × 8 W-254 nm Tube, Power: 32 W), and a Goniometer Kruss 
DSA100 drop shape analyser.  
2.3.22 Photocatalytic Activity 
The photocatalytic activity of thin films was assessed using resazurin ‘intelligent ink’ as initially 
developed by Mills et al. 
200
 Resazurin ink undergoes a photo-reduction mechanism under UV 
irradiation. Upon photo-excitation of the titanium dioxide thin film, electrons and holes migrate 
to the film surface. Glycerol within the ink solution acts as an excess sacrificial electron donor, 
which reacts with the surface holes to stabilise surface electrons and prevent recombination 
processes as shown in figure 2.4. These surface electrons subsequently reduce the Resazurin dye 
(royal blue) to Resorufin (pink) in a two electron proton process, whereby the Resorufin is then 
further reduced to bleached intermediates by additional reduction cycles, and the ink turns 
colourless. 
201
 A picture of the observed colour change over a UV irradiation time period of 60 
minutes is shown in figure 2.5. 
Samples were prepared for testing by washing in acetone and then isopropanol for 5 minutes 
each in an ultrasonic bath. Samples were left to air dry and then resazurin ink solution was 
applied evenly to the thin film surface using an aerosol spray gun, in a method initially reported 
by Kafizas et al.
201
  The photo-induced degradation of resazurin ink was monitored using UV-Vis 
spectroscopy using a Perkin Elmer Lambda 35 UV-Vis spectrometer measuring absorbance 
between 300-700 nm, before and after illumination of the samples with 365 nm UV irradiation. 
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Samples were irradiated at a constant distance of 15 cm with a 365 nm UV lamp (2 x 8W– 365 










Figure 2.4. Schematic of photocatalytic degradation of resazurin dye by TiO2 with glycerol 
as the sacrificial electron donor. 
 
 
Figure 2.5. Photographs of the observed colour change of resazurin dye on the surface of TiO2 
thin films as it is degraded to resorufin over a 60 minute period of UV irradiation.  
2.3.23 Preparation of resazurin ‘intelligent’ ink solution 
Glycerol (99.6%), hydroxyethyl cellulose [average Mv ¼ 90 000, where Mv is the viscosity-
average molecular weight; this average is determined by viscosity measurements as quoted by 
Sigma Aldrich], resazurin (92%) were all purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as supplied. 
The ‘intelligent’ ink was composed of resazurin (4 mg) dye in an aqueous solution (40 ml) with 
glycerol (0.3 g) and hydroxylethyl cellulose (3 g). Solutions were stirred vigorously for 50 
minutes and then left to age for 24 hours in the dark before use.  
2.3.24 Aerosol spray technique for the application of resazurin ink coating  
Substrates to be coated were attached to a sheet of paper mounted vertically on a wall inside a 
fume hood. A Clarke Gravity Fed Pro Spray Gun (Model No. PGF14) was used to apply the ink 
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using a constant flow of Nitrogen. The gun was held at a constant distance of at least 50 cm from 
the substrate surface and a thin coating of ink was applied by spraying horizontally from left to 
right in even motions. This process was repeated several times until a blue coating of resazurin 
ink was visible on the substrate surface. The samples were then removed and placed in the dark 
for 15mins to allow the coating to dry before analysis.  
2.3.25 Formal Quantum Efficiency/ Formal Quantum Yield 
Photocatalytic activity measurements are often represented using normalised results; however in 
this thesis we have adopted an improved method for representing photocatalytic performance to 
enable results to be compared quantitatively.
202
 This will enable improved analysis of to what 
extent the addition of surfactants has enhanced the functional properties of the thin films. Results 
are represented as formal quantum efficiency (FQE), as shown in equation 6.0.  The incident 







. Results have also been expressed in terms of formal quantum yield 
(FQY) (equation 6.1). The photon flux and photon absorption for each film was determined using 
a homemade UV digital radiometer for 365 nm radiation.  
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Chapter 3: Results: Sol-gel processing of titanium dioxide thin 
films with two different precursors and the effects of surfactant 
addition 
3.1. Introduction 
Sol-gel processing is widely used for the production of metal oxide thin films due to its many 
advantages over other deposition methods. Sol-gel offers versatility, experimental simplicity and 
the ability to directly control particle growth at the molecular level. The addition of surfactants 
and block copolymers is a particularly attractive route to modifying thin film properties as these 
additives are typically low cost, readily available and can be introduced with ease into the sol-gel 
process at low quantities to produce a range of desired effects. There are several types of 
surfactants that can be used within sol-gel processing as discussed in section 1.4. 
Sol-gel is often the method of choice for the preparation of titanium dioxide thin films, and there 
has been a vast array of research into the effects of different additives, dopants and Ti-precursors 
on the resulting thin film properties. A concise review of TiO2 sol-gel syntheses and applications 
by Macwan et al is referenced here.
25
 Studies on the use of surfactants in TiO2 sol-gel processing 
are particularly well documented, especially regarding the use of non-ionic surfactants such as 






 and Pluronic branded families.
204
 Research has 
found that the use of these surfactants can enable the fine-tuning of thin film morphology as well 
as the resulting TiO2 particle and crystallite size. These structural changes have been linked to 
enhanced photocatalytic activity for dye degradation compared to thin films produced without 
surfactants.
69,70
  However with such an array of different branded surfactants available, and a 
wide variation within each brand type, e.g. Triton X- 100/ X-144/ X-405, Tween 20/40/60/80, 
Brij 35/52/56/58/93/98 etc., there have been no comparative studies (to the authors knowledge) 
of how these subtle variations within brands affect the resulting thin film properties and 
functional performance.  This chapter focuses on investigating these effects with Tween and Brij 
surfactants. Three types of Tween surfactant; Tween 20, 40 and 60 are used in comparison with 
two types of Brij surfactant; Brij 58 and 98.  
Traditional sol-gel methods employ a titanium alkoxide precursor such as titanium isopropoxide 
(TTIP) or titanium butoxide. However these precursors are highly sensitive to moisture, whereby 
the hydrolysis stage within the sol-gel process often occurs quickly without control, leading to 
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the precipitation of TiO2 particles with uncontrolled shape and size. A novel oxy-carboxylate 
precursor, titanium(IV) bis (ammonium lactato) dihydroxide (TiBALD), which is stable in water, 
has been studied infrequently in literature since its introductory use for the preparation of TiO2 
thin films by Möckel et al in 1999.
205
 Due to the solubility and stability of TiBALD in neutral 
aqueous mediums it can be condensed in a controlled manner at ambient temperatures, thus 










Figure 3.0. Chemical structure of titanium tetra-isopropoxide, TTIP, and titanium bis-
ammonium lactate dihydroxide, TiBALD.   
 
Research by Pelentridou et al
207
 has shown that TiBALD can produce TiO2 thin films with a fine 
nanocrystalline structure that have an improved rate of photodecolorisation for the commonly 
studied azo dye, basic blue-41, in comparison with traditional TTIP derived films. This enhanced 
photodecolorisation activity was attributed to an increased surface area and thereby an increased 
dye absorption in the TiBALD derived films, resulting in better photocatalytic performance. 
However, such solution based methods require special modified spectrophotometer cells to 
enable monitoring of the reaction insitu, and although useful for assessing a small number of 
films this method is labour intensive and realistically cannot be applied to the simultaneous 
analysis of larger numbers of films for reproducible analysis.
201
 In contrast, resazurin (Rz) 
‘intelligent ink’, as formulated by Mills et al,
61
 follows a rapid photo-reductive mechanism  that 
provides an alternative method for the measure of photocatalytic activity, which is specifically 
designed for reproducibility with thin film samples. The results herein use this intelligent ink 
with application by an aerosol-spray method as a measure of photocatalytic activity, whereby 
several samples of each type have been assessed.
208
  As yet there have been no comparative 
studies to the authors’ knowledge of the use of TiBALD precursor with surfactants to produce 
TiO2 thin films, and so this chapter looks to address this, and compare the performance of 
TiBALD derived TiO2 thin films with those prepared from the traditional TTIP precursor.   
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Table 3.1. Sol-gel sample names with relevant surfactant types and concentrations added, as 
well as annealing temperature and time. Samples were produced in duplicate, with 1, 2 and 3 
layer samples produced for each sol-gel type.  
Surfactant 
used 







Annealing temperature + 




 Nil TTIP C TiBALD C 0   
TTIP:  
500 °C / 15 mins and 600 °C / 
1 hr  
  
TiBALD: 600 °C / 1 hr 
Brij 58 B58 A B58 AT 0.0006 
  B58 B B58 BT 0.0004 
Brij 98 B98 A B98 AT 0.0006 
  B98 B B98 BT 0.0004 
Tween 20 T20 A T20 AT 0.0006   
TTIP:  
500 °C / 15 mins 
  
  
TiBALD: 600 °C / 1 hr   
  T20 B T20 BT 0.0004 
Tween 40 T40 A T40 AT 0.0006 
  T40 B T40 BT 0.0004 
Tween 60 T60 D T60 DT 0.0008 
  T60 A T60 AT 0.0006 
  T60 B T60 BT 0.0004 
3.2. Results: TiO2 thin films prepared by sol-gel methods 
All films produced from both precursors were optically transparent, covered the entire surface 
area of the glass that was dipped, and showed evidence of birefringence. All films were robust 
and passed the scotch tape test. Films all exhibited a band gap between 3.1-3.3 eV as calculated 
by the Tauc method,
199
 corresponding to anatase phase TiO2.Some representative tauc plots are 
given in Appendix A.  A selection of non-ionic surfactants were added in varying concentrations, 
between 0–0.0008 mol dm
3
. This range was chosen in order to investigate the minimum amount 
of surfactant that could be added to sol-gel in order to produce an enhanced performance, this 
was scaled down from previous work by Stathatos et al reported in literature.
69
 The addition of 
surfactant was found to modify the thin film thickness, morphology, particle size, surface 
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roughness, wetting properties and photocatalytic performance of the films produced, as will be 
discussed in the following sections.   
3.2.1. Results: Titanium Isopropoxide (TTIP) as precursor with Tween and 
Brij surfactant addition 
3.2.1.1. Thin film thickness and particle size 
The addition of Tween and Brij surfactants was found to increase the average thin film thickness 
with variations observed depending on the surfactant type and concentration used as well as the 
number of consecutive layers applied. The average film thickness for each sample prepared is 
shown in data tables 3.2-3.5 in section 3.2.1.8. The film thickness increased with increasing 
number of layers, as expected as this increases the number of layers of TiO2 on the surface. The 
samples produced without surfactant showed average thin film thicknesses of 40, 80 and 90 nm 
for one, two and three layer samples respectively. The addition of Tween 60 (T60) was found to 
induce the greatest increase in thickness depending on the concentration used, whereby these 
samples showed variations ranging from 90-120 nm, 120-180 nm and 190-240 nm for the one, 
two and three layer samples. The addition of Tween 40 (T40) and Tween 20 (T20) were also 
found to increase the average film thickness as shown in table 3.3. The addition of Brij 
surfactants was found to result in a smaller increase in thin film thickness, with thin film 
thicknesses for two layer films ranging from 110-210 nm, as shown in tables 3.4 and 3.5. 
The increase in thin film thickness due to surfactant addition can be explained by the role of the 
surfactant during processing. The surfactant acts as a spacer, orienting around growing titania 
particles, resulting in a more viscous solution. Upon dipping, this increased viscosity is 
transferred as a thicker individual layer onto the glass substrate due to surface tension. As more 
layers are then added, consecutive layers become thicker as they nucleate with underlying layers 
to form an overall thicker film. Schuler et al
209
 has described the microstructure of sol-gel films 
in terms of a “structural zone model” as shown in figure 3.0. This model enables a prediction of 
the type of microstructural features in thin films that can be produced with an increasing number 
of layers. The Schuler model shows that the intrinsic grain size of the material is closely related 
to the corresponding single layer thickness. In a thin film which has a large individual single 
layer thickness, as within this study where the  individual thickness of the layers has been 
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increased by surfactant addition, there is likely to be multiple nucleation sites within the material 
and so smaller grain sizes. This favours the granular structure growth as shown in figure 3.1 (a).   
 
Figure 3.1. Schematic visualisation of (a) granular, (b) layered and (c) columnar sol-gel film 
structures as classified by Schuler et al,
209
 and modified from Wang et al.
210
  
This granular structure correlates with the wide range of particle sizes observed for all samples 
prepared, whereby most samples ranged between 40-300nm, as for the sample produced without 
surfactant. The addition of Tween surfactant was found to slightly decrease this particle size 
range, e.g. two layer sample prepared with T40 (A2) had a particle range of 40-200 nm. The 
particle size range was increased by the addition of Brij surfactants, with ranges typically 
observed between 25-355 nm. (Table 3.4). The average particle size was found to decrease with 
surfactant addition, e.g. sol-gel samples produced without surfactant exhibit an average particle 
size of 130, 130 and 40 nm for one, two and three layer films respectively, whereas samples 
produced with T20 (A1-A3) show decreased particle sizes of 40, 25, and 40 nm respectively, and 
for Brij 58 (B58 B) 35, 45 and 40 nm for one, two and three layers. These observations correlate 
with the granular model, whereby the surfactant stunts the growth of TiO2 particles during the 
sol-gel growth stage, resulting in smaller crystallites forming, and smaller average particle 
formation as a result when crystallites grow together to form particles. The XRD patterns 
observed for these sol-gel films showed limited crystallinity and so determination of the actual 





















Figure 3.2. SEM images of TiO2 produced from TTIP precursor by sol-gel with; no surfactant 
addition (samples C1-C3), and Tween 60 (T60),Tween 40 (T40) and Tween 20 (T20) addition in 
concentrations; D = 0.0008 mol dm
3
, A = 0.0006 mol dm
3
, B = 0.0004 mol dm
3
. Numbers 
represent number of consecutive layers. Films were annealed at 500 °C for 15 mins with a ramp 





3.2.1.21. Thin film morphology: Tween surfactants 
Figure 3.2 shows the SEM images of thin films produced using TTIP precursor with and without 
Tween surfactant addition, and figure 3.3 shows the SEM images produced with TTIP and Brij 
surfactants. The SEM images for samples C1-C3 show that the thin film morphology undergoes 
subtle changes as the number of layers are increased from 1-3, whereby increased agglomeration 
and reduced particle definition is observed in sample C3. For this reason, only 2 layer sample 
SEM pictures are shown in this chapter, with full SEM images of all samples produced with 
multiple layers are shown for reference in Appendix 1. The addition of Tween surfactant was 
found to affect the thin film morphology by producing films with smaller, more angular TiO2 
particles. In comparison to the thin films produced without surfactant, sample C, those films 
produced with the addition of Tween 60 surfactant, (T60 D, A, B) and Tween 40 (T40 A-B) 
show greater particle uniformity, less agglomeration and greater particle definition (figure 3.2.)  
Tween 20 was found to induce areas of agglomeration within the thin film such as that observed 
for sample T20 A2; however a reduced particle size on average was observed. During the growth 
phase of sol-gel processing, surfactants act as pore-directing agents, enabling greater control over 
the size and shape of the Titania particles as they grow, whereby more angular particles can be 
produced due to the surfactant obstructing particle growth in some directions. More angular TiO2 
particles are beneficial to the overall thin film properties as it increases the resulting surface area 
to volume ratio of the thin film, thus enhancing photocatalytic and wetting properties, as 
discussed in sections 3.2.1.5 and 3.2.1.4 respectively.  
 3.2.1.22. Thin film morphology: Brij surfactants 
The addition of Brij surfactants in the sol-gel process was found to enable greater control of the 
resultant morphology in the TiO2 thin films produced, as seen in figure 3.3, whereby in 
comparison to the thin films produced without surfactant, sample C2, those films produced with 
the addition of Brij surfactants show increased uniformity, less agglomeration and greater 
particle definition. The addition of Brij 98 surfactant, which has the heavier molecular mass of 
the two Brij surfactants investigated, produced slightly larger, more angular TiO2 particles with 
an average particle size that ranged from 25-50 nm, with more areas of particle agglomeration 
observed in comparison to those samples produced by Brij 58, which were more spherical with 
much smaller average particle sizes ranging from 35-45 nm. This data is shown in table 3.4 in 
section 3.2.1.8. As mentioned, the role of the surfactant as a pore-directing agent during sol 
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formation results in differences in the particle growth depending on the concentration and weight 
of the surfactant used. The heavier Brij surfactant (Brij 98) surrounds the growing TiO2 particles 
during the growth stage within the sol, leading to the production of more irregular, angular TiO2 
particles compared to Brij 58 prepared samples, due to the obstruction of the surfactant as the 
particle grows. This angularity and irregularity in TiO2 particles is beneficial to the overall thin 
















Figure 3.3. SEM images showing two layer TiO2 films produced from TTIP via a non-aqueous 
sol-gel method without surfactant addition (sample C2) and with Brij 58 and Brij 98 surfactant 
addition in concentrations A = 0.0006 mol dm
3
, B = 0.0004 mol dm
3
.  Films were annealed at 





3.2.1.3. Surface roughness  
Surfactant addition was found to found to increase the root mean square (RMS) surface 
roughness of thin films by up to 170 nm, e.g. sample C2 (produced without surfactant) shows an 
average RMS roughness of 14 nm, compared with sample T20 B2 (produced with 0.0004 mol 
dm
3
 of Tween® 20) which has an average surface roughness of 183 nm (tables 3.2-3.5, section 
3.2.1.8). Generally Tween surfactants were found to result in greater RMS values compared to 
Brij surfactant prepared films. The large increase in surface roughness is a result of the 
morphological changes within the thin film that have been described, whereby the particles 
produced with surfactant are smaller and also more angular in shape due to the surfactant 
obstruction during the sol-gel growth phase.  









, as in samples A to B for Tween 20, the RMS generally increases. Sample T20 B 
exhibits the highest surface roughness observed for all samples produced, with 293 nm observed 
for the three layer film (T20 B3). This observation is also seen for samples produced with Brij 58 
and Brij 98, whereby an increased RMS roughness is observed with surfactant addition, which is 
increased with the smaller concentration used. For example, the higher concentration two layer 
film produced with Brij 58 (B58 A2) has a RMS value of 33 nm, whereas that produced with the 
reduced concentration, (B58 B2) has a RMS value of 95 nm. This observation can be explained 
by the role of the surfactant during the TiO2 particle growth phase. When the surfactant 
concentration is reduced, as from sample T40 A2 to T40 B2 in SEM images in figure 3.2, the 
particles during the growth phase of sol-gel formation are less restricted in their growth, meaning 
they can grow larger and more spherical.  This is reflected in the particle sizes, whereby sample 
T40 A2 has an approximate particle size range of 40-200 nm, whereas T40 B2 (lower 
concentration) has a particle size range of 40-320 nm. This variation in particle size results in a 
rougher surface observed as a whole, as shown in the 3D representations of thin film surfaces in 
figure 3.4.  
Brij surfactants were also found to induce increased surface roughness, with a maximum surface 
roughness of 110 nm observed for sample B98 B2, prepared with the lower concentration of Brij 
98. Again the observation of increased roughness with lower concentration of surfactant was 
observed (table 3.4.)  Furthermore, the different variants of Brij surfactant used have an effect on 
the surface roughness of the resulting deposited thin film, whereby there is an increase in root 
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mean square surface roughness when using the heavier Brij 98 surfactant. This surfactant is 
larger in size and so occupies more space surrounding the titania particles as they grow, leading 
to more irregular and angular particles when the surfactant is removed during the annealing 
stage. For example, sample B58 A2 (Brij 58, 0.0006 mol dm
3
) has a root mean square surface 




) which has a root  
mean square surface roughness of 92 nm, this is accompanied by a reduction in average particle 
size from 35 nm to 50nm. A 3D representation of the thin film surface roughness of samples 
produced with increasing number of layers, with and without Brij 58 surfactant is shown in 






Figure 3.4. AFM 3D representation of thin film surface, shown with average root mean square 
roughness values determined from measurement of three areas across the thin film surface.  (a) 
C2 (no surfactant), (b) T40 A2 (Tween 40, 0.0006 mol dm
3
), (c) T40 B2 (Tween 40, 0.0004 mol 
dm
3
), (d) T20 A2 (Tween 20, 0.0006 mol dm
3
), (e) T20 B2 (Tween 20, 0.0004 mol dm
3
) 
The effect of number of layers on the root mean square surface roughness of the thin films does 
not have a consistent trend between samples, as seen in the data tables 3.2-3.5 in section 3.2.1.8. 
Typically increasing the number of layers would be expected to increase the surface roughness of 
samples due to irregular adhesion between layers where different sized particles are placed on 
top of one another. However, most samples show a decrease in surface roughness from single 
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layer to third layer, e.g. sample B58 B1 (90 nm), B58 B2 (95 nm), and B58 B3 (81 nm).  This is 
likely to be the result of particles agglomerating between layers as they adhere to one another, 
leading to a smoother top surface overall. 
 
Figure 3.5. AFM 3D representation of thin film surface,  shown with average root mean 
square roughness values determined from measurement of three areas across the thin film 
surface to demonstrate the influence of number of layers (a) C2 (no surfactant), (b) B58 B1 
(Brij 58 0.0004 mol dm
3
), (c) B58 B2  (d) B58 B3.  
3.2.1.4. Influence of annealing temperature and time on morphology and roughness 
The increase in annealing temperature and time from 500 °C for 15 minutes to 600 °C for 1 hour 
was investigated for the thin films produced with Brij surfactants. This modification to annealing 
conditions was found to affect the thin film morphology in different ways depending on the type 
of surfactant used. Brij 58 surfactant was found to produce thin films with more agglomeration 
and less particle definition as the annealing time and temperature was increased, whereas the 
morphology of the thin films produced with Brij 98 was observed to show larger, more angular 
particles, as shown through comparison of figure 3.3 and 3.6. This is a result of the evaporation 
of organic content, including the removal of the surfactants. During the annealing stage the films 
become more dense and the particles more pronounced. However, some samples such as sample 
B58 B2 600 shows increased particle agglomeration, due to the low concentration and light 
weight of the Brij 58 surfactant used, which is evaporated with the rest of the organic content 
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during the annealing stage, resulting in shrinkage of the thin film and increased particle 












Figure 3.6. SEM images showing two layer TiO2 films produced from TTIP with Brij surfactant 
addition (Brij 58 = B58, Brij 98= B98) in concentrations; A = 0.0006 mol dm
3
, B = 0.0004 mol 
dm
3
. Films were annealed at 600 °C for 1= hour with a ramp rate of 15°C min
-1
. 
3.2.1.5. Crystalline phase identification of TiO2 thin films 
The XRD diffraction patterns of the TiO2 thin films deposited on F:SnO2 coated glass substrates 
with and without Tween surfactant addition are shown in figure 3.7, and for Brij surfactants 
figure 3.9. The TiO2 thin films deposited were thinner than the F:SnO2 layer (~400 nm) so 
breakthrough to the substrate was observed for all samples. The samples exhibited diffraction 
peaks representing a mixture of anatase, the preferred crystal phase in the [101] plane, as well as 
rutile, which is the more thermodynamically stable phase and was present in the [211] plane. The 
presence of the brookite phase was also observed in the [121], [221] and [203] planes. This 
mixture of phases is commonly observed in the production of TiO2 derived thin films
29,211
 and it 
is believed that the sol-gel method described herein has resulted in the production of largely 
amorphous TiO2 thin films which are poorly detected by XRD. For further determination of the 
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TiO2 phase, Raman spectroscopy was used, whereby a typical spectrum observed for all Tween 
and Brij prepared samples is shown in figure 3.8. All samples gave strong Raman bands centred 
at 147, 395, 513 and 642 cm
−1
, with a weaker band centred at 198 cm
−1
, all of which are 
attributable to anatase titanium dioxide indicating that whilst there is poor long range order, 
anatase predominates over a short range.
1
  
The higher annealing time and temperature was investigated in order to increase the crystallinity 
of the thin films produced. As a result of this modification, the thin films produced from the 
extended annealing period were found to exhibit more intense peaks in the corresponding XRD 
patterns, as shown in figure 3.9. Of particular interest is the increased peak intensity in the [101] 
plane, which corresponds to the anatase phase. It is believed that the increased preferential 
orientation in this plane results in an enhanced photocatalytic performance as discussed later in 
3.2.1.5. This increased crystallinity is in agreement with literature studies whereby the anatase 
peak is found to be preferential in thin films that are annealed at temperature up to 600 °C, after 











Figure 3.7. XRD for TiO2 films produced using TTIP precursor without surfactant (Control) 
and with the addition of Tween 60 (T60 A), Tween 40 (T40 A), and Tween 20 (T20 A) 
surfactants in a concentration of 0.006 mol dm
3
. Peaks identified as anatase are marked in  
red, brookite in blue and rutile in black.  Peaks denoted with asterisks (*) are assigned to the 










Figure 3.8. Typical Raman spectrum obtained for all samples. This spectrum was obtained 












Figure 3.9. XRD obtained for TiO2 films produced using TTIP precursor and addition of Brij 
98 surfactant (concentration = 0.0004 mol dm
3
). Red line represents the diffraction pattern for 
a sample annealed at 600°C (1 hour), and blue line represents a sample annealed at 500°C (15 
minutes). Peaks identified as anatase are labelled red, brookite blue and rutile in black. Peaks 
denoted with asterisks (*) are assigned to the F:SnO2 coating of the glass substrate. XRD are 
normalised for intensity.   
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3.2.1.6. Wetting behaviour of thin films  
All TiO2 thin film samples produced exhibited UV induced hydrophilicity in varying degrees, as 
seen by the reduction in contact angle of deionised water on the TiO2 surface after 30 minutes 
UV irradiation shown in tables 3.2-3.5. Photos of water droplets on the surface of each film were 
used to measure the contact angle, as shown in figure A2 in appendix A. Some samples that were 
produced with surfactant exhibited super hydrophilicity whereby the contact angle dropped to 
below 5° after UV irradiation, such as many two layer samples, e.g. those produced with Brij 58, 
Brij 98 and Tween 20 (Tables 3.2-3.5, section 3.2.1.8). The increased hydrophilicity of thin films 
after UV treatment can be attributed to the changes in morphology and increased surface area to 
volume ratio produced within thin films due to the addition of surfactant during sol-gel 
processing, as described previously.  
3.2.1.7. Photocatalytic activity of thin films produced from TTIP and effects of surfactant 
addition 
The sol-gel derived thin films were all found to be active photocatalysts for the degradation of 
resazurin intelligent ink, as shown in tables 3.2-3.5. Initial studies of photocatalytic activity were 
assessed by normalizing UV-Vis absorption results for the degradation of resazurin dye, 
represented as a half-life in minutes and shown as degradation curves in figures 3.10 and 3.11, 
with values shown in tables  3.2-3.4, section 3.2.1.8.  However due to the nature of normalised 
results, this form of representation has made comparison between different data sets difficult. A 
significant limitation with the use of resazurin ink and the normalization method is that the 
photocatalytic efficiency values obtained are only truly reliable for the first 1-2 minutes of UV 
irradiation. This is owing to the observation that after 2 minutes of UV irradiation, the absorption 
curves often exhibit a sudden increase in absorption value, apparent as a fluctuation in the 
degradation curve as seen in figure 3.10, and more noticeably for sample B58 B2 shown in figure 
3.11. These fluctuations in absorption are due to the mechanism by which the ink film is 
degraded. Often an initial ‘top’ layer of ink molecules are reduced quickly upon UV irradiation, 
resulting in a reduced absorbance reading where the ink has been degraded, this top layer then 
collapses to uncover a layer beneath which has not been exposed to UV light and thus not 
degraded, causing an increased absorbance reading for resazurin to be recorded when the second 
measurement is made. Several attempts have been made to try to avoid these fluctuations in 
absorption measurement such as increased thin film drying time, however as this is an inherent 
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issue with the “intelligent ink” method used, the only option has been to repeat experiments and 







Figure 3.10. Normalised absorption curve for determination of photocatalytic half-life (in 
minutes) for samples prepared with TTIP precursor and Tween surfactants, annealed at 500°C for 
15 mins. Control (CT2) represents the TTIP sample prepared without surfactant addition and is 







Figure 3.11. Normalised absorption curve used for determination of photocatalytic half-life (in 
minutes) for samples prepared with TTIP precursor and Brij surfactants, annealed at 500°C for 
15 mins. Control (CT2) represents the TTIP sample prepared without surfactant and is used for 
comparison. 
The calculated rate of photoactivity (dye molecules degraded per second per cm
2
) is regarded as 
a more reliable comparison of photocatalytic performance, whereby the calculated value enables 
greater precision in comparing values. This method uses the maximum and minimum value of 
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absorbance value obtained to calculate a value which is representative of the photocatalytic 
performance, thereby ignoring any fluctuations that are measured due to the problem of the 
incomplete degradation of ink as described above. In contrast, the normalized values are quoted 
as half-lives which are estimated from a dye degradation curves. Along with formal quantum 
efficiency (FQE) and formal quantum yield (FQY), this calculated rate of photoactivity is 
favoured in the following discussions, although the normalized adsorption curves are still shown 
as figures (3.10 and 3.11) for comparison. 
Thin films produced with the addition of Tween 60 surfactant, as shown in table 3.2, were found 
to show little or no significant enhancement to photocatalytic activity compared to the films 
produced without surfactant. For example, the average calculated rate of photoactivity for two 
layer thin films produced without surfactant was found to be 1.76 x 10
12 
dye molecules degraded 






), whereas the two layer thin films prepared with Tween 60 showed 
rates of 7.01 x 10
11
 (T60 D2), 2.00 x 10
12
 (T60 A2), and 1.80 x 10
12





. The highest concentration of Tween 60 (0.0008 mol dm
3
) as for sample T60 
D2, was found to reduce the photocatalytic activity from 1.76 x 10
12 





to 7.01 x 10
11
, whereby this reduced photoactivity is attributed to a wider particle size range 
40-400 nm for the T60 D2 sample, rather than a 40-300 nm particle size range for the sample 
produced without surfactant. The samples produced with a reduced Tween 60 concentration 
(samples A2 and B2) show only a small improvement from 1.76 x 10
12 
for sample produced 
without surfactant, compared with 2.00 x 10
12
 (T60 A2), and 1.80 x 10
12
 (T60 B2). For these 
reasons, Tween 60 has not been studied in great detail in this thesis. In addition, only a small 
variation in photocatalytic activity was observed between samples of differing number of layers, 
and so only the two-layer sample was analysed for each sample type.  
The addition of Tween 40, Tween 20, Brij 58 and Brij 98 were all found to enhance the 
photocatalytic activity of TiO2 thin films, as shown in table 3.3-3.5 and figure 3.10, 3.11 and 
3.12. The fastest rates were observed for samples prepared in the higher concentration, e.g. 
(0.0006 mol dm
3
) of Brij 58 and Brij 98 (samples B58 B and B98 B), with rates of 2.95 x 10
12
 




) and 2.96 x 10
12 
respectively, versus plain sample, 1.76 x 10
12
. 
These high photocatalytic degradation rates can be attributed to a combination of factors whereby 
the addition of the surfactant has produced thin films with highly angular, small particles of TiO2 
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with a rough morphology (fig 3.2), hydrophilicity observed after UV irradiation and increased 
RMS surface roughness (95 nm and 110 nm respectively) (see table 3.4). 
The addition of Tween 40 and Tween 20 surfactants in some were also found to increase the 
photocatalytic activity, as seen in figure 3.10, with the highest rate observed for sample T40 B2, 
with a rate of 2.24 x 10
12




. The only Tween sample to show a 
reduction in performance is that prepared using Tween 20 in the low concentration, e.g. Tween 
20 B2 (0.0004 mol dm
3
), rate is 1.20 x 10
12 




, whereas the sample 
produced without surfactant exhibited  a rate of 1.76 x 10
12 





can be attributed to the morphology of the sample, whereby from the SEM images in figure 3.1 it 
can be seen that there is a lack of definition in particles, in addition to a wide particle size range 
observed between 40- 240 nm.  





for each sample type. Concentrations of surfactant; A = 0.0006 mol dm
3
 and B 
= 0.0004 mol dm
3
. Samples names with ‘600’ represent samples that were annealed at 600 °C for 
one hour rather than 500 °C for 15 minutes.  Samples are two layer samples. Error bars are 
shown with 5%experimental  error.  
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3.2.1.8. Results tables for sol-gel samples produced from TTIP precursor 
Table 3.2. Results for  TTIP prepared samples with and without the addition of Tween 60 surfactant, where D= 0.0008 mol dm
3
, A=  0.0006 mol dm
3
, 




Sample C represent control samples prepared without surfactant. Numbers represent the number of layers. Samples were 
annealed at 500°C for 15 minutes. Formal quantum efficiency (FQE) is the number of dye molecules degraded per incident photon, whereas the 
formal quantum yield (FQY) is the number of dye molecules degraded per absorbed photon.   
Sample 
name 
Contact angle (°) 
before UV 
irradiation 











half-life for Rz 
degradation 
(mins) 
Calculated rate of 














C1 38 14 40- 200 40 13 2.20 x 10
12
 5.08 x 10
-4
 4.61 x 10
-2
 
C2 50 7 30- 300 80 12 1.76 x 10
12
 4.05 x 10
-4
 3.89 x 10
-2
 
C3 39 7 40- 300 90 11 2.84 x 10
12
 6.50 x 10
-4
 7.12 x 10
-2
 
T60 D1 46 9 40- 200 120 13 4.18 x 10
11
 9.62 x 10
-5
 1.08 x 10
-2
 
T60 D2 52 8 40- 400 130 11 7.01 x 10
11
 1.62 x 10
-4
 1.55 x 10
-2
 
T60 D3 24 17 40-500 240 14 5.77 x 10
11
 1.33 x 10
-4
 1.30 x 10
-2
 
T60 A1 33 7 30- 200 120 19 2.09 x 10
12
 4.81 x 10
-4
 5.22 x 10
-2
 
T60 A2 46 8 40-200 120 11 2.00 x 10
12
 4.61 x 10
-4
 4.18 x 10
-2
 
T60 A3 41 20 200-600 210 12 4.90 x 10
11
 1.13 x 10
-4
 1.08 x 10
-2
 
T60 B1 46 14 20-40 90 15 2.12 x 10
12
 4.88 x 10
-4
 5.14 x 10
-2
 
T60 B2 33 12 40-200 185 15 1.80 x 10
12
 4.14 x 10
-4
 4.04 x 10
-2
 
T60 B3 71 73 40- 200 190 12 3.81 x 10
11
 8.77 x 10
-5





Table 3.3. Results for samples prepared using TTIP precursor with addition of Tween 20 and Tween 40, A=  0.0006 mol dm
3
, B = 0.0004 mol dm
3
. 
Sample C represents samples prepared without surfactant. Numbers = number of layers. Samples were annealed at 500°C for 15 minutes. FQE is the 




























half- life for Rz 
degradation 
(mins) 















C1 38 14 40 40-200 15 40 13 
   
C2 50 7 30 30-300 14 80 12 1.76 x 10
12
 4.05 x 10
-4
 3.89 x 10
-2
 
C3 39 7 45 40-300 17 90 11 
   
T40 A1 49 5 40 30-200 53 180 
    
T40 A2 52 9 25 40-200 73 170 10 1.71 x 10
12
 3.93 x 10
-4
 4.60 x 10
-2
 
T40 A3 62 8 40 40-300 193 210 
    
T40 B1 45 4 40 40-200 149 200 
    
T40 B2 37 6 35 40-320 111 110 7 2.24 x 10
12
 5.13 x 10
-4
 6.21 x 10
-2
 
T40 B3 62 56 25 80-200 115 190 
    
T20 A1 37 6 40 40-200 42 110 
    
T20 A2 37 3 25 40-200 72 160 3 2.21 x 10
12
 5.08 x 10
-4
 5.52 x 10
-2
 
T20 A3 47 5 40 80-280 52 180 
    
T20 B1 34 8 40 40-240 116 120 
    
T20 B2 37 4 35 40-240 183 210 3 1.20 x 10
12
 2.77 x 10
-4
 2.74 x 10
-2
 
T20 B3 34 5 25 40-200 293 220 
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Table 3.4. Results for samples prepared using TTIP precursor with addition of  Brij 58 and Brij 98, in two concentrations, A=  0.0006 mol dm
3
, B = 
0.0004 mol dm
3
. Sample C represents the sample prepared without surfactant. Numbers represent the number of layers. Samples were annealed at 
500°C for 15 minutes. Values denoted with an asterisk (*) are samples that showed agglomerated particles in SEM images. FQE is the number of dye 





























half- life for Rz 
degradation 
(mins) 
















B58 A1 38 7 40 25-355 23 70  
   




 6.11 x 10
-2
 
B58 A3 43 14 35 25-355 * 14 120  
   
           
B58 B1 38 4 35 30-355 90 75  
   




 6.35 x 10
-2
 
B58 B3 49 7 40 30-370 81 90  
   
C2 50 7 30 30-300 14 80 12 1.76 x 10
12
 4.05 x 10
-4
 3.89 x 10
-2
 
B98 A1 32 5 45 35-390 * 85 45  
   
B98 A2 43 3 50 25-355 92 65 3 2.62 x 10
12
 6.02 x 10
-4
 5.18 x 10
-2
 
B98 A3 35 6 35 30-355 * 85 90  
   
           
B98 B1 50 <1 25 25-355 83 60  
   
B98 B2 50 4 50 25-390 110 80 3 2.96 x 10
12
 6.83 x 10
-4
 9.77 x 10
-2
 
B98 B3 50 4 40 25-390 50 90  
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Table 3.5. Results for samples prepared using TTIP precursor with addition of  Brij 58 and Brij 98, in two concentrations, A=  0.0006 mol dm
3
, B = 
0.0004 mol dm
3
. Sample C represents the control sample prepared without surfactant. Numbers represent the number of layers. Samples were 
annealed at 600°C for 1 hour. Values denoted with an asterisk (*) are samples that showed agglomerated particles in SEM images. FQE is the number 
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B58 A1 600 42 11 55 30-260 56 70  
   




 7.6 x 10
-3
 
B58 A3 600 45 5 45 30-370 23 290  
   
B58 B1 600 37 4 30 25-195 * 65 60  
   
B58 B2 600 42 5.41 30 15-290 * 44 75 6 2.10 x 10
12
 4.8 x 10
-4
 7.5 x 10
-3
 
B58 B3 600 40 4 30 15-355 * 10 100  
   
B98 A1 600 51 6 110 30-390 205 70  
   
B98 A2 600 41 <1 105 25-390 234 60 3 1.48 x 10
12
 3.4 x 10
-4
 3.3 x 10
-2
 
B98 A3 600 33 21 60 30-320 * 139 70  
   
B98 B1 600 37 6 40 25-355 145 90  
   
B98 B2 600 28 4 60 30-355 148 70 3 2.01 x 10
12
 4.6 x 10
-4
 4.4 x 10
-2
 
B98 B3 600 50 5 80 30-320 75 80  
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The Brij samples annealed at 600°C/1 hour showed slightly reduced photoactivity compared to 
the samples of the same surfactant type and concentration annealed at the lower temperature and 
time (500°C/15 min) as seen in figure 3.10. Due to its effect on electronic band structure and 
surface characteristics, the crystal structure is one of the major determining factors in the 
effective photoactivity of titanium dioxide. X-ray diffraction (XRD) provides an effective means 
of determining the crystal phase and crystallinity, and as these samples exhibited increased 
crystallinity within the 101 anatase plane, it was assumed that increased photocatalytic activity 
would be observed. However these samples show reduced photoactivity due to the increased 
agglomeration within thin films as observed in SEM images in figure 3.5 and the increased 
average particle sizes of up to 105 nm (sample B92 A2 600). These morphological changes are 
due to the extended annealing time, whereby the removal of increased organic content has 
resulted in film shrinkage and agglomeration of particles into larger, more spherical particles 
with reduced surface area. These factors result in a lower surface area for dye absorption and 
photocatalytic degradation to take place, thus lowering the observed rate of photoactivity.   
Figure 3.12.(a)(b) Scatter plot comparisons for TiO2 thin films produced by sol-gel with TTIP 
precursor and surfactant addition.  (a) Average particle size (nm) vs rate of photoactivity (b) 
Average root mean square (RMS) roughness (nm) vs rate of photoactivity.  
Scatter plots to demonstrate the relationship between average particle size (nm) and average root 
mean square (RMS) surface roughness (nm) and average rate of photoactivity have been plotted 
in figure 3.12 (a) (b). These plots show there is a relationship between these properties of the thin 
film and the resulting photoactivity, whereby an increased average particle size results in an 
increased rate of photoactivity up to a maximum of ~45-50nm, after which a reduction in rate is 
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observed (e.g. sample C2 in figure 3.12 (a) which shows an average particle size of 130 nm and 
an average rate of 1.76 x 10
12
 molecules degraded per s per cm
2
. Similarly, increased RMS 
surface roughness results in an increased rate of photoactivity up to RMS values of ~90-110 nm, 
after which the rate of photoactivity decreases with increased RMS surface roughness.  
3.2.1.9 Conclusions: TTIP 
Thin films of photocatalytically active titanium dioxide thin films were deposited using a non-
aqueous modified sol gel method and TTIP precursor.  The sols were modified using two 
different Brij and Tween surfactants in differing concentrations. The films have been fully 
characterised using SEM, XRD, Raman spectroscopy and UV/Vis, and the photocatalytic activity 
of the films was assessed using an intelligent dye-ink test.  It was found that the half-life of the 
dye could be reduced from 12 minutes to 3 minutes with the addition of some surfactants, 
whereby the photoactivity has been improved, from a rate of 1.76 x 10
12





) to a maximum of 2.96 x 10
12
 as observed for sample B98 B2 prepared with 
Brij 98 surfactant in a concentration of 0.0004 mol dm
3
. This increased photoactivity has been 
attributed to a higher surface roughness (110 nm RMS) and reduced particle sizes, indicating a 
greater surface area for catalysis to occur upon. 
3.2.2. Results: Titanium Bis-Ammonium Lactato Dihydroxide (TiBALD) as 
precursor with surfactant addition 
3.2.2.1. Thin film thickness and particle size 
Transparent TiO2 thin films of varying uniformity were produced and all films showed good 
adherence to the substrate after annealing, passing the scotch tape test. The average thin film 
thickness was measured using side-on SEM images, showing a variation from 130-1905 nm 
depending on the type and concentration of surfactant added to the initial sol-gel as well as the 
number of layers applied. The thinnest sample (T60 AT 1) was a one-layer sample produced 




 of Tween 60 surfactant, whereas the thickest film (B58 BT 3) was a 




 of Brij 58 surfactant. Addition of surfactant 
was found to increase the thin film thickness, as also seen with the TTIP prepared samples 
studied in 3.2.1. This increase in thickness due to surfactant addition was particularly noticeable 
for multiple layer samples, whereby thin film thickness was increased from an average of 305 nm 
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(two-layer sample produced without surfactant; CT 2) to 625, 890, 1375, 500, 475, 485 nm for 
two layer samples prepared with Tween surfactants (samples T60 AT2, T60 BT 2, T40 AT2, T40 
BT 2, T20 AT2, and T20 BT2 respectively. The same trend was observed with Brij surfactants, 
e.g. 940, 395, 515, 815 nm for samples AT 2, BT 2, CT 2 and DT 2 respectively (Table 3.6 and 
3.7.) This increase in thin film thickness is due to the role of the surfactant during the gelation 
stage of sol-gel development. As described previously, during this stage, the surfactant 
coordinates around the growing titania particles resulting in a more viscous solution. When the 
substrate is dipped into the sol-gel, a thicker layer is left on the substrate upon removal, resulting 
in individually thicker TiO2 layers.  As a result, the samples produced with surfactant are on 
average much thicker, and those produced with the highest concentrations of surfactant produce 
thicker films, e.g. sample B58 BT3 1905 nm, and B98 AT3 1600 nm.  
3.2.2.2 Surface morphology and particle size 
Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) images showed that the use of TiBALD precursor rather 
than TTIP precursor produced thin films with much greater particle definition, with an overall 
smaller particle size and shape (figure 3.20 vs 3.1). In addition, the variation of surfactant type 
and concentration added during processing influenced the resulting morphology of the titania 
thin films produced, along with the number of layers applied. The addition of subsequent layers 
resulted in more cracking and agglomeration within the thin film due to the coalescence of 
particles between layers and the evaporation of excess solvent resulting in shrinkage. This is 
particularly noticeable through the comparison of two and three-layer samples, whereby three-
layer samples show increased agglomeration and reduced definition of particles (Figure 3.13, 
3.14 and 3.15).  
The average particle size of thin films produced with TiBALD precursor varied between 25-30 
nm for samples prepared without surfactant (CT), to 10-15 nm for samples prepared with Brij 98 
surfactant (B98 AT2). The addition of surfactant with the TiBALD precursor was found to result 
in a reduction in particle size, owing to the role of surfactant during the growth phase as 
described previously, and for differences in the decomposition mechanism as will be discussed 
later in 3.2.2.8. 
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3.2.2.3. Thin film morphology: Tween surfactants 
Figure 3.14 shows the SEM images of thin films produced using TiBALD precursor with Tween 
surfactant addition, with figure 3.13 showing SEM images for films prepared without surfactant. 
The SEM images for samples CT1-CT3 show that the thin film morphology undergoes subtle 
changes as the number of layers are increased from 1-3, whereby some increased agglomeration 
and reduced particle definition is observed in sample C3. For this reason, only 2 layer sample 
SEM pictures are shown in this chapter, with full SEM images of all samples produced with 
multiple layers are shown for reference in Appendix 1.  
 
 
Figure 3.13. SEM images of TiO2 films produced from titanium bis-ammonium lactato 
dihydroxide (TiBALD) precursor with no surfactant addition. Films were annealed at 600 °C for 
1 hour with a ramp rate of 15°C min
-1
. Numbers represent number of layers. 
The addition of Tween surfactant was found to enhance the thin film morphology by encouraging 
subtle changes within the thin film (figure 3.14), including the production of slightly smaller, 
more angular TiO2 particles. In comparison to the thin films produced without surfactant, as in 
3.13, those films produced with the addition of Tween 60 surfactant, (T60 D, A, B) show greater 
particle uniformity, with a smaller approximated particle size range varying from a maximum of 
30-280 nm compared to 30-390 nm for the samples prepared without surfactant. Some cracking 
and shrinkage is observed due to the higher annealing temperature used (600 ºC, 1 hour) as for 
T60 AT 2 and T20 BT 2. The use of Tween 40 and Tween 20 surfactant with TiBALD precursor 
was found to induce a morphology of smaller, more angular TiO2 particles with reduced 
agglomeration, whereby the average particle size was found to be 10-15 nm for samples T40/T20 
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AT and BT. This smaller particle size is due to the role of the surfactant as a pore-directing 
agent, as previously described.   
 
3.2.2.4. Thin film morphology: Brij surfactants 
The addition of surfactant in the TiBALD sol-gel solution produced thin films with greater 
morphological definition (figure 3.15), with a general reduction in particle size, as seen with the 
addition of Tween surfactants. In particular, samples prepared with the minimum concentration 




) showed a reduction in particle size compared to samples 
produced without surfactant, (10-20 nm vs 25- 30 nm). For example, a single layer sample 
produced from TiBALD without surfactant (CT), showed an average particle size of 30 nm, 




 of Brij 98 (BT) showed an 




 of Brij 58 (BT) showed 
an average particle size of 20 nm. This reduction in particle size can be attributed to the role of 
surfactant during the sol-gel growth phase, whereby the surfactant orients itself around the 
growing titania and stunts the growth of larger particles.   
The SEM images showed that the variation of surfactant type and concentration added during 
processing influenced the resulting morphology of the titania thin films produced. The number of 
layers applied also affected the morphology of thin films, whereby the addition of subsequent 
layers resulted in more cracking and agglomeration due to the coalescence of particles between 
layers and the evaporation of excess solvent resulting in shrinkage. This is particularly noticeable 
through the comparison of two and three-layer samples, whereby samples T60 AT2 and T20 BT2 
in figure 3.14 and samples B58 AT2/ BT2 have areas of cracking in the film to show underlying 
layers, whereas the three-layer sample as shown in figure 3.13 shows increased agglomeration 


















Figure 3.14. SEM images showing two-layer TiO2 films produced from TiBALD precursor with 













. Films were 















Figure 3.15. SEM images showing two-layer TiO2 films produced from TiBALD precursor with 













3.2.2.5 Surface Roughness 
The surface roughness of thin films was measured using atomic force microscopy, whereby an 
average root mean square (RMS) roughness value was determined for each sample type using 
RMS values obtained for three randomly selected areas of each sample. The samples analysed 
varied in roughness from a minimum of 15 nm RMS as for sample T60 DT 3, prepared with 




), with three layers applied; up 
to a maximum of 216 nm RMS for sample CT 2 produced without surfactant. In contrast to the 
samples studied in section 3.2.1, the addition of surfactant was found to reduce the average 
surface roughness, rather than increase it as observed for TTIP samples. However, the samples 
produced from TiBALD precursor are overall rougher than those prepared from TTIP precursor, 
as shown in tables 3.6-3.7. The TTIP samples show average RMS values of 15, 14, 17 nm for the 
1, 2 and 3 layer samples prepared without surfactant, (table 3.6) whereas the TiBALD samples 
produced without surfactant show RMS values of 119, 216 and 137 nm for 1, 2 and 3 layer films 
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respectively. In addition, it can be seen from tables 3.6 and 3.7 and figure 3.16 that as the number 
of layers within the thin film sample is increased from one to two, the surface roughness slightly 
increases, with the two layer samples generally exhibiting the highest RMS values, followed by a 
slight decrease with the three layer samples. This can be attributed to the gelation of individual 
layers between dipping, due to the particles agglomerating between layers resulting in a smoother 
top surface overall for the three layer samples.  
 
Figure 3.16. AFM 3D surface representation of thin films produced without surfactant (CT 1-3) 




 Brij 98 surfactant (CT 1-3), with numbers representing number of 
consecutive layers.  
AFM analysis has also revealed a difference in surface topography between the TiBALD samples 
produced with and without surfactant, whereby samples produced without surfactant (CT 1-3) 
show a RMS range of 119 -216 nm, depending on the number of film layers. Study of the 
topographical images in figure 3.16 shows that for the sample prepared without surfactant (CT 1-
3) only certain areas across the film surface show these high peaks representing increased RMS 
roughness of up to 200 nm, thereby indicating that the RMS average has been shifted to a higher 
value due to the extreme values across the surface. The example shown in figure 3.16 shows a 
typical topography observed for samples prepared with TiBALD and surfactant, here the 





). The samples prepared with surfactant show a continual sharp directed growth 
in the vertical plane that can be observed across the surface, minimising with the addition of a 
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third layer. The surfactant controls the growth of particles during the sol-gel process, whereby 
the surfactants align with the growing titanium dioxide particles to result in directed vertical 
growth and a higher resultant surface roughness.  
3.2.2.6. Crystalline phase identification of TiBALD prepared TiO2 thin films 
A representative selection of XRD diffraction patterns of the TiBALD prepared TiO2 thin films 
deposited on F: SnO2 coated glass substrates with and without surfactant addition are shown in 
figure 3.17 below. As the TiO2 thin films deposited were thinner than the F: SnO2 layer (~400 
nm), significant breakthrough to the substrate was observed for all samples. The samples 
exhibited diffraction peaks representing a mixture of anatase, the preferred crystal phase in the 
[101] plane, in addition to rutile; the more thermodynamically stable phase which was observed 











Figure 3.17. Typical XRD patterns for TiO2 films produced using TiBALD precursor, with and 







(blue line), without surfactant (CT3) (red line), and Tween 20 




). Peaks identified as anatase are labelled red, brookite blue 
and rutile black. Peaks denoted with asterisks (*) are assigned to the fluorine-doped tin oxide 
coating of the glass substrate. XRD are normalised for intensity.  
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This mixture of phases is commonly observed in the production of TiO2 derived thin films
29,211
 
and it is believed that the sol-gel method described herein has resulted in the production of 
largely amorphous TiO2 thin films which are poorly detected by XRD. For further determination 
of the TiO2 phase, Raman spectroscopy was used, whereby a typical spectrum observed for 
samples prepared without surfactant, and with Tween and Brij surfactant are shown in figure 
3.18. All samples gave strong Raman bands centred at 147, 395, 513 and 642 cm
−1
, with a 
weaker band centred at 198 cm
−1
, all of which are attributable to anatase titanium dioxide 
indicating that whilst there is poor long range order, anatase predominates over a short range in 
these TiBALD prepared thin films.
1










Figure 3.18. Raman spectra of TiO2 thin film produced from TiBALD precursor. These Raman 
patterns were typically observed for all samples prepared with TiBALD and modified with 
surfactant. The samples shown here are for a three layer sample prepared without surfactant 













3.2.2.8. Results tables for sol-gel samples prepared with TiBALD precursor  
Table 3.6. Results table for samples prepared using TiBALD precursor with addition of  Tween 60 in three concentrations DT = 0.0008 mol dm
3
, A=  
0.0006 mol dm
3
, B = 0.0004 mol dm
3
. Tween 40 and Tween 20, in two concentrations, A and B. Sample C represents the control sample prepared 
without surfactant. Numbers represent the number of layers. Samples were annealed at 600°C for 1 hour. Values denoted with an asterisk (*) are 
samples that showed agglomerated particles in SEM images. FQE is the number of dye molecules degraded per incident photon, and FQY is the 





















































T60 DT 1 43.72 <1 20 30-220 415 20     
T60 DT 2 51.18 <1 20 30-170 310 18 4 7.26 x 10
12
 1.12 x 10
-3
 1.52 x 10
-1
 
T60 DT 3 35.85 <1 15 30-220 790 15     
           
T60 AT 1 22.08 9.06 15 30-170 130 41     
T60 AT 2 21.77 <1 10 30-280 625 61 6 8.80 x 10
12
 2.03 x 10
-3
 1.72 x 10
-1
 
T60 AT 3 19.66 <1 20 30-390 2030 18     
           
T60 BT 1 38.14 <1 15 55-170 870 58     
T60 BT 2 34.85 <1 20 30-280 890 62 4 2.69 x 10
12
 6.19 x 10
-4
 9.45 x 10
-2 
T60 BT 3 32.53 <1 15 55-170 635 41     
           
CT 1 49.06 <1 30 30-330 270 119     




 2.98 x 10
-1
 
CT 3 28.75 <1 30 30-390 795 137     
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T40 AT 1 27.74 <1 15 30-170 300 50     
T40 AT 2 40.81 <1 15 30-220 1375 71 3.5 6.44 x 10
12
 1.48 x 10
-3
 2.45 x 10
-1
 
T40 AT 3 43.40 <1 10 55-390 860 50     
           
T40 BT 1 47.00 3.85 10 30-280 190 69     
T40 BT 2 40.89 2.88 10 30-390 500 61 3 6.35 x 10
12
 1.46 x 10
-3
 1.80 x 10
-1
 
T40 BT 3 44.04 3.32 10 30-330 470 69     
           
T20 AT 1 24.55 <1 10 30-330 440 85     




 1.90 x 10
-1
 
T20 AT 3 16.91 <1 10 30-330 630 16     
           
T20 BT 1 29.23 <1 10 30-390 435 121     
T20 BT 2 37.68 <1 10 30-330 485 21 3 4.47 x 10
12
 1.03 x 10
-3
 1.66 x 10
-1
 




Table 3.7. Results table for samples prepared using TiBALD precursor with addition of  Brij 58 and Brij 98, in two concentrations, A=  0.0006 mol 
dm
3
, B = 0.0004 mol dm
3
. Sample C represents the control sample prepared without surfactant. Numbers represent the number of layers. Samples 
were annealed at 600°C for 1 hour.  FQE is the number of dye molecules degraded per incident photon, and FQY is the number of dye molecules 
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CT 1 49.06 <1 30  270 119   




 2.98 x 10
-1
 
CT 3 28.75 <1 30 795 137   
B58 AT 1 12.19 <1 20 180 124   




 1.40 x 10
-1 
B58 AT 3 20.11 <1 20 900 109   
        
B58 BT 1 15.63 1.67 10  465 98   




 1.80 x 10
-1
 
B58 BT 3 12.56 <1 10 1905 85   
B98 AT 1 1.90 <1 30 270 115   
B98 AT 2 10.53 <1 30 515 207 2.5 7.79 x 10
12
 1.80 x 10
-3
 1.56 x 10
-1
 
B98 AT 3 8.59 <1 15  730 154   
        
B98 BT 1 16.42 <1 15  165 98   




 2.96 x 10
-1
 
B98 BT 3 12.89 <1 10 1600 151   
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3.2.2.7 Functional properties of thin films produced from TiBALD and effects of 
surfactant addition 
All samples produced showed an indirect band gap of 3.2 eV, which was calculated via the 
Tauc method, thereby indicating anatase as the predominant crystalline phase of titanium 
dioxide produced.
199
 It is generally regarded that in order to produce a TiO2 material with 
high photocatalytic activity, there are many structural parameters that must be considered, 
such as particle size, crystalline phase, surface morphology and surface area.
213
 A reduced 
particle size within a thin film increases the surface area to volume ratio and is often 
identified as the reason for improved functionality within a thin film such as increased 
hydrophilicity and enhanced photocatalytic performance properties. All samples produced 
with TiBALD precursor exhibited superhydrophilicty. This was observed by a decrease in 
the measured  water contact angle after 30 minutes UV irradiation, whereby all thin film 
surfaces showed a contact angle as low as <1°.   
These results show that despite the smaller particle size, photocatalytic performance has not 
always improved as expected. The samples with the smallest average particle size of 10 nm, 




) and B98 BT2 (Brij 




) exhibited slower rates of photocatalytic activity (4.47 x 10
12
, 6.35 x 
10
12
 and 8.98 x 10
12




, respectively) compared to the sample 
prepared without surfactant, CT 2, which showed the fastest rate of all samples tested; 9.52 x 
10
12




. The increased photocatalytic activity observed for 
CT2 is likely to be a result of the increased surface roughness in the sample, whereby CT 2 
shows a large average root mean square roughness of 216 nm, compared to just 61 nm for 
T40 BT 2 and 21 nm for T20 BT 2. Increased surface roughness on a thin film surface 
increases the surface area for adsorption of dye molecules to the surface and therefore more 
sites upon which a photocatalytic reaction can occur. In addition, as CT 2 is the only sample 
to show the presence of all three TiO2 crystalline phases via XRD (figure 3.17), it can be 
suggested that the presence of crystalline anatase has enhanced the photocatalytic 











Figure 3.19. Normalised absorption curve used to determine photocatalytic half-life in 
minutes for samples prepared with TiBALD precursor and Tween surfactants. Control (CT2) 








Figure 3.20. Normalised absorption curve used to determine photocatalytic half-life (in 
minutes) for samples prepared with TiBALD precursor and Tween surfactants. Control 
(CT2) sample represents the TiBALD sample prepared without surfactant addition and is 












Figure 3.21. Bar chart representing the rate of calculated photoactivity for Resazurin (Rz) 




for each sample type. Surfactant concentrations are; A = 
0.0006 mol dm
3
 and B = 0.0004 mol dm
3
. Samples represented here are two layer samples. 
Error bars shown are 5% experimental error.   
3.2.2.9 Comparison of TiBALD prepared thin films and TTIP prepared thin films 
The use of the TiBALD precursor has been found to greatly increase the thin film thickness 
compared to films prepared using the traditional precursor, TTIP. The use of TiBALD as an 
alternative precursor has produced films that are up to five times thicker; 270 nm (TiBALD; 
CT 2) vs. 40 nm (TTIP C2) for a single layer film prepared without surfactant, as shown in 
section 3.2.2.8, tables 3.6- 3.7. The average thin film thickness of films prepared from 
TiBALD precursor showed a variation from 165-1905 nm depending on the type and 
concentration of surfactant added to the initial sol-gel as well as the number of layers 
applied. The TiBALD thin films prepared without surfactant showed an average thickness of 
270, 305 and 795 nm for the 1, 2 and 3 layer films respectively. In comparison to the TTIP 
prepared films, which showed average thicknesses of 40, 80 and 90 nm for the 1, 2 and 3 
layer films, it can be concluded that the TiBALD precursor produces thicker films overall, 
which can be attributed to the decomposition mechanism of the individual precursors, as will 
be discussed further below.      
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The addition of surfactants was found to further increase thin film thickness to a maximum 





) surfactant) and up to 940 nm for a three-layer film (prepared from TiBALD and 




) surfactant). Furthermore, the average particle size has been 
reduced by the use of TiBALD precursor compared to the traditional TTIP precursor, with a 
reduction in average particle size from 30-45 nm for TTIP prepared films to 25-30 nm for 
TiBALD prepared films. The addition of surfactant was found in some cases to reduce this 
particle size even further, e.g. to as low as 10 nm for the TiBALD film prepared with Brij 58 




) surfactant (1 and 3 layer). In addition, average surface roughness (root 
mean square) has been increased from a range of 9-17 nm (TTIP prepared films) to 119-216 
nm (TiBALD prepared films) for the films produced without surfactant, whereby surfactant 
addition with TiBALD precursor was found to produce equally rough films within the ranges 
of 83-207 nm (table 3.6).  
Of main interest in the discussion of these morphological and structural changes when using 
TiBALD precursor rather than TTIP are the effects that these variations have had on the 
functional properties of the TiBALD prepared thin films, whereby the rate of average 







as for TTIP (C2) to 9.52 x 10
12




for TiBALD (CT 2). The addition of surfactant has been found to slightly hinder this 
photocatalytic performance, thereby suggesting that in future studies the role of the 
surfactant with TiBALD may be unnecessary.      
The variations observed between the thin films produced using the two precursors; TTIP and 
TiBALD can be attributed to the differing decomposition mechanisms of hydrolysis and 
gelation that occur during the sol-gel preparation. It has been widely studied that TTIP 
follows the metal alkoxide SN2 mechanism as shown in figure 3.22, with three stages; 
hydrolysis, water condensation and alcohol condensation/polycondensation to form a new 
phase of metal oxide species, XO-M (or HO-Ti for TTIP) (Figure 3.20).
99
 However, due to 
the high reactivity of the Ti-OH species that is formed from TTIP during this process, 
hydrolysis often occurs quickly and exothermically without control, leading to undesirable 
consequences such as the precipitation of titania particles with uncontrolled shape and size. 
Typically, non-aqueous routes are used to slow down the initial hydrolysis stage, whereby 
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the titania alkoxy groups are encouraged to be initially replaced by acetate groups to form an 
alcohol, in the absence of a water species.
69,70,74
 The alcohol then undergoes esterification 
with acetic acid to release water as a by-product. It is this water that is released through 
esterification or through the direct condensation of the acetate-bonded titanium that then 
initiates a slower hydrolysis reaction with much more control.  
Figure 3.22. Metal alkoxide SN2 hydrolysis mechanism where M= metal (Ti) X = H and R 
= alkyl group, as for TTIP precursor, R= {CH (CH₃)₂}₄. 
In comparison to this, the TiBALD precursor is an ammonium titanium lactate complex, 
which is stable in aqueous mediums at ambient temperatures. Despite the stability of 
TiBALD it has been used in very few sol-gel studies for the preparation of titanium dioxide 
thin films.
205,207,214
 Although such previous studies have shown the production of crystalline 
TiO2 thin films with discussion relating to the microstructural and morphological effects on 
the photoactivity of the materials produced, there has been little comparison of how the 
TiBALD decomposition mechanisms compare to that of TTIP in order to produce this range 
of different properties. Recent discussions have focused on hydrothermal methods for 
elucidating the structure of TiBALD as a precursor, and using it to understand the 




As mentioned, the different physical properties of the precursors result in different 
decomposition mechanisms, and so the sol-gel reaction of the TiBALD precursor requires a 
strong acid to initiate hydrolysis, as shown in the proposed mechanism in figure 3.23. The 
acid catalyses the hydrolysis of the Ti-O linkages within the TiBALD precursor to release 
the lactate group and form Ti-O-Ti linkages that then undergo subsequent nucleation and 




Figure 3.23. Top: Hydrolysis mechanism of TiBALD. Bottom: Polycondensation reaction 
of TiBALD to Ti-O-Ti linkages that subsequently undergo nucleation and growth to form 
titanium dioxide.  
In discussion of the decomposition of TiBALD, Mockel et al
205
 have hypothesised that a 
layer of lactic acid is potentially adsorbed onto the surface of the particles during this 
process. Our study herein has found that the use of TiBALD has resulted in the formation of 
smaller average particle sizes (30-45 nm for TTIP prepared films vs 25-30 nm for TiBALD 
prepared films) and so we can suggest that if this layer of lactic acid does indeed form, it 
could potentially play a role in hindering the growth of TiO2 particles; an effect which is 
then enhanced by surfactant addition. Indeed, surfactants are shown to hinder the growth of 
the average TiO2 particle size further to as low as 10-15 nm (sample DT prepared with Brij 




), table 2. Despite the fact that the reduced particle size observed with 
TiBALD prepared samples does not result in an increased photoactivity for the degradation 
of resazurin dye, this small particle size range may be useful for other applications where a 
reduced particle size is desired. Further studies are required to determine whether reducing 
the annealing temperature from 600 °C to 500°C enables a reduction in particle size without 
inducing the anatase-to-rutile transformation which has been observed here. As TiO2 
particles of < 25nm in size are usually attributed to anatase phase,
217
 it can be concluded that 
TiBALD precursor is more likely to produce thin films of anatase phase than TTIP 
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precursor, and so should be used as a favoured precursor for the preparation of 
photocatalytically active titanium dioxide thin films.   
3.2.2.9 Conclusions: TiBALD  
Thin films of photocatalytically active titanium dioxide were deposited using TiBALD as an 
alternative precursor to TTIP described in section 3.2.1. The effects of surfactant addition 
was explored for the same surfactant types and concentrations as in section 3.2.1, and the 
results characterised and analysed using SEM, XRD, Raman spectroscopy and UV/Vis. It 
was found that although the TiBALD prepared films exhibited higher photocatalytic 
activities compared to the TTIP prepared films, the addition of surfactant was found to in 
fact hinder the photocatalytic performance of the thin films. The highest photoactivity was 
observed for the TiBALD sample prepared without surfactant, exhibiting a rate of 9.52 x 
10
12




), which is a great enhancement on the similar film 







). This enhanced photoactivity has been attributed to the increased film 










Chapter 4: Results: Aerosol-assisted chemical vapour 
deposition of titanium dioxide thin films and the effects of 
surfactant addition 
4.1 Introduction 
Aerosol-assisted CVD is a particularly versatile technique for the production of modified 
TiO2 thin films. The advantage of this technique for thin film modification lies in the use of 
an initial precursor solution where the reactants are dissolved in a solvent from which an 
aerosol is then generated. As a result, the precursor does not need to have specific volatility, 
and any type of additive could be potentially incorporated into the precursor solution to 
coordinate with the precursor material as long as it dissolves within the solvent. This has 
resulted in a broad range of research into the modification of AACVD TiO2 thin films 
through the incorporation of additional metal atoms,
202,218,219
 either as a method for doping, 
or forming a composite thin film with the aim to increase absorption of light in the visible 
range, as seen with gold and niobium.
218,220
   
However, the use of more common additives, such as surfactants and templating agents that 
are widely studied in sol-gel synthesis of thin films, have seen little use in AACVD methods. 
To the authors’ knowledge, there appears to be as yet no published reports on the use of 
surfactant additives in the production of TiO2 thin films prepared by AACVD. Kaye et al,
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have investigated the use of such additives to control the morphology of zinc oxide (ZnO) 
thin films produced by AACVD, resulting in a range of interesting morphological properties, 
which are easily encouraged through the use of the surfactant cetyltrimethylammonium 
bromide (CTAB). Unlike more traditional CVD routes, AACVD offers this unique 
opportunity where a surfactant additive can be easily introduced into the precursor solution 
so that it can interact with the precursor or nucleating crystal to directly control of influence 
morphology of the thin film produced. As a result, this opens up a range of opportunities for 
tailoring thin films for particular applications, where a specific morphology is desirable.  
This chapter focuses on investigating the effect of surfactants in AACVD processing for the 
production of TiO2 thin films for photocatalytic applications and for use in semi-transparent 
dye-solar cells. AACVD is investigated as a method within this thesis as it has the potential 
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to be scaled up for larger substrate areas within the glazing industry. Following on from the 
results in chapter 3, the surfactant types and concentrations that showed the most promising 
photocatalytic performance are investigated. The effects of surfactant addition on a well-
studied AACVD route to TiO2 thin films is investigated, with the use of two different 
solvents; toluene and dichloromethane (DCM), with Brij and Tween surfactants. Changing 
the solvent used provides an opportunity to study the potential “solvophobic” effect that can 
occur with the use of surfactants in non-aqueous media, rather than the micellization effects 
that occur in aqueous solutions.
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 As TTIP hydrolyses readily in water, non-aqueous 
solvents; toluene and dichloromethane are used. Both have different polarity indexes, which 
will result in different growth mechanisms of the thin film, which will be discussed in 
combination with the surfactant effects within this chapter. 
Table 4.0. Surfactant name, corresponding sample name and solvent used with concentration 
of surfactant added (mol/ dm
3
) and deposition temperature.   
 
  4.2. Results: TiO2 thin films prepared by AACVD 
All films produced by AACVD covered the entire surface area of the glass, showing 
evidence of birefringence which indicates a variation in thin film thickness across the film 
surface. Birefringence forms through a combination of turbulent gas flow and due to the 
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temperature gradient across the reactor, where some parts may be hotter or cooler, thus 
encouraging increased (or decreased) film growth in certain areas. Some carbon 
incorporation was observed, particularly for those films produced with high concentration of 
surfactant. All films were robust and passed the scotch tape test. Films all exhibited a band 
gap of 3.2-3.3 eV as calculated by the Tauc method,
199
 corresponding to anatase phase TiO2. 
Some representative tauc plots are given in appendix A. The addition of surfactant into the 
AACVD precursor solution was found to modify the thin film thickness, morphology, 
particle size, surface roughness, wetting properties and photocatalytic performance of the 
films produced, as will be discussed in the following sections.   
4.2.1. Results: AACVD of TiO2 thin films from TTIP precursor with 
toluene as solvent, modified with Tween and Brij surfactant addition 
4.2.1.1. Thin film thickness and particle size 
The thin films were produced from TTIP precursor with and without surfactant addition, 
whereby the reaction was run until the entire precursor had been depleted, under a constant 
gas flow of 1 L min
-1
, with a constant substrate temperature of 400 °C. The films produced 
without surfactant showed an average film thickness of 810 nm, as measured through side-on 
SEM images, on at least three samples. The addition of surfactant was found to modify this 
average thickness considerably, depending on the surfactant type and concentration used, 
whereby the thinnest average film thickness was 250 nm as observed for the film produced 
with the addition of Tween 20 surfactant in a 2 M concentration. In contrast, the thickest 
average film thickness was 3350 nm, produced from the addition of Brij 98 surfactant in the 
lowest concentration of 0.5 M. The addition of Tween 40 surfactant was found to reduce the 
average thin film thickness from 810 nm as for the no surfactant prepared film to 620 nm 
(0.5 M), 545 nm (1 M) and 605 nm (2M), whereas the addition of Tween 20 in high 
concentration (2M) was found to produce the thinnest film of all the samples (250 nm). A 
bar chart for comparison of thin film thicknesses vs concentration and type of surfactant 
added is shown in figure 4.0.  
A potential explanation for the observed reduction in film thickness with the addition of 
some surfactants could be due to the different molecular weights of the surfactants used and 
the effect that these heavier surfactants have on the film growth process. As described in 
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chapter 1 section 2.4, surfactants can form a variety of micelle-type structures within 
solution, owing to the polar head and non-polar tail within the molecule, as long as they are 
above the critical micelle concentration (CMC). The critical micelle concentration is defined 
as the concentration of surfactants above which micelles form and all additional surfactants 
added to the system form micelles.
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 As shown by table 4.1, the surfactant concentrations 
used within this study are more than the CMC, thus it is assumed that micelles are formed in 
all aqueous solutions.   
 
 
Figure 4.0. Bar chart comparison of the average thin film thickness of thin films prepared by 
AACVD with TTIP precursor and toluene as solvent, with increasing concentrations of 
surfactants of different types, indicated by colours. The reactions were run until the entire 
precursor had been depleted, at a constant gas flow of 1 L min
-1
.  Error bars show the 
standard deviation. Numbers represent the molar concentration from 0.5 M – 2 M.  
Heavier surfactants are likely to interact differently with the TTIP precursor molecule during 
thin film growth to inhibit the deposition of a thick film. The Tween surfactants have a 
higher molecular weight compared to the Brij surfactants as shown in table 4.1, where 
Tween 20 = ~1228 g/mol, Tween 40 = ~1277 g/mol vs. Brij 58 = ~1124 g/mol, Brij 98 = 
~1150 g/mol. As the concentration of surfactants used here is relatively low, the system is 
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most likely to contain simple surfactant species, such as monomers and basic surfactant 
aggregates (micelles), rather than more elaborate structures that typically form at higher 
surfactant concentrations. Tween surfactants are actually regarded as emulsifying 
surfactants, whereby they have the tendency to form larger aggregates called mesophases 
where one or two dimensions of the structure is highly extended. As micelles are too small to 
scatter significant quantities of light, solutions with surfactant micelles appear transparent, 
whereas solutions with surfactant mesophases are typically opaque.
224
 All precursor 
solutions remained transparent throughout the AACVD deposition process, thus indicating 
that no such complex aggregates were formed, or that the TTIP precursor had undergone 
precipitation.           
As a result the surfactant micelles would surround the TTIP precursor and solvent in the 
aqueous solution before they are carried to the reaction chamber as a fine aerosol droplet. 
After this droplet lands upon the heated substrate, the surfactant is coordinated to the TTIP 
precursor in a micelle type structure thus stunting and blocking the growth of TiO2 particles 
on the surface, producing a thinner, more compact film due to the restricted growth. With 
heavier surfactant (thus larger) micelles surrounding the TTIP precursor it is believed that 
the resulting growth of the film is  inhibited as nucleation sites are prohibited from joining 
up due to the presence of the surfactant. As a result, smaller crystallites of TiO2 also form, 
and the resulting film is thinner as the growth mechanisms are blocked by the presence of the 
surfactant.  
Table 4.1. Surfactant types with their molecular weight, density, critical micelle 
concentration (CMC) and hydrophilic-lypophilic balance (HLB).
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Brij 58 ~1124 Solid 0.080 15.7 
Brij 98 ~1150 Solid 0.025 15.0 
Tween 20 ~1228 1095 0.060 16.7 
Tween 40 ~1277 1080 0.027 15.6 
Furthermore, this argument can be extended to explain why the addition of higher 
concentrations of surfactant (particularly 2 M concentrations) was found to reduce the 
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average thin film thickness from 810 nm for films produced without surfactant to as low as 
250 nm as for Tween 20 (2 M), 515 nm as for Brij 98 (2 M), 605 nm as for Tween 40 (2 M) 
and 740 nm for Brij 58 (2 M). The phase behaviour of more concentrated surfactant 
solutions is complex and strongly influenced by the molecular geometry of the surfactant.
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With a higher concentration of surfactant, surfactant solutions are in instantaneous 
equilibrium with respect to micelle, or other structure formation, whereby the conditions 
(such as degree of dilution, or temperature of the solution) can affect the structures that 
form.
224
 As a result, with higher concentrations of surfactant these blocking effects may be 
enhanced due to the formation of larger surfactant aggregates within the higher temperatures 
of the reactor chamber, and further stunting of thin film nucleation and growth occurs.   
The hydrophilic-lipophilic balance of a surfactant is a measure of the degree to which the 
molecule is hydrophilic or hydrophobic (lipophilic). This method was originally developed 
by Griffin in 1949 whereby the scale ranges from 1-20,
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 with lower HLB values (<10) 
indicating more hydrophobic (lipophilic) molecules, and higher HLB values (>10) indicating 
more hydrophilic molecules. A high HLB value indicates a large percentage of polar head 
groups, whereby the surfactant behaves in a dominantly hydrophilic way. These type of 
surfactants will readily partition into any aqueous phases present.
229
 As the surfactants used 
within this study have relatively high HLB values, it is assumed that they behave in a 
hydrophilic way and thus help to solubilise the solution.  
The particle size for the thin films produced was determined as an average value by 
analysing SEM images with Image J software. As can be seen in the SEM images shown in 
figure 4.1, for the addition of Tween surfactant, and in figure 4.2 for the addition of Brij 
surfactant, most of the particles produced are not perfectly cylindrical or particularly 
elliptical, and as a result this measurement of average particle size is taken only as a guide to 
the rough size of particles in order to make a comparison between films produced. The 
addition of surfactant was found to reduce the average particle size, from 110 nm for the film 
produced with TTIP and toluene without surfactant addition, to as low as 30 nm for the 
sample produced with Tween 40 surfactant in a 0.5 M concentration. The only film to show 
an increase in average particle size was observed for the film produced with Brij 58 
surfactant in a high concentration of 2 M. This film is also the only film produced to show 
only rutile phase present, whereby rutile films typically exhibit a much larger particle size. 
The reasons for reduced particle sizes with the addition of surfactant have been discussed in 
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chapter 3 extensively, whereby the same explanations can be given here. The coordination of 
the surfactant with the TTIP precursor molecule means that the growth of the TiO2 particle is 
stunted, resulting in a smaller average particle size.  






Figure 4.1. SEM images of TiO2 thin films produced via AACVD with TTIP as precursor, 
toluene as solvent, with Tween 20 and Tween 40 surfactant addition in concentrations 0.5 M 
to 2 M. Films were deposited at 400 °C.  
The addition of surfactants in the aerosol-assisted chemical vapour deposition of TTIP in 
toluene was found to alter the morphology of resulting films produced with differences 
observed depending on the surfactant type and concentration used. The thin films produced 
without surfactant exhibited a morphology consistent with that observed for films produced 
in previous AACVD experiments with this particular precursor combination,
30
 with rice-like 
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particles observed in random orientations across the thin film surface. As seen in figure 4.1, 
the addition of Tween surfactant results in these rice-like particles becoming more circular, 
whereby it can be seen from the SEM image of the film obtained with the lowest 
concentration of Tween 20 (0.5 M) that the addition of Tween 20 in this low concentration 
has resulted in curvature of the edges of the rice-like particles. Increasing the concentration 
of Tween 20 0.5 M through to 2 M results in a reduction in the particle size, from an average 
of 75 nm for Tween 20 0.5 M to 50 nm for Tween 20 1 M and 2 M. This is consistent with 
previous discussions about the surfactants role in stunting and controlling the TiO2 particle 
growth. A similar affect is observed for morphological changes induced by the addition of 
Tween 40; however these films appear to show no similarity to the films produced without 
surfactant, whereby there is no trace of the rice-like particle shape even with the low 
concentration of Tween 40 (0.5 M). As Tween 40 is a heavier surfactant, it can be suggested 
that this has resulted in increased stunting of TiO2 particles compared to Tween 20. This is 
observed through much smaller particle sizes in the SEM images in figure 4.1, and 
confirmed by the reduction in average particle size as calculated from Image J analysis. The 
average particle size for the Tween 40 0.5 M concentration is just 30 nm, the lowest value 
observed for all samples produced.   
4.2.1.22. Thin film morphology: Brij surfactants 
The addition of Brij surfactants in the AACVD of TTIP in toluene was found to produce thin 
films with several different morphologies, compared to the plain film (TTIP tol) produced 
without surfactant as seen in figure 4.2. The addition of Brij 58 has resulted in more circular 
particles being formed, whereby a selection of random sizes are observed for the sample 
produced with 0.5 M of Brij 58, with an average of 80 nm. This average particle size 
decreases to 70 nm with the 1 M concentration of Brij 58, whereby much smaller particles 
are observed which appear to all be of a similar size. The highest Brij 58 concentration of 2 
M has produced the most inconsistent morphology with agglomeration and poor definition of 
particles with the largest average size of 150 nm.  
The addition of Brij 98 surfactant has produced thin films with a more unusual morphology, 
whereby sharp, thin rice-like shapes are observed for the Brij 98 0.5 M sample, with an 
average size of 40 nm. These rice shapes become more rounded with the increase Brij 98 
concentration (1 M) where an average particle size of 70 nm is observed, where some 
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particles are pointed and some are circular in nature. The Brij 98 2 M sample then shows 
only rounded particles observed, with a small average particle size of again 70 nm.  
 
Figure 4.2. SEM images of TiO2 thin films produced via AACVD with TTIP as precursor, toluene as 
solvent, with Brij 58 and Brij 98 surfactant addition in concentrations 0.5 M to 2 M. Films were 
deposited at 400 °C.  
4.2.1.3 Surface roughness and wetting properties 
The addition of surfactant was found to generally reduce the average surface roughness of 
the thin films produced by AACVD with toluene solvent, as shown in table 4.2. The 
roughness is quoted as an average of the root mean square roughness values obtained for 
three areas across the thin film surface, repeated for at least two thin film samples. The 
average roughness for the thin produced without surfactant was found to be 134 nm, 
whereby the lowest surface roughness of all samples was observed for the thin films 
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produced with Brij 98 surfactant in 2 M concentration. The increased surfactant 
concentration has been found to increase the particle size and agglomeration between 
particles, thus creating a smoother overall thin film surface. The highest surface roughness 
was observed for the Tween 40 sample prepared in lowest concentration (0.5 M) at 155 nm. 
This sample also has the smallest average particle size of 30 nm, thus demonstrating a 
correlation between small particle size and high surface roughness due to the variations in 
the surface caused by the increased surface area to volume ratio.    
These reduced roughness values correlate with the larger particle sizes as seen in SEM 
images in figure 4.1 and 4.2, whereby the rice-like morphology observed for the sample 
produced without surfactant (TTIP tol) shows a high surface roughness (134 nm) and large 
particle size (110 nm). The samples with more circular particles, particularly the high 
surfactant concentration (Brij 58 2 M, Brij 98 2M, Tween 20 2 M and Tween 40 2 M) show 
reduced average surface roughness values (52 nm, 20 nm, 68 nm and 32 nm respectively) 
that correlate with the larger particle sizes (150, 70, 50 and 50 nm respectively.) The values 
for surface roughness and particle sizes are given in table 4.2.  
The samples prepared with Brij 58 and Brij 98 appear to show the highest average surface 
roughness values, whereby those produced with the lower concentrations of 0.5 M and 1 M 
show average roughness values between 121 nm up to 153 nm. The SEM images for these 
samples shown in figure 4.2 also show this greater variation in particle size and shape which 
produces a greater topographical variation across the sample surface and thus a higher 
surface roughness due to the increased surface area to volume ratio. The surfactant plays a 
significant role in the growth of TiO2 particles as found with the sol-gel studies described in 
chapter 3. The surfactant can either act to reduce particle size and increase surface roughness 
as for sample T40 0.5 M (particle size 30 nm and RMS 155 nm), or it can work to 
significantly increase particle size and decrease surface roughness, as observed for the 
samples prepared with the higher concentration of 2 M, e.g. B58 2 M, particle size 150 nm 
and RMS 52 nm. The way in which the surfactant behaves can depend on a number of 
factors including temperature, pH, other reactants present and primarily, the concentration of 
surfactant used. It is likely that there is an optimum concentration of surfactant addition 
which can enable films to be produced with the desirable characteristics such as reduced 
particle size and higher surface roughness. From the studies herein it is likely that this 
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optimum concentration lies somewhere between 0.5 M and 1 M for the surfactants studied 
herein.           
The wetting properties of the AACVD prepared thin films have been shown to vary 
considerably depending on the surfactant type used as seen in table 4.1. All AACVD thin 
film samples exhibit relatively small contact angles with water (less than or equal to 90 °) 
therefore indicating high wettability, apart from one sample produced with Brij 98 surfactant 
(0.5 M) which shows a high contact angle of 119 °, which is hydrophobic, verging on the 
super hydrophobic scale (contact angle greater than 150 °).
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 The samples prepared without 
surfactant show a small average contact angle of 67 ° which is reduced to just 4 ° after 30 
min UV irradiation, thus indicating the surface becomes superhydrophilic (< 5°) with 
irradiation. The addition of Tween surfactants was found to reduce the hydrophilicity of thin 
films after UV irradiation, whereby the samples prepared with Tween 20 and Tween 40 
showed average contact angles of between 58 ° to 88° before UV irradiation, and 13 to 47 ° 
after. Only one sample, Tween 20 1M, was found to be very hydrophilic after UV 
irradiation, with a contact angle reduction from 60° before to 4 ° after.  
The samples produced with Brij surfactants shown a variation of contact angles observed 
that seem to follow no particular trend, apart from the samples produce with the lowest 
surfactant concentration of 0.5 M which show a significant drop in contact angle after UV 
irradiation as observed for the plain TTIP Tol sample prepared without surfactant. For 
example, Brij 58 0.5 has an initial contact angle of 52 ° and becomes hydrophilic after UV 
irradiation, falling to 4 °. The Brij 98 0.5 M sample is initially hydrophobic (119 °) with the 
contact angle falling to 10 ° after UV irradiation. These differences in wetting properties are 
largely related to the particle size and orientation, as well as the average surface roughness of 
the thin films. With a higher surface area to volume ratio which results from smaller particles 
in more random orientations, the thin film surface becomes rougher, and thus more 
hydrophilic whereby the water droplet can penetrate the gaps in between the particles. The 
opposite is true for samples which have larger particle sizes and low roughness, e.g. sample 
B98 2M exhibits minimal hydrophilicity (an initial contact angle of 87 ° which becomes 34 ° 
after UV irradiation. This corresponds with a relatively high particle size of 70 nm with an 
agglomerated morphology, and a very low surface roughness of just 20 nm RMS.  
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Table 4.2. Results for samples prepared by AACVD using TTIP in toluene with the addition of surfactant in the precursor solution. Three 
concentrations of surfactant were used, 0.5 M to 2 M. Sample C represents the control sample prepared without surfactant. Samples were deposited 












































A B58 0.5 t 52 4 80 1130 134 Anatase 2.70 (004) 11 3 9.50 x 10
14 
A B58 1 t 62 <1 70 1170 121 Anatase 2.94 (004) 7 4.5 2.49 x 10
13 
A B58 2 t 57 11 150 740 52 Rutile 4.00 (211) 12 12 3.61 x 10
13 
           
A B98 0.5 t 119 10 40 3350 97 Anatase 2.75 (004) 5.5 6 1.08 x 10
14 
A B98 1 t 32 31 70 520 153 Anatase 2.88 (004) 9.5 4 4.50 x 10
13 
A B98 2 t 87 34 70 515 20 Anatase 2.56 (004) 9 10 3.69 x 10
13 
TTIP Tol 67 4 110 810 134 Anatase 1.46 (004) 7.5 5 3.88 x 10
13 
A T20 0.5 t 76 13 75 1380 92 Anatase 2.96 (004) 10.5 33 8.94 x 10
12 
A T20 1 t 60 5 50 910 51 Anatase 3.00 (004) 9 6 7.56 x 10
12 
A T20 2 t 46 47 50 250 68 Anatase 3.23 (004) 13 22 1.13 x 10
13 
           
A T40 0.5 t 88 31 30 620 155 Anatase 2.87 (004) 9 9.5 3.27 x 10
13 
A T40 1 t 58 41 60 545 75 Anatase 3.05 (004) 8 13 1.82 x 10
13 





4.2.1.4 Crystalline phase identification of TiO2 thin films 
The XRD diffraction patterns of the TiO2 thin films produced by AACVD with TTIP precursor 
and toluene as solvent are shown in figure 4.3 for the addition of Tween surfactants and 4.4 for 
the addition of Brij surfactants. The TiO2 thin films deposited show breakthrough to the 
underlying cassiterite substrate for all samples, with these peaks identified on the XRD 
diffraction patterns with an asterisk. The samples analysed produced a range of diffraction peaks 
associated to the presence of the anatase phase, with a dominant crystal growth typically 
observed in the [101] plane and [004] planes. The [101] anatase phase is typically the most 
thermodynamically stable anatase face and is frequently observed in the production of titanium 
dioxide thin films.
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Figure 4.3. XRD for TiO2 films produced by AACVD using TTIP precursor in toluene solvent, 
without surfactant (TTIP Tol) and with addition of Tween surfactants; Tween 20 0.5 M (A T20 
0.5 t), 1 M (A T20 1 t), 2 M (A T20 2 t) and Tween 40; 0.5 M (A T40 0.5 t), 1M (A T40 1 t), 2 
M (A T40 2 t). Peaks identified as anatase phase are marked in red and rutile in black. Peaks 
denoted with asterisks (*) are assigned to the F:SnO2 coating of the glass substrate. XRD spectra 
are normalized for intensity.  
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The bulk unit cell of anatase and the [101] and [004] planes are shown in figure 4.5, and the 
truncated tetragonal bipyramid crystal form of anatase TiO2 is shown in figure 4.6.  Some 
samples also showed the presence of rutile, which is more thermodynamically stable than 
anatase, and often forms at temperatures in excess of 600 °C.
47
 In this instance, rutile was 
observed at AACVD deposition temperatures of 450 °C, which would appear well below the 
transition temperature of anatase to rutile. However, due to the nature of the CVD reactor, 
temperature within reaction chamber is hard to control and monitor, due to ambient temperature 
fluctuations and the limitations in accuracy of monitoring equipment used. Thus, it is possible 
that at times fluctuations in temperatures may encourage the formation of rutile as present here. 
Unusually, rutile is only observed in low intensities in the [211] plane which is an uncommon 
plane of rutile to be observed. However a mixture of phases is commonly observed in the 
production of TiO2 thin films by CVD.
29,211
  
Figure 4.4. XRD for TiO2 films produced by AACVD using TTIP precursor in toluene solvent, 
without surfactant (TTIP Tol) and with Brij surfactant addition; Brij 58 0.5 M (A B58 0.5 t), 1 M 
(A B58 1 t), 2 M (A B58 2 t) and Brij 98; 0.5 M (A B98 0.5 t), 1M (A B98 1 t), 2 M (A B98 2 t). 
Peaks identified as anatase are marked in red and rutile marked in black. Peaks denoted with 




All films produced were found to exhibit texture, whereby there is a distinct distribution of 
crystallographic orientations within the sample, with a preferential orientation observed in all. 
All thin films produced showed anatase as the predominant crystalline phase, with preferential 
orientation in the [004] plane, with one exception; the thin film produced with Brij 58 surfactant 
in 2 M concentration, which showed only rutile phase present with preferential orientation in the 
[211] plane. The texture coefficient and average crystallite size (nm) were determined using the 
XRD diffraction patterns shown in figures 4.3 and 4.4. 
The texture coefficient (TC) describes the orientation of the crystal growth, and how strong the 
film growth is along that specific crystal facet. When the TC is greater than 1.5 it typically means 
the crystal structure is oriented, whereas a TC of 3-4 or higher is regarded as strongly oriented.
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The texture coefficient in the [004] plane for the TiO2 thin film prepared without surfactant, 
(TTIP tol) as seen in figure 4.4, was the lowest for all the samples produced; 1.46, however the 
film can still be regarded as oriented in this plane. The addition of surfactant has been observed 
to increase the texture coefficient from 1.46 to a range of 2.70 to 3.05, with the highest TC (3.05) 
observed for the sample prepared with 1 M of Tween 40 (A T40 1 t). This increase in texture 
coefficient is a result of the surfactant role during thin film growth. 
 
Figure 4.5. (a) Unit cell structure of anatase titanium dioxide, with the lattice planes directed in 
the (004) plane (b) and (101) plane (c).  
As the non-ionic surfactants added during this process have a polar, but uncharged head, they are 
unable to form bonds with the growing titania crystals, but it is possible that due to their polar 
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nature they have a slight electronegative charge that enables them to bind electrostatically to one 
particular crystal surface, as shown in figure 4.5. Thus, if one surface of the crystal lattice has 
more surfactant “bound” to it, less growth in that direction is observed, as and a truncated crystal 







Figure 4.6.(a) The truncated tetragonal bipyramid crystal form of anatase TiO2, showing the 
(101), (001) and (011) facets as modified from Diebold et al
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 (b) Crystal representation of TiO2 
anatase without the 004 plane and with the (004) plane (c), modified as seen in Ali et al, whom 
reserve all rights.
235








Figure 4.7.(a) Schematic to show potential charges on anatase crystal surfaces as a result of 
increased oxygen concentration in some planes. (b) Schematic of potential binding of polar 
surfactant molecules to specific surfaces of anatase crystal.  
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The average crystallite size was found to increase with the addition of Tween surfactant, from 7.5 
nm up to a range of 8-13 depending on the type and concentration of Tween surfactant added. 
The Tween sample prepared with Tween 20 in a 2 M concentration was found to have the highest 
crystallite size of all samples produced at 13 nm. The Brij prepared samples generally showed 
lower crystallite sizes, within the range of 5.5-12 nm, with the Brij 98 sample prepared with 0.5 
M surfactant exhibiting the smallest crystallite size of just 5.5 nm. 
4.2.1.5. Photocatalytic activity of thin films produced from TTIP with toluene and the 
effects of surfactant addition 
All thin films produced by AACVD were photocatalytically active for the degradation of 
Resazurin ‘intelligent ink’. The half-lives determined for the photocatalytic degradation of 
resazurin dye on the surface of the AACVD prepared films are shown in table 4.1, alongside the 




). For the samples prepared 
without any surfactant addition, an average photocatalytic half-life of 5 minutes was observed, 




) of 3.88 x 10
13
. The best 
photocatalytic performance was observed for the sample prepared with Brij 58 surfactant, in a 
concentration of 0.5 M, which exhibited an average photocatalytic half-life of 3 minutes and a 




) of 9.50 x 10
14
. This is a considerable 
enhancement on the sample prepared without surfactant, and is shown as a bar chart in figure 4.9, 
with the normalised degradation curves used to determine half-life shown in figure 4.8. This is an 
improvement on the photocatalytic performance of samples prepared by a similar AACVD 
method, which used the addition of AC electric fields to alter the microstructure of the thin films, 
whereby an optimum half-life of 4.7 minutes was determined.
30
     
In correlation with discussions above, the thin films prepared with the larger concentration of 
surfactant were found to show the slowest half-lives and lowest rates of photoactivity, which can 
be attributed to the increased particle sizes, poor definition of particles and increased 
agglomeration, reduced film thickness, reduced surface roughness and lower hydrophilicity 
compared to other films produced with lower concentrations of surfactant. For example, A B58 2 
t prepared with 2 M of Brij 58, has an observed average particle size of 150 nm, a thin film 
thickness of 740 nm and an average RMS roughness of just 52 nm, and as a result the 
photocatalytic half-life is 12 minutes, with a photoactivity rate of 3.61 x 10
13





). All of the factors mentioned work together to produce a lower surface area to 
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volume ratio, meaning that the adsorption of the resazurin dye to the thin film surface is reduced, 
there are less active sites available for the photocatalytic reaction to take place, and thus a lower 
photocatalytic rate is observed. This is in contrast to a thin film such as that prepared with 0.5 M 
of surfactant (A B58 0.5 t), which has a high surface roughness of 134 nm, a small average 
particle size and high hydrophilicity with UV light (a contact angle of 4.16 ° after UV 
irradiation) meaning that there is a higher surface area for photocatalysis, and so a faster 
degradation of the dye can occur. Furthermore, the Brij 58 2M sample was found to be 
exclusively rutile in phase, as shown in the XRD patterns in figure 4.4, and as has been well 









Figure 4.8. Normalised absorption curve used to determine photocatalytic half-life in minutes for 
samples prepared by AACVD reaction of TTIP in toluene with addition of Brij surfactants. TTIP 
Tol sample represents the sample prepared without surfactant addition and is used for 
comparison.  
Despite being composed of rutile phase only, the Brij 58 2 M sample does not exhibit the slowest 
photocatalytic performance. Those thin films produced with Tween surfactant show the slowest 
half-lives; 33 minutes for sample A T20 0.5 t, 22 minutes for A T20 2 t, and 13 minutes for 
sample A T40 1 t. The normalised absorption curves used to determine the half-lives are shown 
in figure 4.10. These degradation curves suffer the same issues as those discussed in detail in 
section 3.2.1.7, whereby higher values of absorption are obtained due to the degradation 
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mechanism of the ink.  The reasons for these slower photocatalytic performances does not follow 
previous trends observed when discussing thin film samples as for those prepared by sol-gel and 
described in chapter 3. These Tween samples show a smaller average particle size in comparison 
to the film prepared without surfactant (110 nm), whereby they are in the range of 50-76 nm. 
However, they show poor wetting properties, even after UV light, as seen in table 4.1, which is 
likely to inhibit formation of hydroxyl radicals on the thin film surface to propagate the 
photocatalytic reaction, and this will also reduce the adsorption of the dye on the surface.
30
  
These samples also show a larger average crystallite size compared to other samples, of 10.5 nm 
(A T20 0.5 t), 13 nm (A T20 2 t) and 12 nm (A T40 2 t) compared to 7.5 nm for the TTIP plain 
sample prepared without surfactant. Crystallite size and orientation have been directly linked to 









for each AACVD sample type prepared with toluene as solvent. 
“TTIP tol” represents the control sample prepared without any surfactant addition. Surfactant 
concentrations are 0.5 M, 1 M and 2 M. Errors are shown as experimental percentage error (5%). 




In addition, the presence of growth in specific crystallographic planes in TiO2 can be linked to 
enhancements to photocatalytic performance.
233,236
 The (101) plane is the most commonly 
observed plane in anatase TiO2 and has been studied as a factor attributing to enhanced 
photocatalytic performance.
237,238
 Less commonly observed is the (004) plane, which is a plane 
of anatase which has a low atom-packing density,
239
 whereas the (101) plane is the plane with the 
lowest surface energy.
240
  A low atom-packing density means that electron mobility in this plane 





Figure 4.10. Normalised absorption curve used to determine photocatalytic half-life in minutes 
for samples prepared by AACVD reaction of TTIP in toluene with addition of Tween surfactants. 
“TTIP Tol” sample represents the sample prepared without surfactant addition and is used for 
comparison.  
4.2.1.6. Conclusions: TTIP precursor with toluene as solvent with surfactant addition 
Thin films of photocatalytically active TiO2 were deposited at 400 °C  using TTIP precursor in 
toluene solvent, with the addition of Tween and Brij surfactants in three concentrations; 0.5 M, 1 
M and 2 M. The effects of surfactant addition were explored using several analysis and 
characterisation methods including SEM, contact angle measurements, AFM surface roughness, 
XRD, and UV/Vis. The addition of surfactant was found to significantly affect the photocatalytic 
performance of the deposited thin films, depending on the surfactant type used and the 
concentration. AACVD films produced without surfactant addition exhibited an average half-life 
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), compared to the highest photoactivity obtained by the AACVD Tol 
B58 0.5 M sample which had a half-life of just 3 minutes and a photoactivity rate of 9.40 x 10
14 




). This enhanced performance was attributed to a number of 
factors including smaller particle size of 80 nm compared to 110 nm, and increased texture 
coefficient in the (004) preferential plane of 2.70 vs 1.46 for the control sample.  
4.2.2. Results: Titanium Isopropoxide (TTIP) as precursor with 
dichloromethane (DCM) as solvent with Tween and Brij surfactant addition 
Dichloromethane (DCM) was used as an alternative solvent to investigate how the surfactants 
interact with the precursor and solvent to produce the range of effects observed and described 
above. As the TTIP precursor is sensitive to all sources of moisture, only organic solvents could 
be used, and as such these solvents were chosen as they were the only solvents practically 
available at the time of these experiments. As toluene is a non-polar solvent (2.4 on the polarity 
index) and DCM is moderately polar (3.1 on the polarity index), it is expected that different thin 




From the studies above with toluene as solvent, it was found that the addition of surfactant in 
concentrations of 2 M did not result in enhanced photocatalytic or functional performance of the 
thin films produced, and in fact it appeared that this larger concentration of surfactant addition in 
fact hindered the growth of thin films. As a result, the 2 M concentration has not been included in 
the following results section with DCM as solvent.  
4.2.2.1. Thin film thickness and particle size 
The thin films produced from TTIP precursor with DCM as solvent without surfactant addition 
deposited at 400 °C exhibited an average film thickness of 1100 nm; a higher value than that 
obtained for the plain TTIP sample prepared with toluene as solvent, which had a an average 
value of 810 nm. Generally the samples prepared with DCM exhibited higher thickness 
compared to the same samples prepared with toluene as solvent. For example, toluene samples 
were within the ranges of 250 nm- 3350 nm, whereas DCM films ranged from 610 nm as the 
thinnest film up to 3025 nm. A clear trend between thin film thickness, surfactant addition and 
concentration can be seen in figure 4.20. As DCM is a more polar solvent than toluene, it can be 
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suggested that solvent-surfactant interactions are increased. This means that the surfactant 
molecules may favour interactions with the solvent over interactions with the TTIP precursor and 
the growing titanium dioxide particles. As a result, the blocking interactions mentioned in section 
4.2.1.1 may not happen here, rather the opposite. As the surfactant is attracted to the polar 
solvent, there are more opportunities for the TiO2 particles to grow and nucleate into thicker 
films without obstruction.  
It can be seen in figure 4.11 that increasing the concentration of surfactant from 0.5 M to 1 M 
resulted in significantly thicker films forming, specifically for B58 1M d and B98 1M d, which 
observed thicknesses of 2535 nm and 3025 nm respectively.  This was also observed for the 
films prepared with Tween surfactants to a lesser degree. This observation correlates with the 
argument that the surfactants coordinate with the solvent to leave more room for TiO2 particle 
growth and nucleation into thicker films.  
Figure 4.11. Bar chart comparison of the average film thickness. Films were prepared by 
AACVD with TTIP precursor and DCM, with increasing concentrations (0.5M to 1M) of Brij 
and Tween surfactants, different types indicated by different colours. Error bars show standard 




4.2.2.21. Thin film morphology: Tween surfactants 
The addition of Tween surfactants in the AACVD of TTIP in DCM solvent was found to alter 
the morphology of resulting films produced. Several differences have been observed depending 
on the surfactant type and concentration used. The thin films produced without surfactant 
exhibited a similar morphology to that observed for the films produced in the experiments 
described above with toluene; however the rice-like particles previously observed are smaller 
with increased irregularity.  
As seen in figure 4.12, the addition of Tween surfactant results in these small pointed particles 
becoming more circular, which was also observed with Tween surfactant addition with toluene as 
solvent. Increasing the concentration of Tween 20 0.5 M through to 1M results in a slight 
increase in particle size, from an average of 50 nm to 65 nm, and increasing the concentration of 






Figure 4.12. SEM images of TiO2 thin films produced via AACVD with TTIP as precursor, 
dichloromethane (DCM) as solvent, with Tween 20 and Tween 40 in concentrations 0.5 M to 2 
M. Films were deposited at 400 °C.  
The average particle size of the film prepared with TTIP and DCM without surfactant was 90 
nm. Thus, it can be concluded that the surfactant helps to control particle growth and encourages 
the formation of spherical particles with increased regularity, as seen in SEM images A T20 1 d 
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and A T40 1 d, figure 4.21.  This is consistent with previous discussions about the surfactants 
role in controlling TiO2 particle growth.  
4.2.2.22. Thin film morphology: Brij surfactants 
The thin films produced with TTIP, DCM as solvent and Brij surfactants show a range of thin 
film morphologies, from rice-like to spherical and needle/rod- shaped particles, as shown in the 
SEM images in figure 4.13. The addition of Brij 98 surfactant was found to show similar affects 
to that observed with the Tween surfactants above in figure 4.21, whereby the rice-like particles 
became more spherical and regular in size and shape with surfactant addition. Increasing the 
concentration of Brij 98 from 0.5 M to 1 M resulted in the particle size decreasing from an 
average of 60 nm to 50 nm as well, in line with the role of surfactant stunting particle growth 
with increased concentration.  
 
Figure 4.13. SEM images of TiO2 thin films produced via AACVD with TTIP as precursor, 
dichloromethane (DCM) as solvent, with Brij 58 and Brij 98 surfactant addition in concentrations 
0.5 M to 2 M. Films were deposited at 400 °C.  
However, the addition of Brij 58 has resulted in very different particles being produced. 
Chemically Brij 58 and Brij 98 are very similar, as shown in figure 4.13a, whereby each 
molecule has the same number of ethylene oxide chain lengths (20 each), with the only 
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difference being the size of the alkyl chain head group (C16H33 for Brij 58 and C18H35 for Brij 
98). This means that it is the differing size of alkyl chain groups which have resulted in the 
different morphologies shown above.   
 
  
                   Brij® 58       Brij® 98 
Figure 4.13a. Chemical structure of Brij 58 and Brij 98 surfactants, where n = 20.  
Sample A B58 0.5 d prepared with the lowest concentration of Brij 58 has produced a film which 
has thin, needle-like particles with an average size of 60 nm, which decrease to 50 nm with 
increased surfactant addition to a concentration of 1M. Firstly, it is known that the size of 
surfactant micelles typically decrease as the surfactant concentration is increased.
228
 This can 
account for the reduced average particle sizes observed in both samples (Table 4.3). Secondly, 
the shape of micelles that form from surfactants depends on the size of the surfactant head, 
overall ionic strength and the length of the tail. Brij 58 has been identified as a surfactant with a 
large head group (E20-23) meaning that it exhibits “non-detergent behaviour”, whereas those with 
a small head group (E8-10) behave more like a typical detergent.
228
 Thus, Brij 98 must also exhibit 
non-detergent behaviour. Detergents are characterised as molecules that align at aqueous/non-
aqueous interfaces, resulting in reduced surface tension, and increased miscibility and 
stabilisation of emulsion solutions.
197
 As a result, the differing thin film morphology observed 
with the use of Brij 58 surfactants is likely to be due to the type of micelles that are formed from 
the Brij 58 surfactant, whereby it has been reported that this size of head group lies in an 
intermediate region, where typical micellar structures do not form. It is reported that Brij 58 has 
the ability to form inverted vesicles in solution. This may explain why this different morphology 
of elliptical or needle-like particles are observed as dominant in the thin film morphology, 
whereby the packing parameter is different to all other surfactant molecules investigated in this 
study.
228
       
At lower concentrations of surfactant the packing of micelles is decreased, and there is the 
potential for micelles to revert to cylinder shapes rather than spheres, thereby encouraging the 
growth of needle-like particles rather than spherical particles. The concept of the ‘packing 
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parameter’ as developed by Israelachvili,
243
 is used to predict micelle shape and size of self-










Figure 4.14. Critical packing parameter of an non-ionic surfactant where V0 is the volume of 
the hydrophobic tail group, ae is the equilibrium area of the hydrophilic head group  and Ic is 
the chain/tail length.  
4.2.2.3 Surface roughness and wetting properties 
The AACVD samples prepared with DCM are much more hydrophobic than the samples 
prepared with toluene, as seen by comparing the contact angle values in table 4.2 and 4.3. Firstly, 
for the films prepared without surfactant (A TTIP DCM) the average contact angle was 35 ° and 
12 ° after UV irradiation. The films prepared with toluene (A TTIP Tol) showed a contact angle 
of 67 ° before and just 4 ° after. This shows that although the thin films are inherently 
hydrophilic, becoming more hydrophilic with UV irradiation, whereby the toluene prepared 
sample becomes superhydrophilic. Comparing the surface roughness values between the two can 
offer a reason as to why the toluene prepared sample is more hydrophilic. The average surface 
roughness of the toluene prepared sample was 134 nm, compared to an average of just 39 nm for 
the DCM prepared sample. As described before, an increase in surface roughness increases the 
hydrophilicity of the surface.  
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Table 4.3. Results for samples prepared by AACVD using TTIP in DCM with the addition of surfactant in the precursor solution. Three 
concentrations of surfactant were used, 0.5 M to 2 M. Sample C represents the control sample prepared without surfactant. Numbers represent the 














































A B58 0.5 d 45 37 60 1085 37 Anatase 3.33 (004) 10 3.5 1.02 x 10
13
 
A B58 1 d 81 62 50 2530 40 Anatase 2.98 (004) 9 2.5 1.41 x 10
13
 
A B98 0.5 d 65 29 60 1160 23 Anatase 2.95 (004) 5.5 2.75 1.30 x 10
15
 
A B98 1 d 86 50 50 3025 62 Anatase 3.19 (004) 9 3 1.40 x 10
13
 
           
TTIP DCM 35 12 90 1100 39 Anatase 2.64 (004) 10 12.5 1.86 x 10
13
 
           
A T20 0.5 d 90 4 50 610 63 Anatase 3.18 (004) 12 3.5 1.05 x 10
13
 
A T20 1 d 89 6 65 780 91 Anatase 2.56 (004) 9 5 9.66 x 10
12
 
A T40 0.5 d 43 19 80 1000 64 Anatase 3.00 (004) 8 2.5 3.31 x 10
12
 





The addition of surfactant to the DCM prepared thin films samples appears to have reduced the 
wetting ability of samples, whereby contact angle reductions of only 10-20 ° were most 
commonly seen. Only two samples exhibited very superhydrophilic behaviour, and this was for 
the Tween 20 prepared samples where the contact angle is reduced from 90 ° and 89 °to low 
values of 4 ° and 6 ° for samples A T20 0.5 d and A T20 1 d respectively (Table 4.3). These 
samples show relatively high surface roughness values of 63 nm and 91 nm, whereby 91 nm as 
for A T20 1 is the highest roughness value obtained for the DCM prepared samples. 
The average surface roughness of the DCM prepared samples was on average much lower than 
the toluene prepared samples, as seen in the bar chart in figure 4.24. The addition of surfactant 
for the DCM prepared samples does appear to have increased the average surface roughness 
value in some instances, compared to the TTIP plain sample which has an average surface 
roughness of just 39 nm. This was particularly notable for samples A T20 1 d, AT20 0.5 d, A 
T40 0.5 d and A B98 1 d which exhibited an average surface roughness of 91 nm, 63 nm, 64 nm 
and 62 nm respectively. Most other samples showed only a marginal increase to surface 
roughness, whereby only sample B98 0.5 d showed a significantly lower value of 23 nm. 
Interestingly, sample A B98 0.5 also showed the lowest surface roughness value for the toluene 
prepared sample, as shown in figure 4.15, therefore indicating that this concentration and type of 
surfactant results in a smoother overall thin film surface.   
These differences in thin film roughness observed through changing the surfactant 
type/concentration and solvent links back to the discussion in section 4.2.1.4, regarding 
crystallinity of toluene samples, and also section 4.2.2.22, regarding packing parameter of 
surfactants. DCM is a much more volatile and polar solvent in comparison to toluene (toluene is 
2.4 on polarity index and DCM is 3.1). This means that DCM will evaporate more easily, 
allowing precursors and growing particles to ‘relax’ more easily onto the substrate surface, thus 
enabling the growth of a smoother overall film. Toluene however will stay around for longer as it 
will not evaporate as quickly, this means that it could potentially bind to the positive dipole in the 
crystal growth, as described in section 4.2.1.4, thereby allowing some kind of crystal structure to 
be reinforced, producing an overall rougher thin film surface.   
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Figure 4.15. Comparison bar chart of average surface roughness of thin films obtained when 
using a different solvent (Toluene or Dichloromethane) for AACVD with TTIP precursor and 
surfactant addition, deposited at 400 °C. Surfactants used were Brij 58, Brij 98, Tween 20 and 
Tween 40 in 0.5 M and 1 M concentrations. ‘TTIP’ is the control sample prepared without 
surfactant addition. Errors bars show the standard deviation.  
4.2.2.4 Crystalline phase identification of TiO2 thin films 
The thin films prepared by AACVD with TTIP precursor, DCM solvent and surfactant addition 
were analysed by XRD to determine the diffraction pattern so that the crystalline phase could be 
identified, and the texture coefficient (TC) and crystallite size obtained. The XRD diffraction 
patterns of the TiO2 thin films are shown in figure 4.16 for the films prepared with the addition of 
Tween surfactants and 4.17 for the addition of Brij surfactants. As for previous samples 
discussed, all TiO2 thin films deposited showed breakthrough to the underlying FTO substrate, 
with these peaks identified on the XRD diffraction patterns with an asterisk. The XRD diffraction 
patterns obtained for the DCM samples were similar to those obtained by the toluene prepared 
samples, whereby a mixture of phases was present. Predominantly anatase phase diffraction 
peaks were observed, with dominant crystal growth typically observed in the [101] plane and 
[004] planes, as for the toluene prepared samples.. The rutile phase observed was again in low 
intensities in the uncommonly observed [211] plane.   
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Figure 4.16. XRD of TiO2 films produced by AACVD using TTIP precursor in DCM solvent, 
without surfactant (TTIP DCM) and with Brij surfactants in 0.5 M, 1M and 2M;  Brij 58 (A 
B58 0.5 d, A B58 1 d, A B58 2 d) and Brij 98 (A B98 0.5 d, A B98 1 d, A B98 2 d). Peaks 
identified as anatase are marked in red and rutile in black. Peaks denoted with asterisks (*) are 
assigned to the F:SnO2 coating of the glass substrate. XRD normalised for intensity.  
The predominant orientation was observed to be in the (004) plane for all samples, with the 
highest texture coefficient observed for sample A B58 0.5 d (3.33 TC) and the lowest observed 
for sample A T20 1 d (2.56 TC). The plain TTIP and DCM sample prepared without surfactant 
showed a TC of 2.64, thus showing that the addition of surfactant, in particular Brij 58 in 0.5 M 
concentration results in increased preferential orientation in the (004) plane, and thus a higher 
texture coefficient. The reasons behind these observations have been described in section 4.2.1.4 
and thus will not be repeated here. However, due to the increased polarity of DCM solvent, it is 
worth analysing the differences between the crystallinity of the toluene samples and the DCM 
samples by means of comparing the texture coefficient values, as shown in figure 4.26. Overall, 
the DCM samples exhibit higher texture coefficients for all samples produced in comparison to 
the toluene samples. This will be due to the increased polarity of the DCM solvent, which would 
result in an increased version of the surfactant-TiO2 interactions depicted in figures 4.6 and 4.7 
which lead to preferential growth in the (004) plane. The TC of the plain sample prepared 
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without surfactant shows a large difference between the two solvents used; 1.6 for the toluene 












Figure 4.17. XRD of TiO2 films produced by AACVD using TTIP precursor in DCM solvent, 
without surfactant (TTIP DCM) and with Tween surfactants in 0.5M, 1M and 2M; Tween 20 (A 
T20 0.5 d, AT20 1 d, A T20 2 d) and Tween 40 (A T40 0.5 d, A T40 1 d, A T40 2 d). Peaks 
identified as anatase are marked in red and rutile in black. Peaks denoted with asterisks (*) are 
assigned to the F:SnO2 coating of the glass substrate. XRD normalised for intensity.  
Furthermore, the addition of different surfactant types and concentrations does appear to show a 
general trend irrespective of the solvent used, particularly for Brij 58 0.5 M to 1 M, whereby the 
texture coefficient increases for both toluene samples and DCM samples with increased addition 
of surfactant. The same occurs for Brij 98, and Tween 40. The only surfactant not to follow this 
trend is Tween 20, whereby with increased concentration addition from 0.5 M to 1 M the texture 
coefficient shows only a marginal increase, and for A T20 1 with DCM, the texture coefficient 
actually decreases. The distinction between Tween 20 and the other three surfactants investigated 
is that Tween 20 has a higher hydrophilic-lipophilic balance (HLB) value (table 4.1). This means 
Tween 20 exhibits more hydrophilic behaviour, and as such exhibits different packing, whereby 
the surfactant may align with certain parts of the growing crystal to inhibit growth along one 
facet and encourage growth in another (figures 4.6 and 4.7).   
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The average crystallite size for the thin films are shown in tables 4.2 and 4.3, whereby the values 
observed are very similar regardless of which solvent was used, as similar values are obtained for 
each surfactant type/concentration. e.g. A B58 0.5 t = 11 nm A B58 0.5 d = 10 nm, A B98 1 t = 
9.5 nm, A B98 1 d = 9 nm, A T40 1 t = 8, A T40 1d  = 8.  As expected this indicates that the 










Figure 4.18.  Bar chart comparing the texture coefficients of different samples prepared with 
toluene/DCM solvent, with and without the addition of surfactant. Samples were prepared as 
stated in Fig 4.23. Surfactants used; Brij 58, Brij 98, Tween 2, Tween 40 in 0.5 M and 1 M 
concentrations. ‘TTIP’ is the control sample prepared without surfactant addition. 
4.2.2.5. Photocatalytic activity of thin films produced from TTIP with DCM and effects of 
surfactant addition 
All thin films produced by AACVD with TTIP as precursor and DCM as solvent exhibited 
photocatalytic activity for the degradation of resazurin dye. Photocatalytic half-lives as 
determined from the normalised absorption curves in figures 4.19 and 4.21 are shown in table   
4.3. The addition of surfactant was found to significantly reduce the photocatalytic half-life, 
whereby the thin films produced with DCM without surfactant addition showed an average half-
life of 12.5 minutes, and the thin films produced with surfactant addition showed average half-
lives between 2.25 -5 minutes. The fastest half-life of 2.25 minutes was observed for sample A 
T40 1 d. However, the calculated photocatalytic rate shows the most photocatalytically active 
sample to be A B98 0.5, which shows an average half-life of 2.75 minutes and a calculated rate 
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of 1.30 x 10
15 




 (table 4.3) which is up to two magnitudes larger 








Figure 4.19. Normalised absorption curve used to determine photocatalytic half-life in minutes 
for samples prepared by AACVD reaction of TTIP in DCM with addition of Brij surfactants in 
different concentrations from 0.5 M to 1M. TTIP DCM sample represents the sample prepared 
without surfactant addition.  
As discussed previously, there are several limitations in determining the photocatalytic potential 
of a material using the degradation curve method as in figure 4.19 and 4.21 to obtain a half-life. 
Significant fluctuation in the absorption curves can be seen in figures 4.19 and particularly 4.21. 
This is owing to issues such as; movement of the sample during UV-Vis measurement (the same 
1 cm x 1 cm is not measured for absorption each time in the spectrometer, thus if a different area 
is measured it may have higher or lower resazurin concentration there), incomplete degradation 
of the resazurin dye on the thin film surface, (whereby as an initial layer of resazurin molecules 
are degraded to resorufin, more resazurin is then exposed to UV light from underneath), 
incomplete drying of the resazurin dye layer, (whereby the resazurin becomes more concentrated 

















 for each AACVD sample type prepared with DCM as solvent. TTIP 
DCM represents the control sample prepared without surfactant addition. Inset picture shows 
magnified version of bar chart to show differences between the slower rate samples.  




) as shown as a bar 
chart in figure 4.20 can be used as an additional measurement of photocatalytic activity, which 
can be considered more reliable as it does not require normalisation of results, or a first order 
reaction. Instead this calculated rate uses the maximum measurement of resazurin absorption 
observed along with the minimum measurement of resazurin absorption to determine the overall 
rate of degradation. Thus, it does not measure the rate as a first order reaction as above for the 
absorption curves, meaning that the fluctuations due to incomplete degradation etc. do not affect 
the overall result. 
Using this calculated rate of reaction, depicted in figure 4.20, it can be seen that sample A B98 
0.5 d significantly overshadows other samples in terms of photocatalytic performance, with an 
average rate of degradation of 1.30 x 10
15 




). Table 4.3 
shows the relevant data for comparison with other samples, whereby it can be seen that this 
sample shows the smallest calculated crystallite size of just 5.5 nm which is significantly smaller 
than that obtained for other samples (all > 8 nm). As mentioned previously, a smaller crystallite 
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size enables a larger surface area to volume ratio for photocatalysis to take place, and thus a 








Figure 4.21. Normalised absorption curve used to determine photocatalytic half-life in minutes 
for samples prepared by AACVD reaction of TTIP in DCM with addition of Tween surfactants. 
TTIP DCM sample represents the sample prepared without surfactant addition and is used for 
comparison.  
4.2.2.6 Conclusions: TTIP precursor with DCM as solvent with surfactant addition 
Thin films of photocatalytically active TiO2 were deposited at 400 °C  using TTIP precursor in 
DCM solvent, with the addition of Tween and Brij surfactants in two concentrations; 0.5 M and 1 
M. The effects of surfactant addition were explored using several analysis and characterisation 
methods including SEM, contact angle measurements, AFM surface roughness, XRD and 
UV/Vis. The addition of surfactant was found to significantly affect the photocatalytic 
performance of the deposited thin films, depending on the surfactant type used and the 
concentration. AACVD films produced without surfactant addition exhibited an average half-life 
of 12.5 minutes for Rz degradation, with a calculated rate of photoactivity of 1.86 x 10
13 
(dye 




), compared to the highest photoactivity obtained by sample A B98 
0.5 d which had a half-life of just 2.75 minutes and a photoactivity rate of 1.30 x 10
15 
(dye 




). This enhanced performance was attributed to a number of factors 
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including smaller particle size (60 nm vs 90 nm for control film) and increased texture coefficient 
(2.95 vs 2.64 for control film) in the (004) preferential plane.  
4.2.2.7. Discussion and conclusion: AACVD TiO2 thin films prepared with 
toluene as solvent vs DCM as solvent  
This chapter has focused on exploring the effects of different solvents on the TiO2 thin films 
produced by AACVD. This has been in order to obtain an understanding of which parameters 
enhance the photocatalytic activity of the samples produced, and thus if the solvent choice affects 
this. In addition, exploration of the solvent affects enables a better understanding of the role of 
the surfactant in optimizing the thin film properties. 
In figure 4.30(a) and (b) the photocatalytic rates for all the samples produced are shown as a bar 
chart for comparison. It can be seen from these figures that there is no significant or continual 
trend across samples that can be used to determine which solvent produces optimum films for 
photocatalytic applications. However, it does show a clear indication that the use of Brij 
surfactant has enabled a significant enhancement of photocatalytic activity. In addition, by 
considering the plain TTIP samples prepared without surfactant addition in isolation from the 
Brij prepared samples, it can be seen that the use of toluene solvent is clearly favourable as it has 

















) for the DCM prepared sample. It can be 
seen from table 4.4 that the TiO2 thin film prepared with toluene is more hydrophilic (exhibiting 
super hydrophilicity after 30 minutes UV irradiation), has increased surface roughness (average 
of 134 nm RMS vs just 39 nm for the DCM prepared film), and a smaller crystallite size (7.5 nm 
vs 10 nm for DCM prepared film). It is this combination of factors that enables the sample to 
exhibit a faster rate of resazurin degradation; owing to better adsorption of the dye on the surface 






















Figure 4.30(a). Bar chart comparison representing the rate of calculated photoactivity for 




 for each AACVD sample type prepared with toluene 
(blue) and DCM (red) as solvent. TTIP represents the control sample prepared without any 
surfactant addition. Surfactant types are represented as T20 and T40 for Tween 20 and Tween 40. 
Surfactant concentrations are represented by 0.5 (0.5 M) and 1 (1 M). Error bars show 5% 






Table 4.4. Summary table to show the samples exhibiting the fastest photocatalytic degradation rates for resazurin dye and the respective data for each 
sample that contributes to the enhancement performance observed. Green highlighted values are the highest photocatalytic rates observed. Yellow 
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photoactivity (dye 






A B98 0.5 t 119 10 40 3350 97 2.75 (004) 5.5 1.08 x 10
14 
A B58 0.5 t 52 4 80 1130 134 2.70 (004) 11 9.50 x 10
14 
TTIP Tol 67 4 110 810 134 1.46 (004) 7.5 3.88 x 10
13 
TTIP DCM 35 12 90 1100 39 2.64 (004) 10 1.86 x 10
13
 





Of all the samples prepared by AACVD, those produced with the addition of Brij surfactants 
have exhibited significantly faster photocatalytic degradation rates for resazurin compared to the 
control films prepared without surfactant, as seen in table 4.4. The fastest activities have been 
calculated as 9.50 x 10
14 




) for sample A B58 0.5 t (prepared with 
Brij 58 0.5 M in toluene) and 1.30 x 10
15




) for sample AB98 0.5 
d (prepared with Brij 98 0.5 M in DCM). As photocatalysis is a complex phenomenon with many 
interlinking characteristics affecting the performance of a material, it is not possible to attribute 
this enhanced performance to a single material property. However, in table 4.4 some properties 
have been highlighted as an indication to the factors that have contributed to improved 
photocatalytic performance. It can be seen that the two fastest photocatalytic rates have been 
exhibited for AB58 0.5 t and AB98 0.5 d, samples which have the smallest average crystallite 
size of 5.5 nm, and the largest texture coefficients in the 004 anatase plane of 2.75 and 2.95 
respectively. A small crystallite size is often linked to increased photocatalytic performance 
owing to the increased surface area upon which the reaction can take place. A large texture 
coefficient can also lead to increased photocatalytic activity whereby this preferential orientation 
in the 004 anatase plane has been reported previously by our group.
233,236
 The (004) plane is a 
plane of anatase which has a low atom-packing density,
239
 meaning that electron mobility in this 













Chapter 5: Results: Hybrid chemical vapour deposition of 
titanium dioxide thin films and the effects of surfactant addition 
5.1 Introduction 
Hybrid chemical vapour deposition (HCVD) incorporates the aerosol-assisted (AACVD) 
technique with atmospheric pressure (APCVD) in order to combine the distinct advantages of 
each process. The resulting hybrid method shows great potential for the production of thin films, 
as hybrid films incorporate the advantages of APCVD (robustness, uniformity and coverage) 
with the versatility of AACVD, as non-volatile precursors can be used as long as they can be 
dissolved within a solvent.
244
 This hybrid technique has been used only a handful of times in 
recent literature, primarily for the deposition of thin films where a specific additive is 
incorporated, such as for the production of nanocomposite vanadium dioxide thin films,
245
 and 
vanadium dioxide films doped with gold nanoparticles.
246
 As a result, it is an ideal continuation 
of the research in this thesis to explore the incorporation of surfactants into the deposition of 
titanium dioxide thin films via HCVD.  
The distinct advantages of APCVD for the production of titanium thin films are that, like 
AACVD, it is an inexpensive coating technique that is readily applicable to industrial scale up, 
where APCVD is already used in the mass market production of self-cleaning TiO2 film coatings 
on glass.
124
 This means that these techniques are particularly appropriate for the application 
proposed in this thesis; semi-transparent dye solar cells for energy efficient glazing, where large 
sheets of float glass would be coated with TiO2 on a continuous manufacturing line before being 
built up into DSCs. To our knowledge this is the first study of hybrid CVD for the production of 
TiO2 thin films with modified morphology from the incorporation of surfactants.  
 
5.2. Results: TiO2 thin films prepared by HCVD 
All films deposited by HCVD at 550 °C covered the entire surface area of the glass, showing 
evidence of birefringence which indicates a variation in thin film thickness across the film 
surface. Some carbon incorporation in the films was noticeably visible by the naked eye, 
particularly for those films produced with higher concentration of surfactant. All films were 
robust and passed the scotch tape test. The addition of an aerosol of surfactant solvent solution 
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alongside an APCVD gas stream of TTIP precursor and ethanol solvent was found to modify the 
thin film thickness, morphology, particle size, surface roughness, wetting properties and 
photocatalytic performance of the films produced, as will be discussed in the following sections.   
In chapter 4, three surfactant concentrations were studied with AACVD; 0.5 M, 1 M and 2 M. It 
was found that the increase in concentration to 2 M did not produce a significant enhancement to 
thin film properties; however Brij surfactants were found to show the fastest photocatalytic 
performance of all samples produced. It is for this reason that the three concentrations 0.5, 1 and 
2 M have been studied for Brij surfactants only in this chapter. Tween surfactants have been 
incorporated in two concentrations; 0.5 M and 1 M only, as increased concentration (2 M) of 
Tween surfactants was found to not produce any significant enhancements to thin film properties 
in chapter 4.    
Table 5.0. HCVD details: surfactant name, corresponding sample name and concentration of 
surfactant added (mol/ dm
3




5.2.1. Results: HCVD of TiO2 thin films from TTIP precursor with ethanol as 
solvent, modified with Tween and Brij surfactant addition via an aerosol 
stream 
5.2.1.10. Thin film morphology: Brij surfactants 
In hybrid CVD the surfactant mixture is added separately to the precursor gas stream and so the 
choice of solvent is less crucial as it does not need to be non-aqueous in order to prevent the 
precipitation of the water sensitive precursor, TTIP. This means a less polar solvent can be used, 
such as methanol or ethanol, which has the benefits of increased volatility meaning that a faster 
reaction time is possible as the solvent atomises much quicker into an aerosol that can be 
delivered to the reaction chamber by AACVD. Two initial experiments were performed to 
investigate the suitability of solvents in hybrid CVD, and to see whether the incorporation of a 
surfactant aerosol stream via hybrid CVD was a viable option. As seen in the SEM images in 
figure 5.0, two very different thin film morphologies were obtained when different solvents were 
in a surfactant solution; methanol (HB98 1-m) and toluene (HB98 1-t) with Brij 98 surfactant 
mixed in a 1 M concentration.  
 
Figure 5.0. SEM images of TiO2 thin films produced via HCVD with the surfactant mixture 
added via aerosol in two forms; Brij surfactant in 1M concentration in a solution of methanol 
(HB98 1-m) and Brij surfactant 1M concentration in toluene (HB98 1-t). Films were deposited at 
550 °C.  
Toluene is a much heavier solvent with a high miscibility number (23 M
b
), reduced polarity (2.4) 
and low volatility (110.62 °C boiling point) compared to methanol (miscibility number = 12 M
b
, 
polarity 2.4, boiling point = 64.7 °C ).
247
 The different properties of the solvents affects their 
behaviour and interaction with the precursors in the gas phase, thereby affecting the subsequent 
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nucleation and growth of the thin film.  It was found that the use of methanol as a solvent 
produced smaller, more defined spherical particles compared to toluene, due to the increased 
volatility of methanol. Smaller particle size offers a larger catalyst surface area and greater 
explosion of active sites to the organic molecules to be degraded. This means that smaller 
particle sizes/larger surface areas are often reported as the determining factor in photocatalytic 
performance whereby the large surface area enables increased adsorption of organic molecules 
and so a faster reaction rate.  As a result methanol was used as the solvent for producing the 
surfactant solution. As mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, the Brij surfactants were 
found to produce more photocatalytically active thin films from the AACVD experiments 
discussed in chapter 4, and so three concentrations were studied here, in order to determine 
whether there is an optimum concentration for thin film enhancement. The SEM images for the 
thin films produced with Brij 98 and Brij 58 in concentrations of 0.5, 1 and 2 M are shown in 
figure 5.1.        
In order for the experiments to produce a set of films representative of just the effects of 
surfactant addition in thin film deposition, it is necessary to determine that any changes observed 
in film morphology, microstructure, photocatalytic performance etc. is not due to the hybrid 
process used where an additional aerosol stream is passed through the reactor. As a result, the 
control film used here is not just a plain APCVD film, but rather a thin film produced from 
APCVD with an additional aerosol stream of just the solvent (methanol, 10ml) passing through 
the chamber, thus this is still regarded as a hybrid film, and so plain samples without surfactant 
are named HCVD. This served two purposes; (1) ensured a similar timescale was used for thin 
film deposition as the APCVD gas flow was turned off after all of the AACVD solution was 
atomised and passed through the chamber (as with the surfactant solutions ~2-3 minutes) (2) 
ensured the observed effects when adding surfactants was not just to do with additional solvent 
vapour passing through the chamber and interacting with the APCVD gas flow.     
From the SEM images in figure 5.1 a clear difference in morphology can be observed between 
the sample prepared without surfactant addition (Named here “no surfactant-TTIP”) and those 
prepared with Brij surfactants. The plain control sample shows very thin, needle-like particles of 
random sizes and orientations, with an average particle size of 45 nm determined from ImageJ 
(table 5.2). The morphology of the Brij prepared samples is different whereby only spherical 
particles are observed, with a much larger average size, ranging from 70-90 nm depending on the 
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concentrations used, whereby increased concentrations of surfactant produced larger particle 
sizes, e.g. 90 nm for HB58 2 and 80 nm for HB98 2 compared to 70 nm for HB58 0.5 and HB98 
0.5. This is the opposite effect to that which was observed in chapter 4 for AACVD thin films 
prepared with Brij surfactants, whereby increased concentration of the surfactant was found to 
decrease particle size. The difference here is most likely to do with the incorporation of two gas 
streams, whereby the effects of increased concentration will be combined with increased gas 
phase interactions, and thus larger agglomerations of growing particles and increased nucleation 
on the thin film surface, leading to larger particle growth. This also offers an explanation to the 
increased agglomeration observed in the films as the concentration of surfactant is increased.  
 
Figure 5.1. SEM images of TiO2 thin films produced via HCVD with Brij surfactants added 
via a methanol solution. Surfactants were added in concentrations of 0.5 M – 2 M as 
indicated by numbers. Films were deposited at 550 °C.  
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5.2.1.11. Thin film morphology: Tween surfactants 
The hybrid thin films produced with Tween surfactants are shown in figure 5.2. As the use of 
Tween surfactants showed little enhancement to photocatalytic activity in the AACVD 
experiments described in chapter 4, only the two best concentrations were tested here; 0.5 M and 
1 M. Unlike the hybrid Brij films discussed above, the Tween samples produced by hybrid CVD 
appear to show a combination of both needle like particles (as for the control sample prepared 
with no surfactant) and spherical particles, as typically observed for thin films produced with 
surfactants. The average particle sizes observed were the smallest of all HCVD samples 
produced; just 20 nm and 10 nm for both T 20 and T 40 samples in the 0.5 M and 1 M 
concentrations respectively (table 5.2). This is most likely to do with the type of micelles that are 
formed by the surfactant, which can speculatively suggested to be cylindrical or rod-shaped 
surfactant micelles, whereby the thin film growth occurs around/ in-between or alongside the 
micelles, thus leading to a combination of particle sizes and shapes. 
Furthermore, the addition of Tween surfactant produces similar effects to those observed 
previously with AACVD samples described in chapter 4, whereby rice-like particles become 
more circular. It can be seen in the SEM image of the film obtained from HCVD with the lowest 
concentration of Tween 20 (0.5 M) that the addition of Tween 20 in this low concentration has 
resulted in some spherical particles forming in among larger rice-like particles. Increasing the 
concentration of Tween 20 0.5 M through to 1 M results in a reduction in the particle size, as 
with the AACVD samples, whereby here this is reduced from an average of 20 nm for HCVD 
T20 0.5 M to just 10 nm for HCVD T20 1 M. This is consistent with previous discussions about 
the surfactants role in stunting and controlling the TiO2 particle growth. This is also observed for 
thin films produced with Tween 40, which show much spherical clusters of small rice-like 
particles. As Tween 40 is a heavier surfactant, it can be assumed that it has resulted in increased 























Figure 5.2. SEM images of TiO2 thin films produced via HCVD with Tween surfactants added 
via a methanol solution. Surfactants were added in concentrations of 0.5 M – 1 M as indicated by 
numbers. Films were deposited at 550 °C.  
5.2.1.2. Thin film thickness and particle size 
The thin films produced by HCVD were overall much thicker than those produced by any other 
method explored within this thesis; this is owing to the nature of the experimental procedure 
used. HCVD is a combination between AACVD and APCVD, and it is well known that APCVD 
thin films are on average much thicker than those deposited by AACVD methods. The APCVD 
gas flow of precursor and solvent was produced from preheated steel bubblers (heated to 150 ºC 
for TTIP and 65 ºC for ethanol) after gas was directed to the reaction chamber under high 
temperature (gas lines at 150 ºC). The reaction was carried out until all 10ml of the 
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surfactant/solvent mixture was atomised and carried to the reaction chamber via aerosol, where it 
would then combine with the APCVD gas flow of TTIP precursor and ethanol solvent. The 
depletion of surfactant/solvent solution would typically take 2-3 minutes, after which the 
APCVD valves were closed and plain N2 gas was left to flow through the chamber. As a result of 
this timescale, 2-3 minutes is a relatively long time for an APCVD reaction, whereby typical 
reactions are run for 1 minute owing to the thick films produced.  
The HCVD films produced were found to be within an average range of 800 nm to 4600 nm. It 
was found that there was significant variation across the film surface in this thickness, as seen by 
the large standard deviation observed in the bar chart of average thickness values shown in figure 
5.3. This variation in film thickness is due to birefringence across the film surface, which is a 
result of turbulent gas flow (which is more likely in HCVD reactions due to the meeting of two 
gas flow streams at the inlet to the reaction chamber) and also due to the temperature gradient 
across the reactor, where some parts may be hotter or cooler, thus encouraging increased (or 
decreased) film growth in certain areas. In addition, the incorporation of two gas flow streams is 
likely to reduce the rate of gas flow into the reactor chamber and subsequent deposition of the 
thin film whereby the different concentrations and type of surfactants affects the rate of thin film 








Figure 5.3. Bar chart comparison of the average thin film thickness of thin films prepared by 
HCVD with TTIP precursor and ethanol as solvent, with increasing concentrations of different 
surfactant mixtures in methanol added via AACVD, indicated by colours. Error bars show the 
standard deviation. Numbers represent the molar concentration from 0.5 M – 2 M.  
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The addition of surfactant was found to modify the average thickness of films depending on the 
surfactant type and concentration used, whereby the thickest film on average was observed for 
sample HT40 1 (4500 nm ) and the thinnest was observed for HB98 1 (1000 nm). For the Brij 
surfactants it was found that the increased concentrations resulted in thinner films being 
produced, whereas the increased concentration of Tween surfactants resulted in an increase to 
film thickness. As discussed in chapter 4, the theory of the packing model as developed by 
Israelachvili
230
 can be used to understand the behaviour of surfactants in solution relative to their 
size and shape. Surfactants investigated herein are non-ionic surfactants with ethylene oxide head 














Figure 5.4(a). Schematic representation of surfactant size relative to one another with 




The differences between the relative sizes of the surfactants used here are shown schematically in 
figure 5.4(a), as an exaggerated schematic to understand the size and shape of the head groups 
relevant to the surfactant tail. It has already been discussed in chapter 4 that Brij 58 forms 
inverted micelles as a result of the large head group which is balanced out by a long alkyl chain 
tail .
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  As the Brij 58 surfactant concentration is decreased, the micelle size decreases, and this 
is reflected in the reduction in thin film thickness. As the surfactant concentration is increased, 
the micelle sizes increase, stunting thin film growth to produce thinner films. Brij 98 films are 
slightly thinner than Brij 58 films, between a maximum of 800-1890 nm vs 1230-3850 nm for 
the Brij 58 films. This indicates that the slightly larger head of Brij 98 affects the packing of the 
surfactant and thus the growth of the film, and as expected, the larger head acts to stunt film 
growth and produces overall thinner films as seen in the bar chart (figure 5.3). 
The Tween surfactants have significantly larger head groups, and much shorter tail lengths 
(figure 5.4 (a)) and as such  they are reported in literature to form large cylindrical or rod shaped 
micelles.
243
 This is a speculative assumption, however it can be used to account for the increased 
thin film thicknesses observed here when using Tween surfactants, as the Tween film thicknesses 
are within the range of 1900-4600 nm, much higher than that observed for Brij surfactants (1000-
2800 nm) and the control films prepared without surfactant (1500 nm). As a result, if Tween 
surfactants do in fact form these cylindrical or rod shaped micelles, it can be assumed that there 
is a larger area for the film to grow and nucleate around the micelles compared to more 
commonly formed spherical surfactant micelles. This is shown schematically in figure 5.4(b), 
whereby the film, represented here as orange circles, shows three potential routes for thin film 
growth, inside the cylindrical micelles (1), alongside (2) or in-between (3). Spherical micelles 
shown to the right side of figure 5.4(b) however, provide more limited opportunity for thin film 
growth in pronounced directions; therefore a thinner thin film may be expected when these type 















Figure 5.4(b). Schematic of potential micelle formation with non-ionic surfactants and the 
nucleation/growth of film surrounding them.  
5.2.1.3 Surface roughness and wetting properties 
The hybrid CVD films produced exhibit a range of surface roughness values, ranging from 17 
nm – 68 nm depending on the surfactant and concentration used. These values were on average 
much lower than the surface roughness values obtained for AACVD samples, as shown in figure 
5.5, whereby AACVD samples prepared with toluene solvent have been observed to produce the 
roughest thin films. This is owing to the reduced volatility of the toluene solvent and its role in 
binding to the nucleating thin film and directing growth. Overall there was no significant 
enhancement to surface roughness found through the addition of surfactants in HCVD, whereby 
the thin film sample produced without surfactant addition (HCVD/ No surfactant-TTIP) showed 
an average RMS surface roughness of 63 nm, and the highest average RMS value observed for 
68 nm as for HB58 0.5 M (table 5.1). The only significant trend observed was that the addition of 
surfactants was found to in fact reduce the average surface roughness of thin films produced, 
whereby the lowest value obtained was 17 nm as for HB98 2.      
As discussed in chapter 4 with the AACVD samples, increasing the concentration of surfactant 
can lead to a corresponding increase in particle size and agglomeration between particles, thus 
leading to an overall smoother thin film surface and reduced surface roughness. This trend has 
been observed  for some of the HCVD results, as seen in figure 5.6, where average particle size 
has been directly compared with surface roughness, e.g. sample HB98 2 has an average particle 
size of 80 nm and an average RMS roughness of just 17 nm. In addition, even if an increase in 
Cylindrical micelles Spherical micelles 
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average particle size has not been observed, those samples prepared with increased concentration 
of surfactant show lower RMS roughness values regardless, e.g. HB58 2 (55 nm), HB982 (17 
nm), HT20 1(42 nm) and HT40 1 (45 nm). This is owing to the “smoothing” effect due to 
agglomeration between particles that is typically observed when concentration of surfactant is 
increased, and can be seen in the SEM images in figures 5.1 and 5.2.     
Unlike previous studies with the use of surfactants, the samples produced with Brij surfactants 
did not exhibit higher surface roughness values, whereby the Tween samples showed on average 
greater surface roughness, as seen in figure 5.5 below. This can be explained by the 
morphological differences between the samples as seen in the SEM images in figure 5.3 and 5.4. 
The reduced roughness values observed for the Brij samples correlate with the SEM images in 
figure 5.3, whereby the samples with less defined spherical particles and increased agglomeration 
tend to have the reduced roughness values, e.g. HB98 0.5, HB98 1, HB98 2 and HB58 1 (37 nm, 
44 nm, 17 nm and 23 nm respectively). Sample HB58 0.5 shows the highest surface roughness 
value, whereby the SEM image shows a morphology of defined spherical particles, thus 






Figure 5.5. Bar chart to show average surface roughness (nm, root mean square) for TiO2 thin 
film samples prepared by hybrid CVD (red) , AACVD with toluene as solvent (light blue) and 
AACVD with DCM as solvent (dark blue). Error bars show 5% experimental error.  
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The high roughness values observed for Tween samples prepared by hybrid CVD can also be 
explained by study of the SEM images and film morphology in figure 5.2. The samples prepared 
with Tween surfactant show the presence of two particle types; both thin needle-like shaped 
particles (as observed for the plain HCVD control sample without surfactant) in addition to small 
spherical particles. This unusual combination of two particle shapes and sizes is likely to 
contribute to a higher overall surface roughness within the thin film.    
The SEM images for the Tween samples shown in figure 5.2 also show greater variation in 
particle size and shape which produces a greater topographical variation across the sample 
surface and thus a higher surface roughness due to the increased surface area to volume ratio. 
The surfactant plays a significant role in the growth of TiO2 particles as found with the sol-gel 
and AACVD studies described in chapter 3 and 4. The surfactant can either act as an aide to 
reduce particle size and increase surface roughness or it can work to significantly increase 
particle size and decrease surface roughness, whereby both trends are observed here with HCVD 
samples.  
 
Figure 5.6. Bar chart comparison between average particle size (nm) shown with 10% 




All thin films produced by HCVD exhibited a reduction in contact angle after exposure to 30 
minutes of UV irradiation, indicating hydrophilic properties, as expected for TiO2 thin films 
(table 5.2). However, this hydrophilic behaviour was found to be much less pronounced 
compared to those produced in chapters 3 and 4 for sol-gel and AACVD derived thin films. This 
reduced wettability correlates with the reduced surface roughness observed for the HCVD 
samples and may also be a result of the wetting mechanism of the droplet on the surface when 
measuring the contact angle.  he size and distribution of roughness on a surface affects the 
contact angle and corresponding wetting properties of a surface whereby the droplet can sit either 
on top of the roughness features or sink in-between these features. The spacing of these 
roughness features on the surface are therefore critical in determining whether the droplet sits or 
sinks and thus whether a sample is more or less hydrophilic. Therefore the surface structure can 
result in significantly enhanced super hydrophilicity/ hydrophobicity of a sample. These two 
possible wetting regimes are called Cassie-Baxter and Wenzel, as shown in figure 5.7. For the 
Wenzel regime to be favoured the droplet that sits on the surface must follow equation 6.0, where 
P is pillar pitch, D is pillar diameter, R is droplet radius and H is pillar height:    
             






Figure 5.7. Schematic to show the two possible wetting regimes of a droplet on a surface; 
Cassie-Baxter and Wenzel, with corresponding equations for measuring the contact angle on a 
rough surface (θr) when the contact angle on a smooth surface is known, where D = pillar 
diameter, P is pillar pitch, H is pillar height and r is droplet radius.  
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The surface features of the HCVD films discussed in this chapter are not ‘pillars’ as depicted in 
the Cassie-Baxter and Wenzel wetting regimes described above, as the surface of  HCVD 
features are made up of particles. Thus determination of the exact height of the particles is 
difficult as they are often small very small and coalesced. As a result, surface roughness values 
from AFM measurements are used as a proxy of the height of these surface features, whereas the 
average particle size is used as the diameter. From these values, using equation 7.0 it can be 
determined whether the HCVD films follow the Cassie-Baxter or Wenzel regime.  The SEM 
images from figure 5.1 and 5.2 are used in figure 5.8.1 below alongside contact angle and 
average roughness values to show the relationship between morphology, wetting properties and 
surface roughness. All HCVD thin films produced here follow the Cassie-Baxter regime, 
(whereby working for a sample is shown as an example in figure 5.8.2 below), meaning that the 
water droplets sit on top of the thin film surface, thus the films are more hydrophobic, which is a 











Figure 5.8.1. Cropped SEM images with corresponding contact angles (before°  after °) to the 
bottom left of each image and surface RMS roughness (nm) to the bottom right of each image.  
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Some samples, such as the Brij 58 HCVD samples, exhibit superhydrophilic behaviour after UV 
irradiation, with a reduction of contact angle to <5 °, whereas Brij 98 samples show less 
hydrophilic behaviour after UV irradiation, as the reduction  in contact angle varies between 12-
35 °. This links back to the morphology of the thin films, whereby the particle size and the 
surface roughness affect the hydrophilic properties, as rougher thin films with more defined 
particles and less agglomeration traditionally exhibit more hydrophilic behaviour. Here the Brij 
98 films show reduced surface roughness and more thin film agglomeration, and so exhibit much 
less hydrophilic behaviour. Those films which behave in a more hydrophilic way tend to have a 
more varied morphology, such as well-defined, small particles with a higher surface to volume 
ratio and  higher surface roughness. This is evident with the Tween samples (figure 5.8.1 above) 
which tend towards superhydrophilic behaviour, as contact angles were reduced to <1, 6, 9 and 
18 ° for samples HT40 0.5, HT401 and HT20 0.5 and HT20 1 respectively (table 5.1).  
Figure 5.8.2. Worked example for the estimation of wetting regime for HCVD samples. Pillar 
pitch was estimated at half the pillar (particle) diameter. The height was estimate as an average of 
RMS surface values, as given in table 5.1. When the left side of the equation is equal to or 
greater than the height, the sample will follow the Wenzel rather than the Cassie-Baxter regime.  
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Table 5.1. Results for samples prepared by HCVD using TTIP with ethanol in combination with the addition of surfactant in a methanol solution. 
Three concentrations of surfactant were used, 0.5 M to 2 M. Sample ‘HCVD’ represents the control sample prepared by hybrid CVD without 











































H B58 0.5 63 2 70 3850 68 3.47 18 9 2.2 x 10
12
 
H B58 1 55 <1 70 1680 23 2.84 16 7 8.0 x 10
12
 
H B58 2 57 5 90 1230 55 2.94 18 5 1.0 x 10
13
 
          
H B98 0.5 71 35 70 1890 37 3.44 18 2 5.0 x 10
12
 
H B98 1 30 12 70 800 44 3.22 12 10 1.5 x 10
13
 
H B98 2 40 16 80 1560 17 3.01 13 6.5 1.1 x 10
13
 
          
HCVD 54 14 45 2800 63 3.38 15 9 9.8 x 10
12
 
          
H T20 0.5 49 9 20 1900 53 2.91 13 12 7.5 x 10
12
 
H T20 1 65 18 10 2400 42 3.19 15 14 6.6 x 10
12
 
          
H T40 0.5 38 <1 20 2890 67 3.28 12 11 9.0 x 10
12
 





5.2.1.4 Crystalline phase identification of TiO2 thin films 
The XRD diffraction patterns for the TiO2 thin films produced by hybrid CVD are shown in 
figures 5.10 and 5.11. All TiO2 thin films deposited show breakthrough to the underlying 
cassiterite (F:SnO2 coated) glass substrate, with these peaks identified in figures 5.10 and 5.11 
with an asterisk. All HCVD samples showed diffraction peaks attributable to anatase phase TiO2 
with dominant crystal growth observed in the [101] plane and [004] planes, and preferential 
growth in the [004] plane. The presence of rutile in the [211] plane was also observed for most 
samples, and is expected due to the high deposition temperature used (550 °C), whereby rutile is 
more thermodynamically stable than anatase and typically forms at temperatures > 600 °C.
47
 In 
addition, some thin films showed the presence of brookite, in the [221] phase in very low 








Figure 5.10. XRD of TiO2 films produced by HCVD without surfactant (HCVD) and with Brij 
surfactants in methanol via aerosol in several concentrations where numbers represent 
concentration (M); Brij 58 (H B58 0.5, H B58 1, H B58 2) and Brij 98 (H B98 0.5, H B98 1, H 
B98 2). Peaks identified as anatase are marked in red, brookite in blue and rutile in black. Peaks 
denoted with asterisks (*) are assigned to the F:SnO2 coating of the glass substrate. XRD is 
normalised for intensity. 
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All hybrid films produced were found to exhibit texture, with the calculated texture coefficients 
found to be within a narrow range of 2.91-3.66 depending on which surfactant/concentration was 
used in the film deposition. The texture coefficient (TC) and average crystallite size (nm) were 
determined using the XRD diffraction patterns shown in figures 5.10 and 5.11, and are listed 
alongside other thin film properties in table 5.1. The effect of surfactant addition upon texture 
coefficient is marginal in terms of enhancement, whereby the plain HCVD sample produced 
without surfactant addition exhibited a texture coefficient of 3.38, and only two samples showed 
TC values higher than this; 3.47 for HB58 0.5 and 3.44 for HB98 0.5. As the concentration of 
Brij 58 and Brij 98 surfactant was increased, the TC was observed to decrease, which is in 
keeping with previous arguments surrounding the role of surfactant in potentially “smoothing” 
the overall surface of the thin film and reducing roughness, and textural growth within the film. 
The Tween surfactants showed an opposite effect, whereby the increased concentration from 0.5 
M to 1 M resulted in a slight increase to the texture coefficient observed, e.g. HT20 0.5 (2.91) to 
HT20 1 (3.19) and HT40 0.5 (3.28) to HT40 1 (3.66). The highest texture coefficient was 
observed for sample HT40 1 with a TC of 3.66, whereby this sample also exhibited the highest 
crystallite size of 27 nm. However, the XRD pattern for the HT40 1 sample showed very weak 
peaks of low intensity with a lot of corresponding noise, therefore there is likely to be a large 
error in the TC and crystallite values calculated. An additional XRD pattern would have to be 
obtained to determine whether these large values are representative of this sample.      
The average crystallite size was found to generally increase with the addition of Brij surfactants; 
from 15 nm for the  HCVD sample prepared without surfactant, to 18, 16 and 18 nm for samples 
HB58 0.5, 1 and 2 respectively as well as 18,12 and 13 for HB98 0.5, 1 and 2 respectively. On 
the other hand the Tween surfactants were found to exhibit smaller average crystallite sizes 
compared to the films prepared without surfactant (15 nm) when added in low concentration (0.5 
M; HT20 0.5 = 13 nm and HT40 0.5 = 12 nm). This would be owing to the role of surfactant 
directing and restricting crystallite growth as discussed in chapter 4, whereby the slight 
electronegative charge in the surfactants enables them to bind electrostatically to particular 
crystal surfaces inhibiting and/or directing growth to affect the resulting crystallite size, as 
observed here. 
In comparison to the AACVD samples, the HCVD samples on average were found to exhibit a 
larger crystallite size as shown in figure 5.12, as well as a slightly higher texture coefficient in 
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the (004) plane as shown in figure 5.13. This shows that the effects of surfactant addition in 
HCVD are less pronounced than for AACVD, which is likely to be due to the way in which the 
surfactant is delivered into the reactor system with the precursor. In AACVD the surfactant is 
mixed directly with the precursor in a solvent solution and delivered as one into the reaction 
chamber via atomization. This means the surfactants used in AACVD are much more likely to 
have an enhanced effect on the thin film growth as they are directly in contact with the precursor 
from the outset; thus the surfactants stunt the growth of crystallites, making them smaller, and 








Figure 5.11. XRD of TiO2 produced by HCVD without surfactant (APCVD) and with Tween 
surfactants in methanol via aerosol in several concentrations where numbers represent 
concentration (M); Tween 20 (H T20 0.5,H T20 1) and Tween 40 (H T40 0.5, H T40 1). Peaks 
identified as anatase are marked in red, brookite in blue and rutile in black. Peaks denoted with 
asterisks (*) are assigned to the F:SnO2 coating of the glass substrate. XRD are normalized for 
intensity.  
However, in hybrid CVD the surfactant and precursor are delivered to the reaction chamber by 
two separate routes; by aerosol (surfactant in solvent) and by atmospheric pressure (precursor 
and solvent). Due to the nature of the APCVD method it is likely that an increased concentration 
of precursor will be delivered to the reaction chamber and the substrate compared to AACVD. 
This is because APCVD works by directly heating the TTIP precursor to become a vapour, 
alongside the solvent which is also heated in a separate chamber to become vapour, and then both 
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gas streams are carried to the reaction chamber by carrier gas flow where they meet. On the other 
hand in AACVD the precursor is atomized in a solvent solution before being carried to the 
reaction chamber by carrier gas flow. As a result the APCVD gas flow will be much more 
concentrated with TTIP precursor compared to AACVD, and thus the surfactant is likely to have 
less of an effect when it meets the precursor in the gas phase, as TiO2 particles are likely to have 







Figure 5.12. Comparison of average crystallite size (nm) for hybrid CVD films (red), AACVD 







Figure 5.13. Comparison of texture coefficient in the (004) plane of anatase phase thin films 




5.2.1.5. Photocatalytic activity of thin films produced by HCVD and the effects of 
surfactant addition 
All thin films produced by HCVD were found to be photocatalytically active for the degradation 
of resazurin dye with UV irradiation. Due to time constraints the average results presented here 
have been obtained from the average of two repeated experiments rather than three as in other 
chapters within this thesis. This has resulted in the presentation of results that clearly show the 
limitations of the analysing the photocatalytic results through normalised absorption curves, as 
shown by the fluctuations in results shown in figures 5.14 and 5.15 below.  Some of the 
limitations of this method have been discussed in previous chapters, whereby the fluctuations 
observed in degradation curves is the result of several factors such as; (1) Incomplete drying of 
the resazurin (Rz) dye on the thin film surface before the start of the experiment resulting in 
increased fluctuations in absorption as the film dries (2) Number of layers of Rz dye on the film 
surface whereby increased number of dye layers may mean as one is degraded more Rz dye is 
exposed underneath causing a jump in the measured absorbance, (3) Analysis of different area of 
the film- whereby every effort is made to ensure the same 1 cm area is analysed each time, 
human error may result in another area being tested (4) Quality of Rz ink used, whereby an old 
batch of Rz has been used which may have already undergone decomposition/ no longer meets 
standards required for this experiment. Despite the using the normalised degradation curve to 
assess photocatalytic results, it is used in this chapter as only a comparison with other chapters 





) will be used as this was calculated using only the maximum and minimum 
absorption values and thus is more reliable as it does not take the fluctuating values as seen in the 
degradation curves into account.  
The rate of photoactivity is shown in table 5.1 and is represented as a bar chart in figure 5.16. It 
can be seen from figure 5.16 that the addition of surfactant to HCVD thin films can lead to an 
enhanced photocatalytic performance compared to those films prepared without surfactant e.g. 







) whereas sample HB981 shows a rate of 1.5 x 10
13





) and sample Hb98 2 shows a rate of 1.1  10
13





). The addition of surfactant has also been found to reduce the photocatalytic performance to as 
little as 2.2 x 10
12















Figure 5.14. Normalised absorption curves for determination of photocatalytic half-life 
(minutes) for samples prepared by hybrid CVD reactions with and without the addition of Brij 
surfactants. HCVD represents the films prepared without surfactant and is used for comparison. 
0.5, 1 and 2 represent the concentration (M) of surfactant that was used to make the films. 
The enhanced performance with the HB98 1 and HB98 2 samples prepared with the highest 
concentrations of Brij 98 surfactant (1M and 2M respectively) could be due to a number of 
factors that affect photocatalytic performance such as hydrophilic behaviour, high texture 
coefficient in the [004] plane (3.22 and 3.44 respectively), and small average particle sizes (12 
nm and 13 nm respectively). Unlike samples in previous chapters which have shown increased 
photocatalytic activity, the samples here do not additionally exhibit enhanced surface roughness. 
From this we can conclude that crystalline structure is one of the most important properties in 
assessing the photocatalytic activity of thin films, where a more textured film with small 










Figure 5.15. Normalised absorption curves for determination of photocatalytic half-life 
(minutes) for samples prepared by hybrid CVD reactions with and without the addition of Tween 
surfactants. HCVD represents the films prepared without surfactant and is used for comparison. 









Figure 5.16. Bar chart representing the calculated rate of photoactivity for the degradation of 
resazurin dye per second per cm
2
 for each sample prepared by hybrid CVD with and without 
surfactant addition. APCVD represents the sample prepared without any surfactant addition. 
Error bars show standard deviation.  
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5.3. Discussion on the photocatalytic performance of HCVD thin films in 
comparison to AACVD and sol-gel prepared films and the effects of surfactant 
addition 
Three methods of thin film deposition have been used to prepare TiO2 thin films within this 
thesis; sol-gel, AACVD and HCVD. The addition of Brij and Tween surfactants has been studied 
to determine the effects of surfactant addition with the aim to find an optimised method for 
producing photocatalytically active TiO2 thin films which could also be used in semi-transparent 
dye solar cells. The photocatalytic performances of all three sets of films are shown below in 





). Only samples which exhibited high performance (> 7.0 x 10
12





) are shown in these bar charts for simplicity and ease of comparison.  
Figure 5.17 (a) shows all samples in one bar chart, where it can be clearly seen that the AACVD 
samples (shown here in blue) exhibit the best overall photocatalytic performance, with samples 
prepared with toluene as solvent showing the highest activities, particularly AB58 0.5t and AB98 
0.5 t which show rates of 9.50 x 10
14
 and 1.08 x 10
14




, which is 
up to two magnitudes higher than the best photoactivities obtained for sol-gel thin films and 
hybrid films. In addition, comparison of the photoactivities as shown on the magnified bar chart 
in figure 5.18 (b) it can be seen that the hybrid CVD thin films do perform better on average 
compared to the sol-gel samples, with the best photoactivities again prepared with Brij 58 and 
Brij 98; HB58 2 (1.0 x 10
13




) HB98 1 (1.5 x 10
13





) and HB98 2 (1.1 x 10
13




). The sol-gel samples 
show much lower values, between 1.7 x 10
12
 for the plain TTIP sample prepared without 







for the film prepared without surfactant and 8.4 x 10
12





for the Brij 58 film prepared with a concentration of 0.0004 mol dm
3
. The 
AACVD thin films produced with surfactant are found to exhibit enhanced photocatalytic 
performance owing to a combination of factors as explained in chapter 4, including small average 
particles sizes (ranging from 30-80 nm),  high surface roughness (ranging from 23-155 nm), 











Figure 5.17(a). Bar chart to compare the photoactivity rates of thin films prepared by hybrid 





 . APCVD, AA tol, AA DCM and TTIP and TiBALD represent the samples 









Figure 5.17(b). Enlarged version of fig 5.18(a) for better comparison between sample sets.  Bar 
chart here is as above, comparing the photoactivity rates of thin films prepared by hybrid CVD 
(red), AACVD (blue) and sol-gel (grey). Errors shown are 5% experimental error.
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Chapter 6: Results: Incorporation of surfactant modified TiO2 
thin films into semi-transparent dye-sensitised solar cells  
 
6.1. Introduction 
The focus of this thesis has been two fold; to produce TiO2 thin films by methods which can be 
easily scaled up in the glazing industry and to then optimise these thin films for use in semi-
transparent dye-sensitised solar cells (DSSCs) for use as energy efficient glazing. Since the 
discovery of dye sensitised solar cells (DSSCs) by Grätzel and O’Regan in 1991,
64
 DSSCs have 




The fundamental concept of the DSSC involves the use of a highly porous TiO2 thin film as a 
photoanode which is then sensitised by an adsorbed organic dye such as N3 ‘black’ dye, or a 
similar porphyrin dye. Such highly porous TiO2 films are typically made from Degussa TiO2 
paste, and are opaque to the eye- thus unsuitable for the preparation of a semi-transparent dye 
solar cell as is the aim of this thesis. On the contrary, such thin films as those produced in this 
thesis, from sol-gel, aerosol-assisted CVD and hybrid CVD are all transparent, yet very dense in 
nature and thus despite exhibiting optimum transparency, they also have significantly reduced 
porosity as a consequence. This reduction in porosity means that less dye is adsorbed onto the 
thin film surface, and so less photoexcited electrons are transferred to the conduction band of the 
TiO2 as per the mechanism described in detail in the introductory section 1.4.1.  
By their very nature of being semi-transparent, the DSSCs produced in this thesis exhibit low 
efficiency as most incident light passes directly through the device, meaning that there is a very 
small amount of light which can actually be absorbed. The amount of light absorbed is limited by 
several factors, of which the primary one is the amount of dye adsorbed onto the thin film 
surface. The photovoltaic performance of DSSCs depends on the amount of absorbed photons, 
which is limited by the thickness of the TiO2 layer and the illumination conditions.
249
 In addition, 
high solar conversion in DSSCs requires a large surface area of porous TiO2 in order for 
optimum adsorption of the sensitising dye, as well as optimum construction or a good network 
between TiO2 particles for light harvesting and fast electron transportation. Many methods have 
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been reported for the preparation of TiO2 photoanodes, including sol-gel, hydrothermal synthesis, 
electrospinning, anodisation electrodeposition methods and most commonly, screen printing. 
However, few of these methods produce a semi-transparent TiO2 thin film with optimum 
properties as those described above.  
Several variations of semi-transparent TiO2 thin films for DSSC applications have been reported 
in literature yet there have been no papers to the authors knowledge that directly connect the 
production of semi-transparent TiO2 thin films and their direct use in semi-transparent dye solar 
cell devices.
250,251
 Such limited academic reporting of semi-transparent dye-sensitised solar cells 
and their configurations is likely to be due to their great commercial applicability and interest, 
whereby there are several patents for transparent dye sensitised solar cell technologies,
252
 as well 
as a specific company called Glass 2 Energy commercialising such devices. Glass 2 Energy
253
 is 
a newly established Swiss company (formed in 2011) that has acquired a DSSC license for a new 
type of photovoltaic cell developed by Professor Grätzel of the Swiss Federal Institute of 
Technology in Lausanne (EPFL). This company have developed the production technology and 
obtained patents for the industrial production of semi-transparent dye solar cell devices for 
building integrated photovoltaic (BIPV) applications. Their mission is described as “turning glass 
facades into profitable energy production, and producing facilities without losing transparency.”
2
 
Unfortunately as this technology is patented it is not available for specific discussion in this 
thesis, however it is reported that the Glass 2 Energy DSSC uses a “perfused hold conductor”
2
 in 
its configuration- something which was not explored at all in this thesis due to time constraints. 
Figure 6.1 below shows the description of the product from Glass 2 Energy and several pictures 
of their BIPV window facades, reproduced with permission. Glass 2 Energy have industrially 
produced DSSC modules of up to 1M x 1M, with four different colour options including green, 
orange, red and blue (expected 2017), with an optical transmission of 35% and an average energy 
production of up to 45 kwh/m
2




This commercial application of the semi-transparent DSSC confirms that it is a very attractive 
variation of PV technology as it effectively enables the solar cell to be embedded within the 
classic double glazing window unit, meaning that semi-transparent DSSCs could soon become a 
viable and simple addition to any commercial building or home façade.
254
 In order for DSSCs to 
become viable BIPVs the optical, thermal and photovoltaic efficiency properties need to be 
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measured and assessed, of which there are several studies already published on this subject by 
Yoon et al
255,256






Figure 6.1. Product details of the DSSC technology produced by Glass 2 Energy Ltd for building 
integrated photovoltaic (BIPV) window facades. Glass 2 Energy reserve all rights to this 






In the paper by Bouvard et al, the optical and thermal properties of the Glass 2 Energy prototype 
PV modules were studied in order to determine the optimum combination of glazing for 
enhanced efficiency. This was performed in collaboration with Glass 2 Energy and it was found 
that although their modules are particularly promising as they can be laminated to the glass pane 
of a classic double (or triple) glazing unit and be installed as a regular window, the measurements 
of these modules demonstrated that the visible transmittance of the units were too low to be used 
as a whole building façade.
254
 Thus, the authors concluded that they such modules could be 
combined with clear glass windows in a building to meet the necessary visibility requirements, 
and as seen in figure 6.1, Glass 2 Energy have already begun introducing these semi-transparent 
DSSC units in combination with regular transparent windows into buildings. Bouvard et al,
254
 
also came to the same conclusion as the main aim of this thesis; that in highly glazed building, 
such as a high-rise office building, it would be economically attractive to incorporate semi-
transparent DSSCs as part of the façade, thus providing a fraction of the energy demand for 
internal building use, whilst providing a colourful alternative to plain windows thus enhancing 
the aesthetic of the entire building.  
6.2 Experimental Methods: DSSC configuration and variations 
The typical dye-sensitised solar cell configuration as described in the introductory section 1.4.1 
consists of a sandwich of dye-sensitised TiO2 thin film on a transparent conducting substrate with 
a counter electrode between which is a layer of ionic redox electrolyte. This configuration as for 
a semi-transparent DSSC is shown in figure 6.3 below, whereby the counter electrode is either 
indium doped tin oxide (ITO) glass or fluorine doped tin oxide (FTO) glass with a layer of finely 
dispersed platinum deposited on top.  
6.2.1. Preparation of the counter electrode (cathode) 
 6.2.1.1. ITO Counter Electrode  
The Indium doped tin oxide (ITO) counter electrodes were obtained as ITO slides (resistivity 70-
100 Ω) from Sigma Aldrich and used as supplied. The substrates were cleaned in an ethanol 













Figure 6.2. Schematic of the semi-transparent dye sensitised solar cell configuration, where the 
counter electrode is either indium doped tin oxide (ITO) glass or fluorine doped tin oxide (FTO) 
glass with a layer of finely dispersed platinum is deposited, the electrolyte is a ionic redox 
electrolyte, the monoadsorbed dye is that which is adsorbed onto the TiO2 thin film which is 
deposited onto the FTO glass directly.  
6.2.1.2. Pt Counter Electrode 
There are several methods reported for fabricating highly active catalytic platinum electrodes,
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however  simple doctor blading method was adopted in this thesis using Platisol T/SP, a platinum 
precursor supplied by Solaronix. The presence of a catalytic amount of platinum at the cathode 
greatly enhances the electron transfer rate to the electrolyte, enabling an increased charge density 
within the solar cell and thus higher photo-currents.
258
  
FTO glass slides were cut to size (~3 cm x 3 cm) and cleaned in an ethanol solution placed inside 
an ultrasonic water bath for 10 minutes and subsequently air dried. The platisol T/SP was applied 
as a single drop to the FTO conductive surface using a dropping pipette, after which the drop was 
immediately doctor bladed across the entire FTO surface in one quick continuous motion to 
ensure complete coverage of the substrate. The platinum precursor was then converted into an 
activated platinum coating by heat treatment on a hot plate to 450 °C  for 10 minutes, after which 
the electrode was left to cool to room temperature naturally before using within a DSSC device. 






6.2.2. Preparation of dye-sensitised TiO2 thin film working electrode (anode)   
The TiO2 thin films to be used as DSSC devices were cut to size as required (~ 3 cm x 3 cm) and 
then washed in an ethanol solution within an ultrasonic water bath for 10 minutes and air dried 
prior to use. 
The dye solution used was N3 dye (Di-tetrabutylammonium cis- Bis(isothiocyanato) bis(2,2’-
bipyridyl-4,4’-dicarboxylato ruthenium(II)) made up into a 0.3mM solution with ethanol. After 
cleaning the TiO2 thin film would be left to soak in the dye solution in a wide base container up 
to a depth of ~2 mm so that the top of the TiO2 surface was covered by dye. These solutions were 
covered with parafilm to prevent evaporation of the ethanol solvent and covered in foil/kept in 
the dark to prevent degradation of the light sensitive dye. As reported in literature, the length of 
time which the TiO2 thin film is left in the dye solution can affect the resulting performance of 
the DSSC device.
137,259–261
After soaking in the dye, the TiO2 thin film is impregnated with a 
monoadsorbed layer of dye on its surface, enabling increased light absorption when set up as a 
DSSC device.  
The time length of dye adsorption (and thus the quantity and nature of dye adsorbed on the film 
surface) is another key factor in DSSC fabrication.
261
 The dye adsorption or ‘loading’ time 
should be sufficiently long so that the interfacial surface of the TiO2 film is completely covered 
with a dye monolayer, however not too long that it results in increased charge recombination and 
inhibited device performance. Dye loading times of 0.5 hours up to 24 hours are frequently 
reported in literature, depending on the type of thin film microstructure, whereby more porous 
films require reduced dye loading times. Several dye loading times were tested for this thesis, 
starting with 3 - 5 hours, 12 hours and subsequently 24 hours. It was found that the longer dye 
adsorption time of 24 hours enabled enhanced device performance and so this was chosen as a 
baseline for testing all DSSC devices herein. A longer soaking time of 42 hours was later tested 
after several experiments with TiO2 thin films which had been soaked for 24 hours, whereby it 
was considered that due to the increased density of the TiO2 thin films used in this thesis and 
their reduced porosity, perhaps the monolayer of dye on the film surface was not at an optimum 
thickness. The longer soaking time of 42 hours was found to produce significantly increased 
photocurrents and was thus used for the rest of the experiments presented in this thesis. After dye 
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soaking, the thin films were removed from the solution and washed with ethanol before leaving 
to air dry in the dark. 
6.2.3. Device configuration and addition of electrolyte  
After dye loading and air drying, the TiO2 thin films were built up into a DSSC device using 
Meltonix 1170-25 Surlyn® thermoplastic sealing film as a spacer, which was 25 πm thick and 
used as supplied from Solaronix.
262
 The electrolyte used for initial testing was an iodide 
electrolyte solution made with 0.5 M Potassium iodide mixed with 0.05 M iodine in water free 
ethylene glycol, however this electrolyte is not very stable in direct sunlight and after several 
experiments as presented in this thesis it is expected that this redox electrolyte may have 
decomposed and therefore not functioned correctly. Latter experiments use a higher quality 
electrolyte; Iodolyte HI-30, which is a high performance iodide/tri-iodide electrolyte formulated 
using a low viscosity solvent with a redox concentration of 30 mM, used as supplied by 
Solaronix.   
For device fabrication, a sealing ‘gasket’ was cut out of the Meltonix 1170-25 surlyn sheet using 
a scapel, whereby the outer dimensions were made to be 2-3 mm larger that then TiO2 anode on 
all sides to ensure good confinement of the electrolyte within the cell. An inner 1 cm x 1 cm 
window was cut out of the centre of sealing gasket, which would then correspond to the active 
area of the cell, as shown in figure 6.3 (a). This sealing gasket would then be placed on top of the 
conducting side of the anode so that it matched up with the active area of the anode, i.e. at the 
centre of anode.A clean glass slide was then placed on top of the sealing gasket to form a glass 
sandwich, after which heat and pressure was applied using a hot plate and a small weight, heating 
the anode to 110 °C for 1 minute, after which the Meltonix material would be sealed to the 
anode.  
Following this, a drop of the electrolyte would then be dropped into the active area, and the 
counter electrode would be immediately placed on top of the anode, conducting side down, to 
complete the DSSC device, leaving a small overlap of counter electrode to make an electrical 
contact. Small binder clips were then placed on the outside to hold the cell together.  A schematic 
of the overall cell configuration is shown in figure 6.3 (b) with a photograph of a typical cell 
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under illumination (6.3 (c)). DSSC devices were then connected with crocodile clips to the 













Figure 6.3 (a). Schematic of the dye solar cell active area in red, and the dimensions of the TiO2 
anode. The blue box represents the area of the anode which is left uncovered by the sealing 
gasket in order to make an electrical contact for connecting the device together and making 
performance. 6.3 (b) Schematic of dye sensitised solar cell configuration, and photo of a typical 
DSSC under illumination.  
 
The current density (J) – voltage (V) relationships were tested using an IVT Solar VS 6820 solar 
simulator system with a Keithley 2400 source meter under 100 mW/cm
2 
, AM 1.5 G simulated 
sunlight. The incident photon-current conversion efficiency (IPCE) of each device was measured 
using the IVT Solar VS 6851 system at room temperature with an incident light ranging from 
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350 to 800 nm and a sampling rate of 5 nm per second. All IV plots are shown with the current 
axis inverted, as per convention.   
6.3. Results: Incorporation ofTiO2 thin films into DSSC devices 
The TiO2 thin films which demonstrated the best photocatalytic performance as shown in 
previous chapters 3 (sol-gel) and 4 (AACVD) were incorporated into DSSC devices and assessed 
for performance under illumination. The intention in this study was to perform analysis on three 
dye solar cell devices per thin film type, using a different thin film each time, and to assess this in 
several configurations to obtain the optimum thin film and DSSC configuration for this type of 
application. However, due to time constraints for some samples it was not possible to repeat 
DSSC devices when they did not work, and thus there some sample types which show only two 
repetitions. Due to the delicate nature of connecting DSSC devices through the methodology 
described above in 6.2, quite often solar cell devices would not produce any photocurrent, owing 
to several reasons including; leaked electrolyte from the active area resulting in a short circuit of 
the cell, little or no dye adsorption on the TiO2 thin film thus poor light absorption, reduced 
conductivity in the electrolyte (owing to air or direct sunlight exposure) or poor connectivity 
between the counter electrodes.   
Two general configurations were tested, including configuration 1 and 2 as outlined below, 
whereby the dye soaking time was increased (from 24 hours to 42 hours), a higher performance 
electrolyte was used (triiodide electrolyte to Iodolyte HI-30) and a different counter electrode 









Configuration 1:  
 TiO2 film soak time in N3 dye: 24 hours.  
 Triiodide electrolyte  
 ITO counter electrode 
Configuration 2:  
 TiO2 film soak time in N3 dye: 42 hours.  
 Iodolyte Hi-30 high performance electrolyte  
 Platinum on FTO as counter electrode 
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6.3.1. Performance of DSSC devices prepared using sol-gel thin films derived 
from TTIP precursor with surfactant addition 
The sol-gel thin films used in DSSC devices were those which showed optimum photocatalytic 
performance in chapter 3, and are shown in table 6.1, with surfactant types and concentrations 
alongside TiO2 film sample name. Only two-layer and three-layer thin films were investigated, as 
it is likely that one layer samples would not provide the optimum thickness for significant light 
adsorption and electron conduction.   
 
Table 6.1. Surfactant types and concentrations used to prepare TiO2 thin films by sol-gel, with 








TiO2 film sample name 
  TTIP Precursor TIBALD 
precursor 
Nil Nil Control  - 
Brij 58 0.0006 B58 A B58 AT 
Brij 98 0.0004 B98 B  B98 BT 
Tween 20 0.0004 T20 B - 
Tween 40 0.0004 T40 B - 
    
The performance of sol-gel thin films prepared with TTIP precursor used as anodes in DSSC 
devices can be evaluated by looking at the DSSC performance measurements in tables 6.2-6.7, 
whereby tables 6.2- 6.3 show the results for those DSSCs made with configuration 1, and table 
6.4 shows the results for DSSC made in a ‘transitionary’ configuration, whereby a longer dye 
soaking time of 43 hours was used with a a platinum electrode. Tables 6.5-6.7 show the results 
for those made with configuration 2. The highest PCE (power conversion efficiency) for those 
DSSCs prepared with configuration 1 was 0.0131 % as for a 2 layer film control film, and 0.0073 
% for a three layer thin film prepared with Brij 98 surfactant in 0.0004 mol dm
3
 concentration. 
The best efficiencies are highlighted in the tables in blue for the best within a series of results, 




Table 6.2. DSSC device performance for sol-gel TiO2 thin films prepared with TTIP precursor, 
without surfactant addition in configuration 1. Power conversion efficiency (PCE, %) values 
highlighted green are the best PCE values obtained within a group of devices prepared with the 
same type of TiO2 thin film in a specific configuration. 
Configuration 1:  
 TiO
2
 film soak time in N3 dye: 24 hours.  
 Triiodide electrolyte  











































2- layer  
Control -2 0.130 0.47 0.12 0.0131 Figure 6.4/ A1 
Control- 4 0.048 0.42 0.09 0.0030 A2 
Control- 7 0.048 0.34 0.11 0.0024 A3 
3-layer  
Control-1 0.013 0.38 0.18 0.0011 A4 
 Control- 2 0.051 0.51 0.12 0.0038 A5 








Figure 6.4. Current-Voltage (IV) curve for  DSSC device A1 showing 0.0131 % PCE efficiency, 
highlighted in blue in table 6.2. This was prepared in configuration 1 as detailed above, with a 2 
layer control TiO2 thin film produced by sol-gel with TTIP precursor and no surfactant addition. 
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Table 6.3. DSSC device performance for sol-gel TiO2 thin films prepared with TTIP precursor 
and Brij 98 surfactant in 0.0004 mol dm
3
 concentrations. Power conversion efficiency (PCE, %) 
values highlighted green are the best PCE values obtained within this group of devices. 
Configuration 1: 
 TiO2 film soak time in N3 dye: 24 hours.  
 Triiodide electrolyte  


































Curve Number  
2- layer  
B98 B-4 0.039 0.21 0.14 0.0015 A7 
B98 B-8 0.069 0.40 0.08 0.0037 A8 
3-layer  
B98 B-8 0.084 0.29 0.15 0.0063 A9 
B98 B-0 0.079 0.38 0.11 0.0055 A10 







Figure 6.5. Current-Voltage (IV) curve for DSSC device A11, showing 0.0073 % PCE 
efficiency, highlighted in blue in table 6.3. This was prepared in configuration 1 as detailed 
above, with a 3 layer TiO2 thin film produced by sol-gel with TTIP precursor and Brij 98 







Figure 6.5a. Representative transmission (%) spectra for DSSC devices prepared in 
configuration 1, with DSSC performance values given in tables 6.2-6.3.  
The optical transmission (%) of each DSSC device was measured as a complete cell using UV-
Vis spectroscopy after each device had been measured for photovoltaic performance. 
Representative spectra for thin film devices prepared in configuration 1 are given in figure 6.5a. 
These spectra can be used to evaluate the transparency of the solar cells to visible light, whereby 
those produced in configuration 1, as outlined in tables 6.2-6.3 show an average transmission 
value of between 43-47% in the visible range, with maximum transmission values of up to 60%. 
As a result this semi-transparent configuration is potentially suitable for window glazing.  
Furthermore, the measured transparency for these DSSC devices is higher than that of state-of-
the-art DSSC modules produced by Glass 2 Energy, which currently exhibit an optical 
transmission of 35% as recorded in 2016, albeit at a much higher level of power production.
2
 
Table 6.4 shows the PCE values for DSSC devices made in the ‘transitionary’ configuration (1.5) 
using thin films which had been soaked in dye for a longer time period (42 hours instead of 24 
hours). This combined with the addition of the platinum counter electrode has resulted in a 
significant increase in efficiency, up to 0.2257 % as observed for a Brij 98 3 layer film (B-3) 






Table 6.4. DSSC device performance for sol-gel TiO2 thin films prepared with TTIP precursor 
and Brij 58 in 0.0006 mol dm
3
 concentrations (A) and Brij 98 in 0.0004 mol dm
3
 concentrations 
(B). PCE, % values highlighted blue are the best PCE values obtained within this group. 
Configuration 1.5:  
 TiO
2
 film soak time in N3 dye: 42 hours.  
 Triiodide electrolyte  









































 B58 A-2 0.240 0.40 0.52 0.0503 A12 
2-layer B58 A-7 0.186 0.43 0.53 0.0427 A13 
3-layer  
B58 A-5 0.538 0.47 0.56 0.1429 Fig 6.6a/A14 
B58 A-7 0.339 0.46 0.57 0.0891 A15 
B98 B-3 0.541 0.60 0.62 0.2257 Fig 6.6b/A16 
 
The reasons for the increased efficiency is likely to be a combination of these changes to the 
configuration, whereby the longer dye soaking time has enabled more of the dye to be adsorbed 
onto the TiO2 thin film, thus increasing light absorption and transfer of electrons into the TiO2 
conduction band. The introduction of the platinum counter electrode is likely to have had more of 
an impact on the DSSC performance as fluorine-doped tin oxide glass (FTO) and indium-doped 
tin oxide (ITO) glass are poor counter electrodes due to their very high charge transfer 
resistances (typically 10 Ω cm
2




  The counter electrode in a 
DSSC must be catalytically active to ensure rapid reaction and low overpotential, and so a thin 
layer of platinum applied to FTO or ITO glass, enables the semi-transparency of the counter 
electrode to be maintained whilst enabling this catalytic regeneration of the iodine electrolyte. At 
the counter electrode triiodide is reduced to iodide, whereby platinum acts as a suitable catalyst 
for this as iodine (triiodide) dissociates to iodine atoms and iodide upon adsorption, enabling a 
rapid one-electron reduction. The charge-transfer reaction at the counter electrode leads to a 
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series resistance within the DSSC, called the charge-transfer resistance, which ideally  should be 
low within the DSSC to avoid significant losses.
263
 A poor counter electrode affects the current-
voltage characteristics of the DSSC by lowering the fill factor, which explains why the fill factor 
has been dramatically increased from configuration 1 to configuration 1.5 by the addition of the 
platinum layer in the counter electrode; fill factors have increased from 0.08-0.18 (tables 6.2-6.3) 










Figure 6.6. Current-Voltage (IV) curves for the DSSC devices prepared in configuration 1.5, 
with a platinum counter electrode showing enhanced performance compared to the ITO electrode 
as in figures 6.4 and 6.5. IV curves here are for (a) A14, DSSC with 0.1429 % PCE efficiency, 
prepared with a sol-gel film made with TTIP precursor and Brij 58 surfactant in a concentration 
of 0.0006 mol dm
3
, and (b) A16 DSSC with 0.2257 % PCE efficiency, prepared with a sol-gel 
film made from TTIP precursor and Brij 98 surfactant in ca concentration of 0.0004 mol dm
3
, as 
highlighted in blue in table 6.4.  
Following on from the enhancements made in configuration 1.5, configuration 2 (with added 
incorporation of HI-30 Iodolyte- high performance electrolyte) in place of standard triiodide was 
found to produce DSSC efficiency values that were much higher than those obtained for 
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configuration 1 and 1.5. This improvement is expected due to the several modifications made to 
enhance the device;  such as increased dye soaking time (24 hrs vs 48 hrs), use of a higher 
performance electrolyte (HI-30 iodolyte in place of triiodide) and the platinum catalyst on FTO 
rather than plain ITO as the counter electrode. The most efficient DSSCs produced with 
configuration 2 showed power conversion efficiencies (PCE) within the range of 0.11-0.38 %, 
with greatly improved fill factors in the range of 0.45-0.63 for the best devices, indicating that 
the modifications described above greatly improved the DSSCs performance. The best 
efficiencies are highlighted in yellow in tables 6.5- 6.7, with the highest for each type of thin film 
used highlighted in blue. The representative % transmission for these devices is shown in figure 
6.7a, whereby the average % transmission is 49-53% over the visible range.  
Table 6.5. DSSC device performance for sol-gel TiO2 thin films prepared with TTIP precursor 
without surfactant addition. Power conversion efficiency (PCE, %) values highlighted yellow are 
for those showing  optimum performance (> 0.1 %)and blue for the best PCE values obtained 
within a group of devices prepared with the similar TiO2 thin film types.   
Configuration 2:  
 TiO
2
 film soak time in N3 dye: 42 hours.  
 Iodolyte Hi-30 high performance electrolyte  








































2- layer  
Control -4 0.369 0.65 0.45 0.1792 Fig 6.7a/A17 
Control -7 0.358 0.65 0.47 0.1134 Fig 6.7b /A18 
3-layer Control -9 0.369 0.69 0.45 0.1193 Fig 6.7c/ A19 
From these tables it can be concluded that the DSSCs produced with surfactant derived TiO2 thin 
films demonstrated higher efficiencies than for those produced with plain control TiO2 thin films 
(highest for plain control film = 0.1792 % vs 0.3814 % for Brij A film, and 0.3749 for T40 B 
film). The highest efficiency for a control TiO2 thin film via configuration 2 was 0.1792 % as for 
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a 2 layer thin film (Control-4) device (A17, IV curve shown in figure 6.7a), which also exhibited 
a much higher short-circuit current (Jsc) of 0.369 mA/cm
2
 and a higher open-circuit voltage (Voc) 
of 0.65 V compared to a similar film made into a DSSC device (A1) via configuration 1 (2 layer- 
Control 2; 0.0131 % PCE, 0.130 mA/cm
2
 (Jsc), 0.47 V (Voc)). The device produced via 
configuration 2 also exhibited a much higher fill factor of 0.45 vs just 0.12 for the configuration 
1 device. The representative % transmission for these devices is shown in figure 6.7a, whereby 












Figure 6.7. Current-Voltage (IV) curves for the DSSC devices prepared in configuration 2, with 
42 hours dye soaking time, HI-30 Iodolyte (high performance electrolyte) and a platinum counter 
electrode. IV curves here are for (a) A17 -DSSC with 0.1792 % PCE efficiency (b) A18- DSSC 
with 0.1134 % PCE efficiency and (c) A19- DSSC with 0.1193 % PCE efficiency, as shown in 














Figure 6.7a. Representative transmission (%) spectra for DSSC devices prepared in 
configuration 2. Devices shown here are A17 and A19, control thin film devices as described in 
figure 6.7 above.  
The sol-gel thin films prepared with surfactant addition showed higher device efficiencies when 
used in DSSCs compared to the control films, whereby the results for Brij surfactants are shown 
in table 6.6, and Tween surfactants are shown in table 6.7. On average those DSSC devices made 
with Brij films showed consistently higher efficiencies, with the best PCE values ranging 
between 0.1833-0.2484 % for two layer films and 0.1922-0.3814 % for 3 layer thin films. The 3 
layer thin films showed consistently higher efficiencies, as shown in table 6.6, which is as 
expected because these TiO2 thin films are thicker and rougher, thus enabling better adsorption of 











Table 6.6. DSSC device performance for sol-gel TiO2 thin films prepared with TTIP precursor 
and Brij 58 and Brij 98 surfactants in concentrations A (0.0006 mol dm
3
) and B (0.0004 mol 
dm
3
). Power conversion efficiency (PCE, %) values highlighted yellow are for those showing 
optimum performance (> 0.1 %) and blue for the best PCE values obtained within this group of 
devices.    
Configuration 2:  
 TiO
2
 film soak time in N3 dye: 42 hours.  
 Iodolyte Hi-30 high performance electrolyte  










































2- layer  
  
B58 A-8 0.318 0.16 0.34 0.0178 A20 
B58 A-2 0.467 0.67 0.52 0.1833 A21 
B58 A-4 0.501 0.69 0.56 0.2171 A22 
B98 B-1 0.600 0.68 0.54 0.2484 Fig 6.8d/A23 
B98 B-4 0.622 0.68 0.16 0.0759 A24 
B98 B-3 0.463 0.60 0.63 0.1980 A25 
3-layer  
  
B58 A-8 0.857 0.71 0.60 0.3814 Fig 6.8a/A26 
B58 A-2 0.601 0.60 0.64 0.2580 A27 
B58 A-4 0.852 0.71 0.59 0.3721 Fig 6.8b/A28 
B98 B-3 0.541 0.66 0.56 0.2257 A29 
B98 B-8 0.723 0.68 0.60 0.3303 Fig 6.8 c/A30 












Figure 6.8. Current-Voltage (IV) curves for the DSSC devices prepared in configuration 2, with 
42 hours dye soaking time, HI-30 Iodolyte (high performance electrolyte) and a platinum counter 
electrode. IV curves here are for (a) A26-DSSC with 0.3814 % PCE efficiency (b) A28-DSSC 
with 0.3721 % PCE efficiency (c) A30- DSSC with 0.3303 % PCE efficiency and (d)A23- DSSC 









Figure 6.8a. Representative transmission (%) spectra for DSSC devices prepared in 
configuration 2. Devices shown here are A26, A22, A29 and A24, Brij 58/Brij 98 thin film 
devices as described in figure 6.8 and table 6.6. 
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Representative spectra for optical transmission of these configuration 2 devices from table 6.6 
are given in figure 6.8a, whereby the average transmission is 40-60% over the visible range, with 
maximum transmission values of 50-62 %.There is little correlation between the performance of 
these DSSC devices and % transmission, whereby the highest performing device, A26, exhibits a 
PCE efficiency of 0.3874 %, with an average optical transmission of 45 % over the visible range 
and a maximum % transmission of 58%. The lowest performing device does not show an 
increased transparency, with a PCE of 0.0759% and an average transmission of 40% over the 
visible range.  
The sol-gel thin films produced with Tween 20 and Tween 40 surfactants in concentrations of 
0.0004 mol dm
3
 are shown in table 6.7, whereby it can be seen that these films did not perform as 
well as the Brij films in DSSC devices. Only the devices prepared with Tween 40 derived thin 
films enabled higher device efficiencies (> 0.1 %), as highlighted in table 6.7, with the IV curves 
for the best four devices shown in figure 6.9. The highest efficiency observed was 0.3749 % PCE 
for 3 layer film T40 B, with the IV curve shown in figure 6.9 (b) above. The Tween 20 prepared 
films all exhibited much lower efficiencies between 0.0008- 0.0016 % PCE. The reasons as to 
why the Tween 20 thin films did not perform as well as the Tween 40 thin films is hard to 
determine. The characterisation data for these thin films is shown in table 3.3, chapter 3, section 
3.2.1, whereby little difference can be observed between the two thin film types- both exhibit 
small average particle sizes (~35 nm), larger average film thicknesses and high average surface 
roughness. Tween 20 samples in fact exhibit larger film thicknesses (183 nm vs 111 nm for 
Tween 40 films) and higher roughness values (210 nm for T20 B/ 2 layer vs 110 nm for T40 B/ 2 
layer). Therefore it can be considered whether there is an optimum roughness and thickness for 
TiO2 thin films when used in DSSC devices, whereby it has been reported in literature that 
increased thickness of TiO2 thin films can result in lower incident light intensity due to the lower 
transmittance of the thin film.
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 It is likely that there is a combination of effects at play here, 
whereby the DSSC device performance can be affected by a wide number of factors, not just 






Table 6.7. DSSC device performance for sol-gel TiO2 thin films prepared with TTIP precursor 
and Tween 20 and Tween 40 surfactants in concentration B (0.0004 mol dm
3
). Power conversion 
efficiency (PCE, %) values highlighted yellow are for those showing  optimum performance (> 
0.1 %)and blue for the best PCE values obtained within this group of devices. 
Configuration 2:  
 TiO
2
 film soak time in N3 dye: 42 hours 
 Iodolyte HI-30 high performance electrolyte 










































2- layer  
  
T20 B-1 0.012 0.40 0.19 0.0012 A32 
T20 B-4 0.010 0.39 0.19 0.0010 A33 
T20 B-0 0.010 0.39 0.25 0.0016 A34 
T40 B-4 0.181 0.47 0.51 0.0430 A35 
T40 B-7 0.172 0.47 0.54 0.0441 A36 
T40 B-3 0.353 0.71 0.60 0.1689 A37 
T40 B-6 0.395 0.71 0.60 0.1899 Fig 6.9a/A38 
T40 B-5 0.145 0.47 0.55 0.0378 A39 
3-layer  
  
T20 B-6 0.009 0.35 0.20 0.0008 A40 
T20 B-7 0.012 0.40 0.22 0.0013 A41 
T40 B-5 0.240 0.41 0.54 0.0529 A42 
T40 B-7 0.782 0.71 0.60 0.3749 Fig 6.9b/A43 
T40 B-3 0.519 0.70 0.59 0.2396 Fig 6.9c/A44 
T40 B-9 0.686 0.72 0.61 0.3392 Fig 6.9d/A45 















Figure 6.9. Current-Voltage (IV) curves for the DSSC devices prepared in configuration 2, 
with 42 hours dye soaking time, HI-30 Iodolyte (high performance electrolyte) and a 
platinum counter electrode. IV curves here are for (a) DSSC with 0.1899 % PCE efficiency 
(b) DSSC with 0.3749 % PCE efficiency (c) DSSC with 0.2396 % PCE efficiency and (d) 
DSSC with 0.3392 % efficiency as shown in table 6.7. 
6.3.1.1. Conclusions: DSSC devices using TiO2 thin films prepared with TTIP precursor 
and the effects of surfactant addition  
Titanium dioxide thin films prepared by TTIP precursor with and without surfactant addition 
were tested within two dye-sensitised solar cell configurations; configuration 1 and configuration 
2. In configuration 1 the thin films were left to soak in N3 dye for 24 hours, and were combined 
with standard triiodide electrolyte and an ITO counter electrode. In configuration 2 the thin films 
were left to soak for a longer time period in N3 dye (42 hours), a high performance electrolyte 
(Iodolyte HI-30) was used in combination with an FTO counter electrode that had a layer of 
platinum catalyst on its conductive surface. It was found that DSSCs with configuration 2 
produced consistently higher power conversion efficiencies, with the best DSSCs exhibiting 
0.1109-0.3814%. The optimum DSSC was found to show efficiency of 0.3814 %, which was 
produced with a 3-layer Brij 58 thin film (concentration A (0.0006 mol dm
3
)) which also 
exhibited an short-circuit current of 0.857 mA/cm
2
, an open-circuit voltage of 0.71 V and a fill 
factor of 0.60.  
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6.3.2. Performance of DSSC devices prepared using sol-gel thin films derived 
from TiBALD precursor with surfactant addition 
The TiBALD derived thin film samples were only tested in DSSC configuration 2 owing to the 
results observed with the TTIP derived thin films whereby configuration 2 enabled significantly 
higher efficiencies. As before, only two/three-layer films were tested, and only those thin films 
which have shown optimum photocatalytic performance in chapter 3 were used for DSSC 
testing, of which the concentrations and sample names are in table 6.1. As the Tween thin films 
did not perform as well as the Brij films, only Brij TiBALD thin films were tested in DSSC 
devices, and the results are shown in tables 6.8-6.9. In addition, the control TIBALD thin film 
was not tested due to time constraints, whereby maximum attention was given to the Brij 58 and 
Brij 98 thin films that had shown better efficiencies for the TTIP derived DSSC devices.  
Table 6.8. DSSC performance of sol-gel TiO2 thin films prepared with TIBALD precursor and 
Brij 58 surfactant in concentrations A (0.0006 mol dm
3
) and B (0.0004 mol dm
3
). The highest 




 film soak time in N3 dye: 42 hours 
 Iodolyte HI-30 high performance electrolyte 











































B58 AT -8 0.181 0.66 0.50 0.0598 A47 
B58 AT -6 0.099 0.63 0.49 0.0305 A48 
3- layer 
B58 AT -5 0.104 0.58 0.49 0.0292 A49 
B58 BT -1 0.146 0.71 0.51 0.0525 A50 





Table 6.9. DSSC performance of sol-gel TiO2 thin films prepared with TIBALD precursor 
and Brij 98 surfactant in concentrations A (0.0006 mol dm
3
) and B (0.0004 mol dm
3
). The 






 film soak time in N3 dye: 42 hours 
 Iodolyte HI-30 high performance electrolyte 












































2 layer  
B98 BT -7 0.164 0.73 0.52 0.0619 A52 
B98 AT -5 0.101 0.60 0.24 0.0146 A53 
3- layer 
B98 AT -7 0.154 0.67 0.52 0.0536 A54 
B98 AT -1 0.144 0.66 0.53 0.0504 A55 
B98 BT -1 0.101 0.59 0.24 0.0144 A56 
B98 BT -2 0.071 0.46 0.49 0.0160 A57 
 
In comparison with the TTIP thin films used in DSSCs, the TIBALD thin films showed overall 
reduced efficiency values. Comparison of the Brij 58 and Brij 98 thin film can be made through 
looking at tables 6.7 above (TTIP) and table 6.8 and 6.9 (TiBALD) below. The Brij 58 and Brij 
98 TIBALD thin films all showed efficiencies below 0.1 %, ranging between 0.0144% -0.0619 
%. Generally these TiBALD DSSC devices showed reduced fill factors compared to the TTIP 
DSSC devices ( ~ 0.2-0.5 for TiBALD vs 0.5-0.6 for the best TTIP devices). The IV curves for 
these devices are shown in appendix C, figures E-F. These low efficiencies observed indicate that 
the TiBALD thin films do not have improved properties over TTIP derived thin films for use in 
DSSC devices, despite showing higher photocatalytic activities as discussed in chapter 3. 
TiBALD thin films were reported in chapter 3 as exhibiting increased density, through studies of 
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SEM thickness and AFM surface roughness measurements. As the TiBALD films have smaller 
average particle sizes the particles pack better together, producing a lower roughness and 
exposed surface; thus these films are less suited to dye adsorption in DSSCs.   
 
A selection of optical transmission plots which are representative of those obtained for DSSCs 
produced via configuration 2 are given in Figure 6.10. Devices shown here are those prepared 
with Brij 58 and Brij 98 thin films as shown in tables 6.8 and 6.9. These % transmission plots 
show the effect of the increase number of layers within the TiO2 thin film on optical 
transmission, whereby those with 3 layer films (A50 and A54) show reduced optical 
transmission, an average of 26% and 33% over the visible range, compared to an average of 53% 
and 53% for the two layer devices. This is to be expected whereby the increased number of 
layers reduces optical transmission through the film due absorption and scattering.  
 
 
Figure 6.10. Representative transmission (%) spectra for DSSC devices prepared in 
configuration 2. Devices shown here are A50, A47, A54 and A52, Brij 58/Brij 98 thin film 
devices as described in figure 6.8 and table 6.9. 
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6.3.2.1 Conclusions: DSSC devices using TiO2thin films prepared with TiBALD precursor 
and the effects of surfactant addition  
Titanium dioxide thin films prepared by TIBALD precursor with Brij 58 and Brij 98 surfactant 
addition were tested with one dye-sensitised solar cell configuration; configuration 2 where the 
thin films were left to soak for a longer time period in N3 dye (42 hours) and a high performance 
electrolyte (Iodolyte HI-30) was used in combination with an FTO counter electrode that had a 
layer of platinum catalyst on its conductive surface. It was found that the DSSCs produced did 
not rival the efficiencies of those DSSCs produced with TTIP derived sol-gel films described in 
section 6.3.1.All devices exhibited efficiencies below 0.1 %, ranging between 0.0144 % -0.0619  
%. This was attributed to a reduced density and porosity of the thin films and therefore reduced 
dye adsorption as described above. 
 6.3.2. Performance of DSSC devices prepared using AACVD thin films 
derived from TTIP precursor in solvents of toluene DCM with surfactant 
addition 
Titanium dioxide thin films produced using AACVD with TTIP precursor and toluene solvent 
were tested in DSSC devices, owing to the results in chapter 4 whereby toluene prepared samples 
showed significantly higher photocatalytic rates. As these experiments were run concurrently 
with the sol-gel experiments, results shown in tables 6.10-6.12 show the use of configuration 1, 
whereas table 6.13 and 6.14 show the use of configuration 1.5, with the incorporation of the 
platinum catalyst counter electrode in place of the plain ITO electrode. Configuration 2 was only 
used with samples prepared with Brij 98 and Brij 58 surfactant, as shown in table 6.15. All 
current-voltage (IV) curves are shown in Appendix C; figures F, G and H. 
All AACVD samples exhibited reduced power conversion efficiencies as DSSC devices 
compared to the sol-gel thin films described in sections 6.3.1-6.3.2. Despite the enhanced 
properties of the AACVD thin films such as small crystallite size (average 5.5 nm- 12 nm), 
increased presence of anatase TiO2 and increased thin film thicknesses (250-3350 nm) and higher 
surface roughness than the sol-gel thin films (typically 32-153 nm vs just 14 -110 nm for sol-gel 
Brij films) as shown in table 4.2 (chapter 4).  
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Despite these advantages, the AACVD TiO2 thin films are much denser than the sol-gel derived 
thin films, owing to the packing of the TiO2 particles during nucleation and growth of the thin 
film, as discussed in chapter 4. Thus it is believed that there is significantly reduced porosity in 
these thin films, thereby making the structure of the thin film less suitable for adsorbing dye 
sensitiser for trapping light and enabling the DSSC process of converting incident light into 
electrons for photocurrent. 
For DSSC devices in configuration 1, PCE efficiencies as low as 0.0008 % were obtained, up to 
a maximum of 0.0074%. The fill factors observed were also low, within the range of 0.05-0.39, 
indicating that as expected, the dense AACVD thin films do not adsorb a sufficient layer of 
sensitiser to enable light trapping in the device.  
Table 6.10. DSSC performance of AACVD TiO2 thin films prepared with TTIP precursor and 
toluene as solvent with no surfactant addition. 
Configuration 1:  
 TiO
2
 film soak time in N3 dye: 24 hours.  
 Triiodide electrolyte  









































0.018 0.44 0.21 0.0026 A58 
AACVD 
Tol (2) 
0.067 0.25 0.16 0.0040 A59 
 
The highest observed power conversion efficiencies for DSSC devices prepared with AACVD 
TiO2 thin films were observed for those in configuration 2, which was only tested for Brij 98 and 
Brij 58 samples as shown in table 6.15. The PCE values observed for configuration 2 were in the 
range of 0.00063%- 0.0337%, with the highest efficiency of 0.0337% obtained for an AACVD 
sample prepared with 0.5 M of Brij 98 surfactant. This sample did exhibit one of the higher 
photocatalytic rates and smallest average crystallite size (5.5 nm) as described in chapter 4, 
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which again may be an indication that this thin film had a slight advantage for adsorbing dye 
onto its surface for light absorption.  
Table 6.11. DSSC performance of AACVD TiO2 thin films prepared with TTIP precursor, 
toluene as solvent and Brij 98 surfactant in concentrations of 0.5 M and 1M. The highest power 




 film soak time in N3 dye: 24 hours.  
 Triiodide electrolyte  







































B98 0.5 t (1)  0.051 0.39 0.08 0.0024 A60 
B98 0.5 t (2) 0.017 0.45 0.17 0.0020 A61 
B98 0.5 t (3) 0.030 0.39 0.27 0.0031 A62 
1 M  
B98 1 t (1) 0.006 0.27 0.30 0.0007 A63 
B98 1 t (2) 0.020 0.22 0.05 0.0014 A64 
B98 1 t (3) 0.046 0.47 0.28 0.0063 A65 
 
Some representative IV plots and corresponding %transmission plots are given in figure 6.11 for 
comparison between performance as a photovoltaic and potential to be used as a semi-transparent 
window. All devices are semi-transparent, with up to 67% maximum transmission and an 








Figure 6.11. Current-Voltage (IV) curves for the DSSC devices prepared from AACVD films in 
configuration 1, with corresponding optical % transmission plots. Configuration 1= 24 hours dye 
soaking time, triiodide electrolyte and an ITO counter electrode. IV curves here are for (a) DSSC 
with 0.004 % PCE efficiency (b) DSSC with 0.0021 % PCE efficiency (c) DSSC with 0.011 % 














Table 6.12. DSSC performance of AACVD TiO2 thin films prepared with TTIP precursor, 
toluene as solvent and Brij 58 surfactant in concentrations of 0.5 M and 1 M. The highest power 
conversion efficiency (PCE, %) value obtained within this group is highlighted blue. 
Configuration 1:  
 TiO
2
 film soak time in N3 dye: 24 hours.  
 Triiodide electrolyte  







































B58 0.5 t (1) 0.010 0.25 0.19 0.0008 A66 
B58 0.5 t (2) 0.014 0.51 0.27 0.0031 A67 
B58 0.5 t (3) 0.030 0.42 0.39 0.0074 A68 
1 M  
B58 1 t (1) 0.024 0.35 0.16 0.0021 A69 
B58 1 t (2) 0.012 0.39 0.16 0.0011 A70 
B58 1 t (3) 0.005 0.38 0.28 0.0008 A71 
 
 
The performance of some devices prepared in configuration 1.5, with the addition of a platinum counter 
electrode in place of the indium-doped tin oxide electrode are given in table 6.13and table 6.14, for the 
Tween prepared thin films. These devices showed low efficiencies similar to those obtained in 
configuration 1, within the range of 0.0008-0.0096%. A representation of the % transmission spectra for 
these devices is shown in figure 6.12, whereby the lowest transmission rating for all devices has been 
observed (device A75, which shows a maximum transmission of 10% and 9% over the entire visible 
range). This device exhibited the highest PCE of these devices- 0.0096%, thereby indicating that the 
transparency of this device has been sacrificed for the performance; it is likely that this thin film adsorbed 
a thicker layer of dye, resulting in a reduced transmission of light through the device upon UV-Vis 
measurement, but leading to an increased performance as a photovoltaic. 
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Table 6.13. DSSC device performance for AACVD TiO2 thin film prepared with TTIP 
precursor, toluene as solvent and Tween 20 surfactant in concentrations of 0.5 M and 1 M. The 
highest power conversion efficiency (PCE, %) value obtained within this group is highlighted 
blue.  
Configuration 1.5:   
 TiO
2
 film soak time in N3 dye: 24 hours.  
 Triiodide electrolyte 







































T20 0.5 t (1) 0.013 0.23 0.27 0.0008 A72 
T20 0.5 t (2) 0.013 0.24 0.42 0.0013 A73 
T20 1 t (1) 0.013 0.35 0.20 0.0009 A74 
T20 1 t (2) 0.108 0.28 0.32 0.0096 A75 
 
Table 6.14. DSSC performance of AACVD TiO2 thin films prepared with TTIP precursor, 
toluene as solvent and Tween 40 surfactant in concentrations of 0.5 M and 1 M. The highest 
power conversion efficiency (PCE, %) value obtained within this group is highlighted blue.  
Configuration 1.5:   
 TiO
2
 film soak time in N3 dye: 24 hours.  
 Triiodide electrolyte 







































T40 0.5 t (1) 0.039 0.18 0.23 0.0017 A76 
T40 0.5 t (2) 0.027 0.34 0.42 0.0038 A77 





Figure 6.12. Representative transmission (%) spectra for DSSC devices prepared in 
configuration 1.5, with 24 hours dye soaking time, triiodide electrolyte and platinum counter 
electrode. Devices shown here are A73, A75, A77 and A78, Tween 20/ Tween 40 thin film 












Table 6.15. DSSC performance of AACVD TiO2 thin films prepared with TTIP precursor, 
toluene as solvent and Brij 58 or Brij 98 surfactants in concentrations of 0.5 M and 1. The 
highest power conversion efficiency (PCE, %) values within this group are highlighted blue.  
Configuration 2:   
 TiO
2
 film soak time in N3 dye: 42 hours 
 Iodolyte HI-30 high performance electrolyte 







































B98 0.5 t (1) 0.121 0.70 0.38 0.0337 A79 
B98 0.5 t (2) 0.047 0.63 0.28 0.0087 A80 
B98 0.5 t (3) 0.031 0.63 0.31 0.0064 A81 
1 M 
B98 1 t (1) 0.111 0.44 0.29 0.0149 A82 
B58 1 t (1) 0.124 0.62 0.37 0.0295 A83 
B58 1 t (2) 0.061 0.54 0.51 0.0175 A84 
 
The IV plots for the AACVD Brij devices with best efficiency (A79, 0.0337% and A83, 
0.0295%) are shown in figure 6.13(ab), alongside the corresponding % transmission plots for 
each device in (c) and (d). Device A79 shows a maximum transmission of 60% and 43% over 
the visible range, whereas device A83 shows limited transmission over the visible range of 
37% with a maximum of 49%.   The average transmission over the visible range is in line 




Figure 6.13(ab). Current-Voltage (IV) curves for the optimum DSSC devices prepared with 
AACVD thin films, in configuration 2, with 42 hours dye soaking time, HI-30 Iodolyte (high 
performance electrolyte) and a platinum counter electrode. IV curves here are for (a) DSSC with 
0.0337 % PCE efficiency (b) DSSC with 0.0295 % PCE efficiency as shown in table 6.15. (c) % 
transmission plot for sample A79 (d) % transmission plot for sample A83. 
 
6.3.2.1. Conclusions: DSSC devices using TiO2thin films prepared by AACVD with TTIP 
precursor and the effects of surfactant addition  
Titanium dioxide thin films prepared by AACVD with and without surfactant addition were 
tested within three dye-sensitised solar cell configurations; configuration 1, 1.5 and configuration 
2. In configuration 1 the thin films were left to soak in N3 dye for 24 hours, and were combined 
with standard triiodide electrolyte and an ITO counter electrode. In configuration 1.5, the same 
configuration as 1 was used except with a platinum catalyst counter electrode used instead of 
ITO. In configuration 2 the thin films were left to soak for a longer time period in N3 dye (42 
hours), a high performance electrolyte (Iodolyte HI-30) was used in combination with an FTO 
counter electrode that had a layer of platinum catalyst on its conductive surface. It was found that 
DSSCs with configuration 2 produced slightly better power conversion efficiencies than those 
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observed for 1 and 1.5, with the best DSSC prepared with Brij 98 0.5 M film showing an 
efficiency of 0.0337 %. This is still much lower than that observed for the best DSSC device 
measured in this study, 0.3814 % as observed for the TiO2 sol-gel TTIP film prepared with Brij 
58 A-8 (3 layer film prepared with 0.0006 mol/dm
3
 Brij 58).    
6.3.3. Additional investigations into DSSC configurations: natural vegetable 
dyes  
Perhaps one of the most important components of the dye-sensitised solar cell is the sensitising 
dye itself, whereby the production of photocurrent within the cell relies on the dye-sensitisation 
of the semiconductor band gap, which has allowed efficiencies as high as 13% to be achieved 
from DSSCs (this efficiency value was obtained with a combination of porphyrin sensitiser and 
graphene nanoplatelets at the counter electrode).
265
  Most sensitisers used are metal-organic dyes, 
typically Ruthenium or Osmium polypyridil complexes, which despite being highly efficient 
sensitisers, require long, multi-step preparation and purification using expensive equipment; thus 
these compounds are typically difficult and expensive to prepare, and even more expensive to 
buy ready-made.
3
   
A much cheaper, non-toxic and more readily available alternative to metal-organic dyes are 
vegetable-based natural dyes, which have been recently reviewed in detail by Calogero et al.
3
 
Natural dyes have been extracted from plant leaves, red Sicilian oranges, purple egg plants, 
grapes, Sicilian prickly pears, blackberries, pea flowers, black rice, and many more natural 
sources and derivatives from all types of plants, vegetables and fruits. 
266–273
 The study of natural 
dyes for use in dye solar cells was first reported in 1993 when the photo-electrochemical 
properties of chlorophyll pigment were exploited by Gratzel’s research group to obtain a DSSC a 
device efficiency (η) of 2.6 %.
266
 Since then there has been extensive research into the use of 
natural dyes in DSSCs, with anthocyanins, betalains, caretenoids, and co-pigments used 
alongside chlorophyll, as shown in figure 6.11, of which the latter has still been found to produce 
the highest DSSC efficiency, now at 4.6 %.
3
  
As mentioned, anthocyanins are another class of natural dye that have been used within DSSC 
devices and currently demonstrate the second highest efficiency at 2.9% (figure 6.14). 
Anthocyanins are a water-soluble vegetable dye traditionally extracted from flowers and berries, 
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exhibiting a dark red/purple colour.
271
 Other sources of anthocyanin aside from flowers, berries, 
grapes and purple eggplant as mentioned were researched in order to find an novel source for use 
in this thesis. It was found that the purple potato is a source of anthocyanin dye which to the 
authors’ knowledge has not yet been used as a dye pigment in dye-sensitised solar cells, and thus 








Figure 6.14. As seen and modified from the review by Calogero et al,
3
 of whom reserve all 
rights. Chart to show progression of DSSC performance using different vegetable based natural 
dyes. Data on the right shows state-of-the-art vegetable dye-based DSSC efficiency (2015), all 
data references found within this reference.
3
  
6.3.3.1. Organic anthocyanin dye derived from purple potatoes used as sensitising dye for 
semi-transparent DSSC  
Since the early 2000s the purple potato has been often highlighted as a rich, natural source of 
anthocyanins; phytochemicals which offer high free-radical scavenging activity thus ability to act 
as antioxidants. This has resulted in the purple potato being extensively advertised as a food 
source with specific health benefits such as reduced risk of chronic diseases and age-related 
degeneration.
274
 This combined with the fact that purple potatoes are a low-cost and high 
yielding crop has led to a wide variation of studies dedicated to the enhancement of pigment 
extraction from purple potatoes to enable  application as a natural colourant or antioxidant in 
food, pharmaceutical and textile industries.
275–277
The method of purple pigment (anthocyanin) 
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extraction used here was modified from a procedure reported in literature by Lachman et al,
274
 
involving freeze drying and acid hydrolysis as described below.  
As the aim of this PhD thesis is to investigate a low-cost method for producing semi-transparent 
DSSC devices for window glazing, the use of an organic dye derived from purple potato has been 
explored as an alternative to the expensive N3 ruthenium dye which costs £343.50 per gram 
(Sigma Aldrich costing January 2017).  
6.3.3.2. Purple pigment extraction method 
The purple potatoes were washed and cut into thin slices to increase the surface area for freeze 
drying. Only the purple areas (indicating that they contained pigment) were used, and any white 
areas were cut out. The potato slices were batch freeze dried for 72 hours in shallow glass petri 
dishes as shown in figure 6.13. The dried potatoes were then ground down into a fine powder 
using a pestle and mortar, after which 5g of purple potato powder was mixed with ethanol (40 
ml) and hydrochloric acid (5ml, 37%) was added dropwise to the mixture. This mixture was 
placed in an ultra-sonic water bath for 10 minutes, after which the solution was filtered, as shown 






Figure 6.15. Photographs of washed purple potatoes (a), sliced for freeze drying (b), and 
undergoing filtering after hydrolysis steps to produce purple dye.  
This purple liquid was then used directly as a dye for DSSC devices. One caveat with this 
process is that due to equipment and time constraints the additional purification steps reported in 
literature were not performed, thus it is likely that this solution may have lacked purity and may 





addition, no analysis of the purple solution was performed in order to obtain an exact 
quantification of anthocyanin content within the solution.  
6.3.3.3. Results: DSSC device performance with natural anthocyanin dye derived from 
purple potato.  
The results of the DSSC produced with a sol-gel TiO2 thin film prepared with TTIP precursor, no 
surfactant addition and 3 layers of film (as produced in chapter 3), sensitised with dye derived 
from purple potato are shown in table 6.16, with the IV curve shown in figure 6.13, in 
comparison with DSSC devices of the same configuration and thin film type, synthesised with 
synthetic N3 ruthenium dye.  These results show that the use of purple potato dye as a sensitiser 
does produce a working DSSC device, however with very low efficiency of just 0.0027 %. The 
fill factor, open-circuit voltage and short-circuit current are also very low, with values of just 
0.15 (FF), 0.35 V (Voc) and 0.031 mA/cm
2
 (Jsc). The low fill factor is effectively an indication of 
the quality of the solar cell, and this low value of 0.15 shows that this device may have flaws in 
its configuration, such as poor connectivity between electrodes, poor dye adsorption or 
electrolyte leakage resulting in short circuiting of the cell.  
Table 6.16. DSSC performance of sol-gel TiO2thin film prepared with TTIP precursor and no 
surfactant addition, tested with an organic anthocyanin dye derived from purple potatoes.  
Configuration 1:   
 TiO2 film soak time: 24 hours in organic dye extracted from potatoes 
 Triiodide electrolyte 
 ITO counter electrode 
 
























IV curve  
 
Control 3 
( 3 layer) 
 
0.031 0.35 0.15 0.0027 A85 
However, this result still remains promising whereby it is actually higher than some DSSC 
performances presented in the tables above where the typical N3 porphyrin dye sensitiser was 
used. For example, for the same type of TiO2 film prepared by sol-gel without surfactant, 
‘control’ films, as shown in table 6.2, produced DSSC device efficiencies of 0.0024 % (Control-
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7, 2 layer) and  0.0011 % (Control-1, 3 layer, shown below in figure 6.14), with fill factors of 
0.11 and 0.18 respectively. This shows that even with a low fill factor of just 0.15, the DSSC cell 
produced here with purple potato dye as the sensitiser was able to produce efficiency comparable 
to that of a DSSC produced with synthetic dye.  This suggests that the natural anthocyanin 
pigment derived from purple potatoes can be used as a potential alternative to traditional metal-
organic ruthenium based sensitisers for dye-solar cells. This would enable a significant cost 
reduction to the production of DSSCs, whereby the synthetic ruthenium dyes are often the most 
expensive component within the device. Further investigation into this work as well as sufficient 
repetitions of this experiment would have to be conducted in order to demonstrate the purple 
potatoes validity as a natural dye sensitiser source for DSSC devices, however results here 





Figure 6.16. Current-Voltage (IV) curves for TiO2 thin film devices prepared with 3 layer 
“control” thin films (prepared without surfactant) and ruthenium dye sensitiser (A1, A4, A5 and 
A6) compared to that prepared with anthocyanin dye derived from purple potatoes (A85). DSSC 
devices were prepared in configuration 1, with 24 hours dye soaking time, triiodide electrolyte 
and an indium-doped tin oxide counter electrode. %PCE efficiency are given in each IV curve 




6.3.4. Additional DSSC configuration investigation: Ionic liquids as electrolytes  
One of the main problems with DSSCs for long-term operation lies in the difficulty of 
encapsulating the volatile solvents such as the triiodide redox couple electrolyte which is made 
from acetonitrile solvent. The use of ionic liquids as electrolytes for dye-sensitised solar cells 
offers a viable alternative, whereby room temperature ionic liquids offer good chemical and 
thermal stability combined with negligible vapour pressure, non-flammability and high ionic 
conductivity, making them ideal for use in DSSCs where they have already been widely studied 
for this purpose. 
179,279,280
 
6.3.4.1. Ionic liquids including copper oxide nanofluids used as ionic electrolyte for semi-
transparent DSSCs 
Several varieties of copper oxide nanofluids were synthesised by Claire Boudie (Queen's 
University Ionic Liquid Laboratories (QUILL), Queens University Belfast ) and used for testing 
as ionic electrolytes in dye-sensitised solar cells as part of this thesis. The composition and 
colours of the ionic liquids are shown in table 6.17, along with abbreviations for the relevant 
precursors used listed underneath.  
Some samples were very viscous and required stirring using a pre-heated (30-50 °C) ultrasonic 
bath for 5 minutes prior to use. Some samples were also identified as air-sensitive (samples 7 and 
8), thus were handled in a glovebox where the device was prepared, using epoxy resin to seal the 
DSSC device before removal from the glovebox. All ionic liquids were added as a drop in place 











Table 6.17. Table of compositions for the 7 ionic liquids tested as ionic electrolytes in dye-


















CB-1-a [Emim][OAc] Cu(OAc)2.H2O 50-70 °C Green 
CB-3-a [Emim][Oct] Cu(Oct)2.H2O 50-70 °C Green 
(b) 
CB-4 [Emim][OAc] None 80 °C 
Yellow-
transparent 
CB-5 [Emim][But] None 80 °C 
Yellow-
transparent 
















(a) Pure ionic liquids dissolved with 
respective Cu carboxylates at 70°C 
(b) Pure ionic liquids 




[Emim] = 1-ethyl, 3-methylimidazolium 
[Bmim] = 1-buthyl, 3-methylimidazolium 
[OAc] = Acetate 
[Oct] = Octanoate 
[But] = Butanoate 
[P66614] = trihexyl(tetradecyl)phosphonium 
[SCN] =  thiocyanate 
 
Cu(OAc)2.H2O = Copper (II) Acetate hydrate 
Cu(Oct)2.H2O = Copper (II) Octanoate 
hydrate 
6.3.4.2. Results: DSSC device performance with various ionic liquids used as redox 
electrolyte  
DSSC devices were prepared in configuration 1 using sol-gel derived TiO2 thin films that were 
made with TTIP precursor and Brij 98 surfactant in just one concentration: 0.0004 mol dm
3
. 
Mostly 3 layer films were used, but some 2 layer films were also tested. Results are shown in 
table 6.18, and photographs of the resulting colours of DSSC devices are shown in figure 6.17. 







Figure 6.17. Photographs of DSSC devices prepared with ionic liquids; (a) shows a non-sealed 
DSSC prepared with CB-1a ionic liquid showing a light green colour, (b) shows a sealed DSSC 
prepared with CB-8 with a dark blue hue owing to the presence of cobalt in the ionic liquid. 
All ionic liquids tested proved to be effective in working as an ionic electrolyte whereby all 
devices tested exhibited power conversion efficiency, in a range from 0.0002-0.0030 %. The best 
PCE values were obtained for CB-1a (efficiency of 0.0030 %) and CB-5 (efficiency of 0.0015 
%). Of particular note are those devices tested with CB-7 and CB-8 electrolytes which showed 
very high fill factors, 0.97 and 0.74 respectively. This indicates that despite the low efficiencies 
obtained for these devices; these ionic electrolytes are likely to be very efficient redox charge 
carriers.  A particular advantage of CB-7 and CB-8 are that they contain a cobalt, whereby cobalt 
poly-pyridine complexes have already been identified as a potential replacement for the triiodide 
redox shuttle,
156,281,282
 owing to their less competitive visible light absorption compared to 
















Table 6.18. DSSC performance of sol-gel TiO2 thin films prepared with Brij 58 and Brij 98 
surfactants in concentrations A  (0.0006 mol dm
3
) and B (0.0004 mol dm
3
. Numbers in TiO2 
sample name (2 or 3) represent number of thin film layers. Power conversion efficiency 
(PCE, %) values and fill factor (FF) values highlighted yellow are the best PCE/ FF values 
obtained for these devices.  
 

























Brij 58 A-3 0.0420 0.40 0.18 0.0030 
Brij 58 A-3 0.0062 0.40 0.24 0.0006 
CB-3a 
Brij 58 B-2 0.0072 0.30 0.19 0.0004 
Brij 98 B-2 0.0125 0.32 0.18 0.0007 
Brij 98 A-3  0.0120 0.31 0.23 0.0009 
Brij 98 A-3 0.0067 0.24 0.22 0.0003 
CB-4  Brij 98 B-2 0.0062 0.23 0.25 0.0004 
CB-5 Brij 98 B-3 0.0141 0.50 0.21 0.0015 
CB-6 Brij 98 A-2 0.0041 0.18 0.30 0.0002 
CB-7 Brij 98 A-2 0.0013 0.44 0.97 0.0006 
CB-8 Brij 98 A-2 0.0016 0.21 0.74 0.0003 
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6.3.5. Conclusions: use of purple potatoes as a source for natural dye sensitiser and ionic 
liquids as a replacement for the triiodide redox electrolyte in semi-transparent DSSCs 
Purple potatoes were used as a source of dye pigment for dye sensitising DSSC devices, whereby 
the pigment was extracted from the potato and tested to demonstrate a power conversion 
efficiency of 0.0027 %. This result is promising when comparing this value to that of some 
DSSC performances of those prepared with N3 synthetic porphyrin dye sensitiser, for example 
for the same type of TiO2 film prepared by sol-gel without surfactant, ‘control’ films, as shown 
in table 6.2, DSSC device efficiencies of 0.0022 % (Control-2, 2 layer) and 0.0011 (Control-1, 3 
layer), with fill factors of 0.39 and 0.01 respectively were obtained for those prepared with N3 
dye. This shows that even with a low fill factor of just 0.15, the DSSC cell produced with purple 
potato dye as the sensitiser is able to produce a higher efficiency (0.0027) than that of the 
traditional N3 dye DSSC (0.0022%) which had a fill factor of 0.39. This suggests that natural 
pigments from purple potatoes can be investigated as a potential alternative to synthetic N3 dyes 
in DSSC devices, however a much greater study including several repetitions would have to be 
conducted in order to validate this finding.  
Ionic liquids were used in replacement of the triiodide redox electrolyte to determine their 
potential application in DSSCs. It was found that all ionic liquids tested produced working DSSC 
devices, however very low efficiencies between 0.0002-0.0030 % were observed in a 
configuration with N3 dye and ITO counter electrode. Of particular interest is the performance of 
the cobalt containing ionic liquids which exhibited low efficiencies but high fill factors of 0.74-
0.97indicating that they may show high performance when used in a better configuration device, 








6.4. Discussion and conclusion: Semi-transparent dye-sensitised solar cells  
A small selection of TiO2 thin films were tested as working electrodes in semi-transparent dye-
sensitised solar cell devices, with up to 70% transparency. A total of 96 devices were configured 
and tested. Repetitions were performed by way of making duplicate devices, prepared from the 
same type of thin film, with the same configuration. Three variations to the semi-transparent 
DSSC configuration were tested, whereby efficiencies as high as 0.3 % were obtained for 
configuration 2 devices, prepared with increased dye soaking time of 42 hours, high performance 
electrolyte (HI-30 Iodolyte) and a platinum counter electrode.  
The optimum devices were those which used sol-gel derived TiO2 thin films which had been 
made with TTIP precursor, both with and without surfactant addition. It was found that the 
DSSCs made with configuration 2 produced consistently higher power conversion efficiencies, 
with the best DSSCs exhibiting 0.1109-0.3814%. The optimum DSSC (0.3814 % PCE) was 
made with a three layer sol-gel TiO2 thin film from TTIP precursor with surfactant addition (Brij 
58, concentration A (0.0006 mol dm
3
)). This DSSC device also exhibited a relatively high short-
circuit current of 0.857 mA/cm
2
, an open-circuit voltage of 0.71 V and a fill factor of 0.60.  
Those devices prepared with films that had been produced from TIBALD precursor via sol-gel 
were found to show reduced performance despite the increased photocatalytic efficiencies 
observed in chapter 3. These DSSCs did not rival the efficiencies of the TTIP thin film DSSCs, 
whereby all devices exhibited efficiencies below 0.1 %, ranging between 0.0144 % -0.0619 %. 
This was attributed to a reduced density and porosity of the thin films and therefore reduced dye 
adsorption.        
AACVD thin films were also used in DSSC devices and tested in a number of configurations, 
whereby configuration 1.5 and 2 were found to exhibit enhanced efficiencies compared to 1, a 
result which was observed for all thin films tested, whereby configuration 2 was identified as the 
optimum configuration tested in this study. In comparison with the TTIP sol-gel devices, 
AACVD DSSCs exhibited poor performance, likely to be due to the high density and low 
porosity of these films. The optimum DSSC prepared with an AACVD film was for the Brij 98 
0.5 M film, exhibiting a PCE efficiency of 0.0337 %. This is much lower than that observed for 
the best DSSC device, 0.3814 % as observed for the TiO2 sol-gel TTIP film described above.    
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In addition to the incorporation of different thin film types into DSSC devices, several smaller 
studies were conducted to understand the influence of other DSSC components on device 
performance. Purple potatoes were used as a source of pigment for an organic dye sensitiser, 
whereby the pigment was extracted from potatoes and made into an ethanol solution for dye 
loading of the film. This dye was tested in only one DSSC configuration with an ITO electrode 
and triiodide electrolyte and a power conversion efficiency of 0.0027 % was observed. This 
result is promising when compared to some of the DSSC performances observed for devices 
prepared with N3 synthetic porphyrin dye sensitiser , as shown in table 6.2, where DSSC device 
efficiencies of 0.0024 % (Control-7, 2 layer) and 0.0011 (Control-1, 3 layer) were obtained with 
fill factors of 0.11 and 0.18 respectively. This shows that even with a low fill factor of just 0.15, 
the DSSC cell produced with purple potato dye as sensitiser was still able to produce a 
comparable efficiency (0.0027) to that produced with a synthetic dye (0.0022%). This suggests 
that natural pigments from purple potatoes could be investigated as a potential alternative to 
synthetic dye sensitisers, offering wider availability and significant cost reductions, especially for 
the employment of a low-cost semi-transparent solar cell for window glazing. However, a much 
larger study would have to be conducted to determine the optimum dye extraction and 
purification process, as well as the anthocyanin content in the pigment. Furthermore, a significant 
number of repetitions of the use of this organic dye in DSSC devices would have to be performed 
to understand its performance and reliability as a dye sensitiser for a solar cell device.  In 
addition, ionic liquids were used as a replacement for triiodide redox electrolytes in DSSC 
devices. It was found that all ionic liquids tested produced working DSSC devices but with very 
low efficiencies ranging between 0.0002-0.0030 %.    
The transparency of each DSSC was evaluated by measuring the %optical transmission of each 
device after each photovoltaic assessment had been made. DSSC devices generally showed an 
average optical transmission within the range of 45-50%, with maximum % transmission values 
within the range of 55-70%. Only one device measured showed an exception to this 
transparency, with a low optical transmission of 10%. This indicates that the thin film and 
configurations used within this study are suitable for the production of semi-transparent DSSCs 
that have potential to be used in window glazing.  
Overall, through the preparation of 96 semi-transparent DSSCs, it can be concluded that TTIP 
derived sol-gel thin films have the optimum characteristics for use in this type of DSSC. Several 
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devices have shown optimum power conversion efficiencies of between 0.1 %- 0.3 %, with 
relatively high open circuit voltages of 0.5 – 0.7 V, and fill factors between 0.5- 0.7. The use of 
surfactant has been found to enhance the thin film microstructure in such a way that DSSC 
device performance is improved, whereby the highest device performances (0.3814 % and 
0.3749 %) were observed for surfactant derived thin films ( Brij 58 (0.0004 mol dm
3
, 3 layers) 
and Tween 40 (0.0004 mol dm
3
), 3 layers) respectively. 
In conclusion, this study has shown that the semi-transparency of the DSSC devices produced in 
this thesis has been at the cost of the solar cell performance, whereby an optimum balance 
between transparency and performance has not been achieved beyond 0.3 % PCE. Efficient light 
harvesting has been sacrificed for transparency in these devices, whereby light passes through the 
device rather than being trapped by the sensitiser and absorbed by the TiO2 layer. The semi-
transparent thin films produced in this thesis have tended to be much thinner, with increased 
density and reduced porosity compared to standard mesoporous TiO2  thin films used in DSSCs, 
thus although potentially offering lower series resistance and greater transparency, a much 
smaller fraction of incoming light is absorbed within the films, resulting in a lower power 
conversion efficiency. Although non-transparent, the thicker, nanoporous TiO2 layers made 
famous by Grätzel in 1991,
142
 still offer the benefits of optimum power conversion efficiency 
when used as the working electrode in a DSSC device, owing to enhanced dye (and thus light) 
absorption. It is unsurprising that Grätzel has since commercialised his research into DSSC 
devices as described in the introduction to this chapter, whereby the company Glass 2 Energy Ltd 
has been founded with the sole purpose of producing semi-transparent DSSCs for building 
integrated photovoltaics, showing that an optimum balance between transparency and 





7. Conclusions and future work  
7.1. Overall conclusions 
This thesis has focused on the production and characterisation of TiO2 thin films for 
photocatalytic applications and for use within semi-transparent dye-sensitised solar cell (DSSC) 
devices. The production methods used have included sol-gel synthesis with two TiO2 precursors 
(titanium tetra-isopropoxide (TTIP) and titanium bis-ammonium lactato dihydroxide (TiBALD)) 
as well as chemical vapour deposition (CVD) methods of aerosol-assisted CVD and hybrid CVD. 
The use of non-ionic surfactants in the synthesis of TiO2 thin films has been extensively explored 
through the use of five surfactants; Tween 60, Tween 40, Tween 20, Brij 58 and Brij 98 in 
concentrations of 0.0008 mol dm
3
, 0.0006 mol dm
3
 and 0.0004 mol dm
3
.   
An initial investigation into surfactant use in the preparation of TiO2 thin films was conducted in 
chapter 3 through sol-gel synthesis. As the heaviest and bulkiest surfactant studied, Tween 60 
was found to not produce any enhanced characteristics in the resulting thin films produced, and 
was not studied further in this thesis. Sol-gel synthesis with Brij 58/98 surfactants and Tween 
20/40 surfactants in differing concentrations were found to exhibit some enhanced effects such as 
increased particle definition, increased film thickness, increased surface roughness, reduces 
particle sizes and increased superhydrophilicity. This change in thin properties are due to the role 
of the surfactant during particle growth and nucleation to form the film on the substrate surface, 
whereby Tween 60 surfactant is likely to have increased particle agglomeration due to its 
increased mass. These enhanced thin film properties are likely reasons for the enhanced 
photocatalytic performance observed for these samples. It was found that the photocatalytic half-
life of resazurin dye degradation could be reduced from 12 minutes to 3 minutes with the 
addition of some surfactants, whereby the photoactivity has been improved, from a rate of 1.76 x 
10
12




) for a plain TTIP derived thin film to a maximum of 2.96 x 
10
12 




)  as observed for sample B98 B2 prepared with Brij 98 
surfactant in a concentration of 0.004 mol dm
3
. This increased photoactivity was attributed to a 
higher surface roughness (110 nm RMS) indicating a greater surface area for the dye to be 
absorbed and for photocatalysis to occur.  
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Chapter 3 also saw the use of a novel TiO2 thin film precursor; TiBALD, used as an alternative 
precursor to TTIP. The effects of surfactant addition were explored using the same surfactant 
types and concentrations as for TTIP, in order to determine whether TiBALD should be used as a 
preferential precursor for the preparation of photocatalytically active TiO2 thin films. Indeed, the 
TiBALD prepared films were found to exhibit higher photocatalytic activities compared to the 
TTIP prepared films, whereby the addition of surfactant was found to in fact hinder the 
photocatalytic performance of the thin films. The highest photoactivity observed for a TiBALD 
prepared film was for that produced without surfactant addition, exhibiting a rate of 9.52 x 10
12
  




), which is a great enhancement on the same non-surfactant thin 
film produced with TTIP, which exhibited a rate of just 1.76 x 10
12 





). This enhanced photoactivity was attributed to several factors including the increased thin 
film thickness, surface roughness and superhydrophilicity observed in TiBALD prepared films. 
The use of aerosol-assisted CVD for the production of TiO2 thin films was explored in chapter 4 
with surfactant addition and two solvents; toluene and dichloromethane (DCM). Two solvents 
were used to determine whether the changes to thin film microstructure and photocatalytic 
performance were a result of surfactant addition or the solvent choice. With toluene as solvent, 
thin films were prepared, with the addition of Tween and Brij surfactants in three concentrations; 
0.5 M, 1 M and 2 M. The effects of surfactant addition were explored and the addition of 
surfactant was found to significantly affect the photocatalytic performance of the deposited thin 
films, depending on the surfactant type used and the concentration. The AACVD films produced 
without surfactant addition exhibited an average half-life of 5 minutes for resazurin degradation, 
with a calculated rate of photoactivity of 3.88 x 10
13 





to the highest photoactivity obtained by the AACVD Brij 58 0.5 M sample which had a half-life 
of just 3 minutes and a photoactivity rate of 9.40 x 10
14 





enhanced photocatalytic performance for the Brij 58 surfactant prepared film was attributed to 
several factors, including a smaller particle size of 80 nm within the film compared to 110 nm for 
the non-surfactant sample as well as an increased texture coefficient in the (004) preferential 
plane of 2.70 vs 1.46 for the control sample.  
The use of DCM as solvent was also explored in order to determine whether the enhancements 
seemingly made by surfactant addition were limited by the solvent used. The addition of Tween 
and Brij surfactants in two concentrations; 0.5 M and 1 M were explored as the higher 
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concentration of 2 M was not found to produce any enhanced thin film characteristics. Surfactant 
addition with DCM as solvent through AACVD was found to significantly affect the 
photocatalytic performance of the deposited TiO2 thin films, whereby films produced without 
surfactant addition exhibited an average half-life of 12.5 minutes for resazurin (much lower than 
films of the same type prepared without surfactant addition but toluene solvent which showed an 
average half-life of 5 minutes), with a calculated rate of photoactivity of 1.86 x 10
13 
(dye 




). The addition of surfactant was found to enhance this activity, with 
the highest performance exhibited sample AACVD B98 0.5 DCM which had a half-life of just 
2.75 minutes and a photoactivity rate of 1.30 x 10
15 





enhanced performance was comparable to those produced with toluene thin films, and was 
attributed to a number of factors including smaller particle size (60 nm vs 90 nm for control 
DCM film) and increased texture coefficient (2.95 vs 2.64 for control film) in the (004) 
preferential plane.  
This exploration into the use of surfactants and two different solvents in the AACVD of TiO2 
thin films was made in chapter 4 in order to obtain an understanding of the processing parameters 
which can result in enhanced characteristics and properties for the films produced. The 
exploration of the solvent affects has enabled a better understanding of the role of the surfactant 
in optimizing the thin film properties. Through comparison of the photocatalytic performance 
across the AACVD samples produced with both toluene and DCM as solvent it was found that 
no significant trend across all samples was present due to the different use of solvent with 
surfactant. However, the results gave a clear indication that the use of Brij surfactant enables a 
significant enhancement of photocatalytic activity in AACVD derived thin films compared to 
plain films prepared without surfactant, regardless of solvent choice. Furthermore toluene was 
observed to be a preferential solvent for the production of photocatalytically active thin films, 
whereby comparison of the plain TTIP samples prepared without surfactant addition showed that 
















) for the DCM 
prepared films. This was attributed to the toluene prepared TiO2 thin film exhibiting higher 
hydrophilicity (showing super hydrophilicity after 30 minutes UV irradiation), an increased 
average surface roughness (average of 134 nm RMS vs just 39 nm for the DCM prepared films), 
and a smaller crystallite size (7.5 nm vs 10 nm for DCM prepared film). This combination of 
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properties is suggested to have enabled the film to exhibit a faster rate of resazurin degradation; 
owing to better adsorption of the dye on the surface and a greater surface area to volume ratio 
upon which the photocatalytic reaction could take place.  
In correlation with the sol-gel thin film samples, the AACVD samples produced with the 
addition of Brij surfactants were again found to show significantly faster photocatalytic 
degradation rates for resazurin dye compared to the plain films prepared without surfactant, 
whereby the fastest activities were calculated as 9.50 x 10
14 












) for sample AACVD B98 0.5 d (prepared with Brij 98 0.5 M in 
DCM). As photocatalysis is a complex phenomenon with many interlinking characteristics 
affecting the performance of a material, this enhanced performance was not attributed to a single 
material property. Some thin film properties were highlighted as potential factors resulting in the 
improved photocatalytic performance, such as smaller average crystallite sizes (~5.5 nm), and 
larger texture coefficients in the 004 anatase plane.   
In chapter 5, hybrid chemical vapour deposition (HCVD) was explored as an alternative to 
AACVD derived thin films, aiming to combine the advantages of AACVD with the advantages 
of atmospheric pressure CVD, including faster reaction times and more robust thin films. The 
effect of surfactant addition was again studied to determine its effects on the properties and 
performance of the thin films produced, whereby surfactants were found to greatly alter the 
morphology, particle sizes and thickness of HCVD films. Typically HCVD films were found to 
show much greater variation in thin film thickness, with the addition of surfactant found to 
produce much thicker films compared to those made by AACVD, with average thicknesses as 
high as 4.5 μm (as for HT40 1- thin film prepared with Tween 40 surfactant in 1M 
concentration). HCVD films prepared without surfactant were much thinner, ranging from 1-1.5 
μm. This variation in thin film thickness was attributed to the different sizes of surfactants used, 
whereby those with higher masses and larger structures (Tweens) tended to form different shapes 
of micelles that enabled increased thin film nucleation and growth, thus leading to thicker films 
produced. In terms of photocatalytic performance, the addition of surfactant was not found to 
produce any enhanced effects, with only two instances showing improvements to thin film 
performance. Again it was the Brij samples that enabled higher photocatalytic activities to be 
obtained, through samples HB98 1 and HB982 with photoactivities of 1.5 x 10
13








) respectively compared to 9.8 x 10
12





) for the plain HCVD sample prepared without surfactant. This enhanced photocatalytic 
performance was again attributed to higher texture coefficients observed in the [004] plane and 
smaller average crystallite sizes between 12- 13 nm.  
Overall, three methods of thin film deposition were used to prepare TiO2 thin films within this 
thesis; sol-gel, AACVD and HCVD. The addition of Brij and Tween surfactants were studied in 
order to determine the effects of surfactant addition with the overarching aim to establish an 
optimised method for producing photocatalytically active TiO2 thin films which was cheap and 
could be easily scaled up for industrial use. The photocatalytic performances of all three sets of 
films were compared whereby it was concluded that the AACVD samples demonstrated the best 
overall photocatalytic performances, with samples prepared with toluene as solvent and Brij 
surfactant showing the highest activities (rates of 9.50 x 10
14
 and 1.08 x 10
14





for AB58 0.5t and AB98 0.5 t respectively). This was found to be up to two 
magnitudes higher than the best photoactivities obtained for sol-gel thin films and hybrid films. 
In addition, hybrid CVD thin films were found to perform better on average compared to the sol-
gel samples, with the best photoactivities again prepared with Brij 58 and Brij 98; HB58 2 (1.0 x 
10
13




) HB98 1 (1.5 x 10
13





HB98 2 (1.1 x 10
13




). The sol-gel samples demonstrated inferior 







(plain TTIP sample prepared without surfactant) up to the highest 
values which were obtained using TiBALD precursor, of 9.51 x 10
12





for the film prepared without surfactant and 8.4 x 10
12





the Brij 58 film prepared with a concentration of 0.0004 mol dm
3
. Overall, the thin film 
production methods can be tentatively ranked in the following order for producing 
photocatalytically active thin films; AACVD films, Hybrid CVD films, sol-gel films prepared 
with TiBALD and lastly sol-gel with TTIP precursor. The use of Brij surfactants was found 
across the board to generally produce more photocatalytically active thin films.  
In chapter 6, a small selection of TiO2 thin films were used within semi-transparent dye-
sensitised solar cell devices, with up to 70% maximum transparency. A total of 96 devices were 
configured and tested, with repetitions performed by way of making duplicate devices, prepared 
from the same type of thin film, with the same configuration. Three configurations were tested, 
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including increasing the thin film soaking time in N3 dye from 24 hours to 42 hours, using a 
high-performance electrolyte (HI-30 Iodolyte) and a platinum counter electrode in place of a 
plain indium doped tin oxide (ITO) electrode. The latter configuration (2) using increased dye 
soaking time (42 hours) combined with the high-performance electrolyte (HI-30 Iodolyte) and a 
platinum counter electrode was found to enable enhanced device performances across the range 
of films tested, with PCE values as high as 0.3 % observed.  
In contrast to the assessments and conclusions made through evaluating the photocatalytic 
performance of the thin films in chapters 3-5, the optimum DSSC devices were those prepared 
with TiO2 thin films derived from sol-gel where TTIP precursor had been used. It was found that 
these DSSCs made with configuration 2 produced consistently higher power conversion 
efficiencies, with the best DSSCs exhibiting 0.1109-0.3814%. The optimum DSSC (0.3814 % 
PCE) was made with a TiO2 thin film that had been produced with surfactant addition; a 3-layer 
Brij 58 thin film (concentration A (0.0006 mol dm
3
)) which also exhibited an short-circuit 
current of 0.857 mA/cm
2
, an open-circuit voltage of 0.71 V and a fill factor of 0.60. In contrast, 
the TIBALD derived thin films which showed promising photocatalytic performances were 
found to demonstrate reduced performance in DSSC devices, whereby all devices exhibited 
efficiencies below 0.1 %, ranging between 0.0144 % -0.0619 %. This was attributed to reduced 
density and thin film porosity in the TiBALD prepared films, resulting in reduced dye adsorption 
and thus limited light absorption to catalyse the DSSC reaction. In addition, the use of AACVD 
thin films in DSSC devices were also found to inhibit the overall PCE performance, with only a 
few toluene thin films that were prepared with Brij surfactant tested in DSSCs. This poor 
performance was again attributed to the high density and low porosity of these films. The 
optimum DSSC prepared with an AACVD derived thin film had an efficiency of 0.0337 % (thin 
film prepared with Brij 98 0.5 M), which is much lower than that observed for the best DSSC 
device, 0.3814 % (for the TiO2 sol-gel TTIP film described above).     
As well as the incorporation of different thin film types into DSSC devices, several smaller 
studies were conducted to explore the influence of other components on DSSC device 
performance. An alternative natural dye sensitiser was studied by using dye extracted from 
purple potatoes, demonstrating a power conversion efficiency of 0.0027 % for a configuration 
using reduced dye loading time (24 hours), the less efficient electrolyte (Triiodide) and a plain 
ITO electrode. This was discussed as a promising result through performance comparison to the 
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DSSC performances of some devices prepared with N3 synthetic porphyrin dye sensitiser 
whereby efficiencies as low as 0.0024 % (Control-7, 2 layer) and 0.0011 (Control-1, 3 layer), 
with fill factors of just 0.118and 0.01 were obtained. Conclusions were drawn that natural 
pigments from purple potatoes could be investigated as potential alternatives to synthetic dye 
sensitisers, as even with a low fill factor of just 0.15, the DSSC cell produced with purple potato 
dye as sensitiser was able to produce a comparable efficiency (0.0027) to that obtained with the 
synthetic N3 dye DSSC (0.0022%) at a fraction of the cost. N3 synthetic dye costs £343.50 per 
gram (Sigma Aldrich costing January 2017) whereas the purple potatoes were grown effectively 
for free, with the only associated costs derived from the minimal use of  acid and solvent, in 
addition to access to freeze drying equipment. However, a much larger study including 
repetitions would have to be conducted to determine the true potential of sensitising dye derived 
from purple potatoes.  its true potential.  In addition to exploring alternative sensitisers, ionic 
liquids were investigated as a replacement for triiodide redox electrolytes in DSSC devices, 
whereby those studied were found to function within the DSSC configurations but at very low 
efficiencies between 0.0002-0.0030 % PCE.    
In summary, the use of photocatalytic performance as an indicator for DSSC device performance 
has been shown to be an inadequate, whereby those thin films which produced the highest 
photocatalytic performances (AACVD and TiBALD sol-gel films) were found to exhibit the 
lowest efficiencies in DSSC devices, a result which was attributed to the increased density and 
reduced porosity of the thin films.  
7.2. Future Work 
The chapters focusing on the production of semi-transparent TiO2 thin films via sol-gel (chapter 
3), aerosol-assisted CVD (chapter 4) and hybrid CVD (chapter 5) produced a range of 
conclusions focused around photocatalytic degradation of resazurin dye as an indicator for 
general photocatalytic performance, and potential performance within DSSC devices. Further 
work could focus on broadening this photocatalytic study to incorporate testing using other 
organic materials, such as stearic acid, which would offer more insights into the photocatalytic 
mechanisms and properties of the thin films which enable improved performance. Furthermore, 
this study focused only on the use of two brand named non-ionic surfactants; Tween and Brij, 
whereby these procedures could now be tested across a much wider range of commonly used 
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surfactants, such as CTAB and Pluronic surfactants, to add further insights into how surfactants 
interact with TiO2 thin film growth to alter the resulting thin film properties. In addition, now 
that specific concentrations of Tween and Brij surfactants have been found to enable enhanced 
photocatalytically active TiO2 thin films to be produced by sol-gel, AACVD and hybrid CVD, 
these surfactants could also be explored for the modification of zinc oxide or other similar 
semiconducting thin films.  
The final chapter focusing on the incorporation of TiO2 thin films into DSSC devices gave a good 
indication of thin film performance for this application; however a much larger study including 
increased repetitions would need to be carried out in able to add validity to the results. In 
addition, only a few configurations were tested, whereby a much larger array of variations could 
be investigated to improve device performance whilst maintaining transparency, including 
incorporation of solid state electrolytes, extra TiO2 light scattering layers and device sealing.  
The original intention of this work was to incorporate the results of DSSC devices into energy 
modelling in order to determine whether DSSCs could be viable candidates for energy efficient 
glazing, whereby those produced in this thesis showed maximum transparency of 70%, with 
most DSSC devices showing an average transmission of 45-50% in the visible range. Future 
work would look at not only finding the optimum configuration for a semi-transparent DSSC 
using thin films produced by sol-gel and AACVD, but also input these results into a range of 
energy modelling scenarios to determine the energy and subsequent cost savings if these DSSC 
devices were incorporated into window glazing. These models could then be used to quickly 
evaluate whether new glazing systems utilising DSSC technology produced in this manner could 
enable potential energy savings for new buildings, work which would be of great interest to those 
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Appendix A.  
A1. Selection of representative Tauc Plots (used to determine band gap of TiO2 thin films) 
 





























































Figure A2. Typical photographic example of wetting behaviour of TiO2 thin films before and after UV  irradiation. Film sample shown here was 







Appendix B.   
B1- SEM images for sol-gel samples prepared with TTIP and TiBALD 
 
Figure B1. SEM images of samples prepared by sol-gel with TTIP as precursor, with no 
surfactant addition. Numbers represent the number of layers. Samples were annealed at 500°C 
for 15 minutes.  
 
Figure B2. SEM Images of samples prepared by sol-gel with TTIP as precursor and decreasing 













. Numbers represent the number of layers. Samples were annealed at 500°C 
for 15 minutes.  
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Figure B3. SEM Images of samples prepared by sol-gel with TTIP as precursor and decreasing 








Numbers represent the number of layers. Samples were annealed at 500 °C for 15 minutes.  
 
 
Figure B4. SEM Images of samples prepared by sol-gel with TTIP as precursor and decreasing 








Numbers represent the number of layers. Samples were annealed at 500 °C for 15 minutes.  
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Figure B5. SEM Images of samples prepared by sol-gel with TTIP as precursor and decreasing 









represent the number of layers. Samples were annealed at 500 °C for 15 minutes.  
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Figure B6. SEM Images of samples prepared by sol-gel with TTIP as precursor and decreasing 




















Figure B7. SEM Images of samples prepared by sol-gel with TiBALD as precursor and 














Numbers represent the number of layers. Samples were 














Figure B8. SEM Images of samples prepared by sol-gel with TiBALD as precursor and 











Numbers represent the number of layers. Samples were annealed at 600 °C for 1 hour.  
 
 
Figure B9. SEM Images of samples prepared by sol-gel with TiBALD as precursor and 











Numbers represent the number of layers. Samples were annealed at 600 °C for 1 hour.  
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Figure B10. SEM Images of samples prepared by sol-gel with TiBALD as precursor and 











Numbers represent the number of layers. Samples were annealed at 600 °C for 1 hour.  
1 µm 
Zoom x40000  
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Appendix C.  
 




Device configuration is given by title of each IV curve, corresponding to the following: 
 
Thin film on FTO/ electrolyte/ Dye and film soaking time/ counter electrode (CE) 
- Sol-gel films: TTIP (titanium tetraisopropoxide) or TiBALD (titanium bis-ammonium lactato dihydroxide) used as precursor, without 
surfactant (Control) or with surfactant addition in preparation (B58, B98, T20, T40) in concentrations described in chapter 3.  
- Aerosol-assisted chemical vapour deposition films- (AACVD) films prepared with toluene (tol/ t) were tested in DSSC devices. %.  
- Triiodide- Triiodide electrolyte 
- Iodolyte- HI 30 Iodolyte (High performance electrolyte) 
- ITO CE- Indium doped tin oxide counter electrode 













Figure A.  
A1- TTIP Control 2 (2)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ ITO CE 
A2- TTIP Control 4 (2)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ ITO CE 
A3- TTIP Control 7 (2)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ ITO CE 
A4- TTIP Control 1 (3)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ ITO CE 
A5- TTIP Control 2 (3)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ ITO CE 
A6- TTIP Control 3 (3)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ ITO CE 
A7- TTIP B98 B-4 (2)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ ITO CE 
A8- TTIP B98 B-8 (2)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ ITO CE 
A9- TTIP B98 B-8 (3)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ ITO CE 
A10- TTIP B98 B-0 (3)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ ITO CE 
A11- TTIP B98 B-1 (3)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ ITO CE 
 
Figure B. 
A12- TTIP B58 A-2 (2)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A13- TTIP B58 A-7 (2)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A14- TTIP B58 A-5 (3)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A15 - TTIP B58 A-7 (3)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A16- TTIP B98 B-3 (3)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A17- TTIP Control 4 (2)/ Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A18- TTIP Control 7 (2)/ Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A19- TTIP Control 9 (3)/ Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A20- TTIP B58 A-8 (2)/ Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A21- TTIP B58 A-2 (2) / Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A22- TTIP B58 A-4 (2)/ Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
 
Figure C.  
A23- TTIP B98 B-1 (2)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A24- TTIP B98 B-4 (2)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A25- TTIP B98 B-3 (2)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A26 - TTIP B58 A-8 (3)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A27- TTIP B58 A-2 (3)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A28- TTIP B58 A-4 (3)/ Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A29- TTIP B98 B-3 (3)/ Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A30- TTIP B98 B-8 (3)/ Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A31- TTIP B98 B-5 (3)/ Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A32- TTIP T20 B-1 (2)/ Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A33- TTIP T20 B-4 (2)/ Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
 
Figure D. 
A34- TTIP T20 B-0 (2)/ Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A35- TTIP T40 B-4 (2)/ Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
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A36- TTIP T40 B-7 (2)/ Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A37 - TTIP T40 B-3 (2)/ Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A38- TTIP T40 B-6 (2)/ Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A39- TTIP T40 B-5 (2)/ Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A40- TTIP T20 B-6 (3)/ Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A41- TTIP T20 B-7 (3)/ Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A42- TTIP T40 B-5 (3)/ Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A43- TTIP T40 B-7 (3)/ Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A44- TTIP T40 B-3 (3)/ Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
 
Figure E.  
A45- TTIP T40 B-9 (3)/ Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A46- TTIP T40 B-8 (3)/ Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A47- TiBALD B58 AT-8 (2)/ Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A48 - TiBALD B58 AT-6 (2)/ Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A49- TiBALD B58 AT-5 (3)/ Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A50- TiBALD B58 BT-1 (3)/ Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A51- TiBALD B58 BT-7 (3) / Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A52- TiBALD B98 BT-7 (2)/ Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A53- TiBALD B58 BT-5 (2)/ Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A54- TiBALD B58 AT-7 (3)/ Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A55- TiBALD B58 AT-1 (3)/ Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
 
 
Figure F.  
A56- TiBALD B98 BT-1 (1)/ Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A57- TiBALD B98 BT-2 (3)/ Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A58- AACVD Tol (1)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ ITO CE 
A59 - AACVD Tol (2)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ ITO CE 
A60- AACVD B98 0.5 t (1)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ ITO CE 
A61- AACVD B98 0.5 t (2)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ ITO CE 
A62- AACVD B98 0.5 t (3)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ ITO CE 
A63- AACVD B98 1 t (1)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ ITO CE 
A64- AACVD B98 1 t (2)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ ITO CE 
A65- AACVD B98 1 t (3)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ ITO CE 
A66- AACVD B58 0.5 t (1) Triiodide/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ ITO CE 
 
Figure G. 
A67- AACVD B58 0.5 t (2) Triiodide/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ ITO CE 
A68- AACVD B58 0.5 t (3) Triiodide/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ ITO CE 
A69- AACVD B58 1 t (1) Triiodide/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ ITO CE 
A70 - AACVD B58 1 t (2) Triiodide/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ ITO CE 
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A71- AACVD B58 1 t (3) Triiodide/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ ITO CE 
A72- AACVD T20 0.5 t (1)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ Pt CE 
A73- AACVD T20 0.5 t (2)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ Pt CE 
A74- AACVD T20 1 t (1)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ Pt CE 
A75- AACVD T20 1 t (1)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ Pt CE 
A76- AACVD T40 0.5 t (1)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ Pt CE 
A77- AACVD T40 0.5 t (2)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ Pt CE 
 
Figure H.  
A78- AACVD T40 0.5 t (3)/ Triiodide/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ Pt CE 
A79- AACVD B98 0.5 t (1)/ Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A80- AACVD B98 0.5 t (2) Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A81- AACVD B98 0.5 t (3) Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A82- AACVD B98 1 t (1) Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A83- AACVD B58 1 t (1) /Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A84- AACVD B58 1 t (2) /Iodolyte/ N3 dye 42 hrs/ Pt CE 
A85- TTIP Control 3/ Triiodide/ Purple potato dye/ ITO CE 
A86- TTIP B58 A-3/ CB-1a/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ ITO CE 
A87- TTIP B58 A-3/ CB-1a/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ ITO CE 
A88- TTIP B58 B-2/ CB-3a/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ ITO CE 
 
Figure I. 
A89- TTIP B98 B-2/ CB-3a/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ ITO CE 
A90- TTIP B98 A-3/ CB-3a/N3 dye 24 hrs/ ITO CE 
A91- TTIP B98 A-3/ CB-3a/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ ITO CE 
A92- TTIP B98 B-2/ CB-4/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ ITO CE 
A93- TTIP B98 B-3/ CB-5/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ ITO CE 
A94- TTIP B98 A-2/CB-6/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ ITO CE 
A95- TTIP B98 A-2/ CB-7/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ ITO CE 
A96- TTIP B98 A-2/ CB-8/ N3 dye 24 hrs/ ITO CE
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